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ABSTRACT
The present study examined the relationships between the emotional effects of chronic stress at
work (burnout) and the quality of family interactions. A systemic approach was adopted, leading
to the use of the concept of spillover to describe the transmission of effects across the work-home
interface. The relationship between burnout and family life was expected to be moderated by
frequency of coping strategies and by size of social support network.
Data was gathered from questionnaires distributed to married policemen and their wives in 13
stations and units in the Natal Midlands region of the SAPS. The fmal sample consisted of 84
policemen and 74 of their wives. The data was analyzed using Pearson product-moment
correlation, stepwise multiple regression, non-parametric tests, and content analysis of the free
comment part of the questionnaire.
The results of the study showed this sample of policemen to be experiencing relatively high levels
of burnout and this was manifest particularly in terms of a diminished sense of personal
accomplishment and feelings of negative self-evaluation. Specific sources of discontent for the
policemen were frustrations with an unresponsive police hierarchy, low wages, and disruption to
family life caused by overtime and irregular hours.
Further results showed that those policemen experiencing the highest frequencies of emotional
exhaustion and depersonalisation were more likely to bring their work-related strain home with
them in the form of upset and angry feelings, physical exhaustion, and complaints about problems
at work. This process of Work-to-Home Spillover significantly predicted Quality of Family Life
v
for the wives of such policemen. No moderator effects were shown for coping or social support,
although those policemen with greater numbers of supporters were also more likely to experience
a greater sense of personal accomplishment.
These results were discussed in terms of the burnout and spillover literature, and were evaluated
with due regard for the present socio-political context in South Africa. Recommendations were
made pertaining to the provision of psychological services to SAPS members and their families,
and to the need to eliminate the stigma attached to using such services.
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1.1. Rationale for the Study
Occupational stress is presently a major focus of concern, not only because of the financial costs
----- -
involved in managing associated chronic illnesses, but also because of the human costs in terms of
psychological well-being and adjustment. Stressful situations are an intermIttent, ufiiieVIta e, part .
of most people's working lives. However, some occupations more than others appear to offer either---- .. - -------------_. '" _...-------- ~--ahigher incidence of stre~~l situations,J!igher levels of stressfulness, or both. As workers who
"t~~d't~-h;~~-~~-d~':i~;p~ople under difficult if not trau~;~ircu~-~t;~~~~~-pohcemen"are liKely
'tOe~perienc~'~~';id~;able"stress i~--';h~~ -~~rki~~~li~;~~d-hoi~'--'furth-e-;:- prob~e that this wiTl
_______ - - ·0---- -~ _'0 .,- -- • -. --~.__._-~. ' •.'__ ._" < ••~._ __ _. =.~,_.~ .
impinge on' their non-work lives. _f.uJtlL~rmore, in South Africa, policemen face unique stressors
____-' ~------ -_ ••:-~._- ~ -"-=--·-~~"'_H. __ ~ •.~_ ~'."'.. " _._..,._ .•. .: ........_...__..........
arising largely from the past and current socio-political contexts.
---~-~---- - ....-
./ /1.2. Theoretical Framework
A major problem with stress research is the definitional confusion surrounding the term. "Stress"
has been variously considered to be a stimulus, a response, a transaction, and a perception (Mackay
and Cooper, 1981, pp; 170-171). A current view integrates these usages by incorporating the
individual's apprai~al of str~~;,-thus defining a state of stress -as "the imbalance betw~n
~perceivea dem'and and perc~ed ability to meet that demand" (Sutherland and Cooper~1990: p. i9)~'
--------_._-_. - ------------_.::.-_-_:::.......-:
-This imbalance may be resolved through successful coping, or, if the individual is unable to cope,
_~~_ or she may display physiological, psychological, or behavioural symptoms of stress.
It is~__~onic experience of such E!ess symptoms which seems to be indicated by the term
-~-- - - ------
"burnout", although burnout has also been considered to be coping strategy (Burke, 1987). Maslach-- --~-----------
2
(1982) considers burnout to be (1) an individual phenomenon, (2) an internal psychological
--------------- _._.
experience, and (3) a negative experience involving distress, discomfort, and dysfunction. The------_._------- . . .._-
-Construct has been particularly applied to "people whose jobs require repeated exposure to--- ~.-_----
emotionally charged, interpersonal situations" (Jackson and Maslach, 1982, p.64). However, it
-~-'---.....,...--_.. _~.-....--- ""..... -~ - ,,-_.......-.-.-------~--~ . . .
has also been extended to categories of occupations besides the helping profe~lQ!1s '!!].9 to "non-
-----_ ••_ ..._---_....~...,.......- ......_-""'~ ............,_._._......_-, .....~~.P~._"--~, .....·-.,.'"' .,,_"~._ •....,........_ .•• '.~. ~.,.~•. _...........__. _
work spheres of life" (Maslach, 1982, p.33) .
..., ~-...:--o:>--.....~,,__,~.,... .. ..,...... ._..........
In considering the stressed individual in his or her total context, it is apparent that the boundaries
------ .P-..,., - - _. . __,~-__
between work and family life are neither fixed nor impermeable. The process of transmission of
_ .,.....,_. ~ ••~.:a..a.......~ • ,_..... .~_ _ • __._"-._.",, __..,.,,,~
Stress across the-work/home interface has been incorporated in the term "spillover". "This concept
has been most frequently used to characterize the domestic strains of workers in high stress
... 4.. __ • __.... u . _.- - ._.~.~.~-~.--.-,_¥~--_._~_._---'-"~----' - p----"--.-
occupations (e.g., police work) that result from an inability to dissipate the tensions that accumulate--
over the workday" (Eckenrode and Gore, 1990, p.1). However, stress may also be transmitted
from home-Io-work. Eckenrooe and Gore (1990)p;~p~;;';~~d~i"ii~ki-~g';t;;~'s-p~~~~~se;~~ro~s__ .~_ ~_ .~__~_ ._.._~ __ .~ -..._-.----.-----'-----...--~----.---.----.---,.-----.---_.----------.0-_... _..__~_~ _
work and family, suggesting that the net effect (positive or negative) of stressors at work and home
~~...----_. ._-------- --------- - --~---,-
is mediated by role functioning and moderated by coping resources and contextual factors ..------~._..~ ..~_.. .....-.'. , .' _. "-'.. .' -....-.....,~,._. .... _.~". --.. . ._,~._~. ~ ...... - .~ ..,- ...-...'.~
Many of the factors which make police work in South Africa so stressful are not amenable to easy
.-
change, therefore an approach is proposed for this research which focuses on individual experience-------........-- -----
of stress, on spillover of effects across tw o..rk::home intesface, and on how these processes are
c-::--~ . , . . -~- ---- _
-moderat~.~Ls~ial.~.'!EP..?~~d coping. -----------
Recent experimental focus on social support has been a result of the suggestion that "the quantity
~ . . . '---.-'---
and quality of peoplefssocial relationships with spouses, friends, coworkers, and supervisors
appeai--to"have'aif'important bearing on the~am~;;t~f ";;;;;;..1h{jY_kJf.p~rie.ac.e.,_th~:~±=;~ll-
,,'_ ~ •.. ~~ ..._. ~ ,"l.._,......---............",..-_=.r'."'."'".~,..,.~ ..,.,...,..,.~--....,--------
being, and on the likelihood that stress will adversel affect their overall well-being" House 1981,
p.7). fmplicit" in 'ihis'''Is~th;id;'-ili~t'-~~~~~ sup~ort~~~~erate as a main effect, either on
. '.... . .~.. - -~ ......:...... - ------
occupational stress itself, or on the stress outcome, or it can o~rate '!~..a.._J?~ff~ri!lg,_~ff~c.t,J,~Gting_........-._- ~---_.-
on the s!~es~~_~~c~~~ E~l~ti~nship.
\1 .
11 Coping can be considered to refer to the cognitive and behavioural "acts" which are mobilized to-
- deal with the subjective perception of stress. Coping is thus thought to moderate the stress-outcome
---------
3
relationship, although it may also act as a mediator in this relationship. Much COp~~[_!e~~~~h_!:~s
-------_._--_.------------_.--~_._---_..
tended to focus on typologies of coping styles and behaviours, and this approach clearly has merits,
r---.---.-------~.-- .. ---._- "- .~----~.~.-.-.-.- ... --'.~--- ..--~,. -' ~ ......-- ~~ .. _-...~----------~-----------_ ...~.--- .....--.
.p(JJ1:icularly for gui.~~JL~nterventions. In~resent_ study, the kinds of strategies used by police
2!!l~.er~ ~i11.Q.~ __£9E~de~~~ut for s~tisti~~~~r.2.9se~.1__!!!.~ will ~~E..educed t?_~..sin~_le coping"
index.--
1.3. Overview of the Present Study
The goal of the present study is to investigate the relationships between burnout (i. e., the end-result
---------~ - ....... - - -
o~c.hr0E:~_~tres-~....e.t work and as~fum.ilyltf~..:. The~.9....Y.a.riahle$_ar.e-h.)Lpotb.esised...to-be
.,-_."-'
~~J2.y,_~pi1l9.Y~rof ~ffectLfr.Qm OJ:.k..a.ndJlQ.!1!£ and vi~ 1!.,ersa. ,]'he_ relati~n~~~wee~
___~-~.~~~u.~c~~.9.u~itX.,?f famiIX~': i~ ~pothesised ~o be mo~~rat~.QY_f.2pj.!1i;-and_so~ial sU.QQort.
In c~~~~_th~lite!at~~~-~~!lin.gJ9..Q~f!m.~Jla1-s1r~ss~.~d.b~rn~~~~e~iewed....z.S!1~.!~!
~~!2?~~~~. ~~~~~~ ?fJ~IJ2i!Llif,~.,~C[lAJl1e,rel~tion§.h!Q§.,jQ£!udiEg~p~l19.y~!J_..Qet~~~.!L~Qfk.~d
family life. This chapter includes an examination of features of family life which are specific to .
~~iice famil~~:' In- chapter f~~!.;.l!k6ii~s. peffiTInifig-to~tfii]lipiilll~isi.(r·jiiQ~ij~(o-£s;_~Qiiing~and
._. -----.•-~.~>'~ ....7 .... ~ _ "r< ~_
social~£~~~~.-3!e.!~vi~.~ed. T~~.PfQf"~!-!n:LfQr_ the ,study ,is. describeG~.in,chapter-fh:e",Jll~J~§.lllts
~--- ..
are reported in chapter six, and the results are discussed in chapter seven.




OCCUPATIONAL STRESS AND BURNOUT
ill 2.1. Introduction_ ......""..-.._"""""...__~~.1"''''''...''''''_' -_
Stress research has been considerabl~_hamper~ by defi~itionaJ confusio!L§.l}.rr:o!.mgill. the telP,
while the literature on occupational stress has been similarly handicapped. In the relevant literature,
,rst;~;:;"h;s- be~~'"~ef;;;d-to a~ ~ res~~n;:~-~~;:a t;~;a~!l~;:~~~,~~~If~;t~~,;JM~~~~J
.,~.-"".~ ... ", ...~.,-,.,r""""""·"""'··-·"~"''''''''·'' ...."'.....',........"".,,....2i- • ",,,,.-,,1 "" .."'~~~l·, ......"'-~"""'<6o>o<lA"" ...,,..••; .....-~.,..
"-a;d Cooper~.-I98i, pp. 170-171). More recently, research has been guided by an interactive
--- -
approach which integrates the various interpretations of the term. This involves incorporating the
~~ ~=-:~---.:-~ c ......,,~~ .... r.",e:-,1>C""""" "'-'%'6 ~,,""",*,,~~n .•
individual's appraisarof stressors,. thlJ~,=~~~~~~~e .s>..L~,tr~.~ __<!t~'the lm~~<l!,l~eJ?.~~~n
~~rce.~Y~4d~Oland:~~~~~~~~!l!;;~!2<ill~t th.~~,.~~,P~~~~'~~~E.~E~~~,~=~~.C?~P~EL.!2.?0!.g,12~.:.
As with stress, there are many definitions of burnout. Indeed, Maslach (1982) lists no less than 15,
from which, however, she is able to extract certain commonalities. In more general usage in the
literature, burnout has been used to indicate the chronic experience of stress symptoms, especially
by people whose work involves "institutionalized human services" (Jackson and Maslach, 1982,
p.64)
// 2.2. The Stress Concept
i
The term "stress" has been criticised as being overinclusive, and therefore lacking spe<;:ificity and---- ----usefulness (Maslach, 1982). Lazarus (1966, p.27) argues that the.ler.mis-mOs.LusefJJJly. em loyed
------_.-'---~- -
to connote a broad "area of study" but that "stress" may be qualified by the adjectives._------ - ..
'psychol~gicai, physiological, and sociological. It was the physiological pattern of responses on
whiCfi SeIye's concept~f~t;;; w;;b~se4~(APPk;,aIlL~~~hi·;·jnv~~~ed·-;~~
.~..,......-=-- ----.-.<"<-•.--_.._----~-~,.,._...__....-.._' ~---~
specific pituitary-adrenal response which could lead to the General Adaptation Syndrome and result
..~- --..... "'- ---------
5
in physical damage (e.g., gastric ulcers, adrenal atrophy). However, by the 1960s it had become
apparent that the relationship ~_~~\y_een st~~s~()..r~_~~E:~I!1~n beings was more comJ?~~J.~~ Selye_... ------.-'.M-~.-~-
had allowed for ...------
Since then there has developed a burgeoning literature addressing the definition and measurement
of stress. Theseefforts have failed to-p~~uce cons'ensus however, and indeed, McHugh and Vallis
-(1985 ,p-:T5)COnsiaertliat a"precISedefi~iti~~~f t~~E.!!! stress one that would be agr.eed to by




A further problem with definition is the apparent overlap between the conce ts of stress and
anxiety. The underlying mechanism of both is seen as the autonomic nervous system's response
-;;;;.~.~"'=----~~~ - - ",'.. ....~,,~-.•'-"....._-----_ .._,..,.._~~_._.~- - ..~~ .......__•
10threatening stimuli (Prochaska, 1979). Thus it is possible that in stress research, effects may be
"""'="'_""'~""''''''''''''''''''--''''~~'''''''''-o'''''''''''''W'''''''~"""""":_,,,,,,,,,~,,,,''''''''''''''<'<'''''=''''''''''''''·t·'''''''' ...-~:;. ...r""""""",,,,,~,,,.,-,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,"_,,,",,,_.,....,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ....~,,.,,_,,,,_ ...............,,_..,,,,...~.",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,_,,, ...._..,,,,..,.-.. ~"""'_""..,,"""_.-',......""'''''........,---.--_ _.r.._...;..''I
confounded with those attributable to anxiety. It could be argued that anxiety could be an
----~ ..- ---'- ,-,.' __ ._.._ __ ._..~.,~._... .., ~, ~.-",-.--- .. , ..,,~-- ~_._--_._~-_,._-----
antecedent, a component, or a consequence of stress (Qr all three). This suggests that the two
~~~ ....- - . -" -,.. _.....--~---._.---..._'- . - .~- .. - " ........ -. -..~--- ......-.........-.._.~----_.-.-.-.-----.-
phenomena are very closely related, though not identical.
i \2.3. Models of Stress, ,
I ~ _ .•_r
As suggested above, the "term stress has been used to refer to a variety of phenomena, some of
~-=-~_._....- -- ~"'---" _. ... . _.. -- -~---..-'''-' ... _.-. --.- ..
r-which tr<l?scend the individual as the unit of analysis" (Houston, 1987, p.374). However, in this
~ , ....... ~• ....,.....-..:~~--~~._..- "'".:,"'-. ----- ..-<-'< """""" ----'.. ....,~ - .....-. ... ,......-""~-----------.,•• -'
study the focus will be on s~ress as it pe~!l~ to individuals. "The various definitions of stress ...
~- ~ >--- '- - ~"- ~•• -.. - •. - ~~.••... _ ••. " -.-'.< .-. ~--~_.~.,..,.---~.', -~
implr_~..~~~~~pf,p.2del~.~9.!:.,s..~ess in which these definitions are embedded" (Christensen, 1981,
p.68). Some of these models wiii~b~ briefly considered: " ',.-..-,. ,.,,,,"".,... _<>.,,~-
! 2.3.1. Stress as Response
The concept of stress as a non-specific response to adverse environmental conditions arose in the--- .... ---
context of the Behaviourist paradigm, which focused on the impact of the environment on people.
C::~.___ ........... .... . _ . . _.__..
This model concentrated on t~P!1.~~lo~i:~_~~£.~e to_~~aum~ic .. input wh~~.~Jf..Pl..2lQn~.Q.,"
~WOi:il(neaato ffie-GeiieralAd;;ptation Syndrome. One problem with this model is that "the defining
'~_._"",,,,__,,,,,, ._.·_~.,d"~~"'L._ .....-,,--......_... .
ylf~sfol~~i~:Irespon~~-;e~ons~J)att~II)!!1ay be assQciat~dwith various..c~n.di1kli~m~.,-'
6
passion, exercise, fear, etc., that for other reasons we may not want to regard as compara?le"
0-
(Houston, 1987, p.375). Furthermore, the person is conceptualized as a pa~~~respo~~er _to
~n~~nWJP~~;~~;~--(i-~~:-;~~hol~~i~~-fac~~~;~; i~~redl~.------_.__. ~ .,--~ ~. -'. --'--' ...- -.--- .-
,'/2.3.2. Stress as Stimulus
'[
The source of the stress-as-stimulus approach lies in the use of the term stress in an engineering
- ------
context, i. e. as stress-pro-d'u-c-'in-g-s-'-traTn -(Appley and Trumbull, -1986, p.4). This conceptualization
-~dersst~es~~t;·be a-;;timulu; ch~~ct~ristic~fthe pers~~vironment, usually cast in terms
-ofth~iOa(ro-ri~e~f-d;;~dPi~d o~th~'~er~~~-or 'some adve;;~;(;k)~;-;;~~i~~~cl~~·;;t-~f
~~iro~~~~t"- -(C~;-"and Ferguson;-··ig·9 i·~· p.7): Thus stress is seen as so;ething requiring
~tion ;~djustme~t. The main criticism le~~ii~ at th~ above two models is that they fail to
..~ .~.,,,_,...... """C'~'"'.''''''--~~_·~'-~"·''~'''''~"'--'-'_P_~-''''''''~-''-''"''"''=--''''~·_ ...__.,._'........"'-.........""'_".-....,..~ ....~.... ,_,~,,_ .", ..~ ,_,._~"_ ....._.,_ ....._~._"'__....,.~,"_"" ..__._...._~""""'__,, ..---~__-. ..__.._
account for individuaL~Uffer,enQe,sjn_p~Jc~ptLon_oLstressfulne.s.s...JIJldjn reaction to stressors.
... ~ .. ,-._- - ..-- ._-.~..-.....- --
;' 2.3.3. Interactionist Approaches
! .
, The failure of response and stimulus models to account for individual differences and people's their
.:.-.:.._--- ,~~__" ,_ ~-r- ....~_-=............,_ - ~ - - --- _.. _._~ -.-- ........~~ ... :: := ,,---
underlying perceptual cognitive processes (Cox and Ferguson, 1991) led to the develo ment of
~·v~i~u-~··new c~~~eptuali;;tions-~-st;~~~T~he~~i~-~;~d~~-:;o~-eki~d ~'~process that occurs i~
___._.,._. .•.•• ,- - •.•_.~ .._. .._~,.•_...... ..• •. ..• .~...... ". e•.. _~-_._-~~.'"'-_.-~"---_. _._.-. _
between the stimulus situation that impinges on the individual and the potential responses of the-------..__ .. -"' -.,--'"~.. ".. -- _. _ _~- _.~- ._ ~--........,,~--:---
individual to that situation" (Houston, 1987, p.374). These approaches are generally known as if
___• _.. " .. • .._ c· _ ••~_.~. • .... _.,.~"~._~••_.~., _ .•".. ••••• - ~.~,. .-"...~••~,"_••_., ••_ ••-.- --- . ----.--.-. I
-i'ilferactionist or transactional models, and they reflect the dynamic nature of ongoing transactions i
_ ••_ . •. .•.•~_•. ">..'".••.~~~."'. -".•.•. __••. ~.. " _~._._~,... .~..••_ " _••- _-~,.- - •.•..__.•_~-- i
between individuals and their environments. These transactions gain their meaning for the person \--_. .. .".' - . .". -. .' .•-.__ . "--'-'--".- -~".~~.-.._.. \
'yj.tl.~p'praisal processes.
Although transactional approaches appear to offer considerable improvement on earlier models of
streSs~-nevertheless they have-bee;~riti-~is"ect-·i;-~-s· of methodologIcal <miicu ties with the
...."._-.....,.~-,' ... =~-"'.-~ '''.''. ._.:::...d~"'_.''''''''~,...v,·,<t'~_·..,... ........~....~~- ...." .. ~ ..............,....""'"" ... --.""""-,...... _...:--~--"_ ....- .. -......._",.,---.._.~ ........--.....,-----~-- ~.--,-_ .._ ....._--..._""._J"...._._-..~ ......_...._ ..._,,__• .._~.
measurement of stress when defined as an intervening process.
r 2.4. Occupational Stress
The continuing growth in the occul?~i9.nal st~s~.1it~n!!:.~,L~fl~tLt_~e current concern, in both
T.,..e-.~-~~-:~~13-alrClEIE£~~~~;~~;hh thi~'p..9_~! !n~~~~~~~~~21~lli?E~~Il~;~~;;;;h;~;ctk~iy<~th~
lite;ature .~~or~l~L".ll!_~h~~! the above-mentioned debate about the "fundame~;j~~;'~;e 7,f-th~'
. _......_~.---~.- ..... ,._;-." ."r~, __ ._'_"'''.'~ ~="-"""'- "'".-.-...... ~--~......""''''...., ..•_.'''''"' ..~...".~........., ......'....~....,,....~~~~_ .......,,~_
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stress concept" itself (Mackay and Cooper, 1987, p.167). The ma.jor practical cor~E~E.~,",.~~2~t
____- ..--_~__......._.,_.......»'..,...",~;;~i'.I_.-_""',.,.,>,......,>,...."~..._~'_.,..,,.'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' .........,"''-"'''''''''"-'''''''''''''''-_'''_....'''"''..~.". ~_,.,,''';;.,>.,'''_"'''~..<oM''''''''''''''''''i'>'~_~
-occupational stress appears to be directed at the financial costs incurred by stress-related illnesses,
__ ._' ...:-"""~....".,i;N_,".",_""-..:i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~,,,_""_""\.'J<><io"''''''''''''''''''''''''''_~''''~~~~~'''''''''''-''''''='''''
'6oflrin"ferrnr'ofaTrecrcosfs"ror'"n'eaIih'care;~as'~~eir~~'-in~t~rms of the costs of employee.litigation
~~.~~>';"';>d»1"'."""''''W'"~'~''x...-,,:;:",.;,t".,.<\f£,':~I<»;;"&:.'Ji.'''''''''''~•._.~,-~=~~.~---_~tiltJ!;;Tii","4'_~""'~
'l~lttffg""""l::'bmp"ensati'Orr~'fcrrJUlr:ferated""stre'ss(Coopet·1986) .. Whatever the specific motivationse .. ;H .. ',--.-,.• -, ......" ... -- ..- .,~_ ,__.;,'. ..;~';c ."'~v··\-""'.;;."';r*"'<'..",.","",;-"'=.....~""'.·"-'''";;o ...''''',.,...d._"''''.......",.:..-..r__lo<;''''''__.....~~""_I"""""'~~~
;;;;;~~t·y~;;,,·[h;~~j7;~ti~~t;r;';t;dy growth in employee health programmes" (Murphy, ..1?~4,
>,,:,,-.- ."."".--,.c~'*,~_" -'.;.',~~.~",.-.''''"' ...,''4''&''''., .......,.~.~ ..'"--_'''..,..."..... -'~__""r.. '..,,_......:......'.__"""'.~_
.R~n::"" ""
"Traditional occupa~ionCl1,,~tr~,§,S«ili[e.s.ear,ch"'.has.Jo,c,use(Lprimaril~,JU1Q!L11~Y.~hQsQcial.,x~ri~1>JS(,Lt.,/..
·roie:~;i;t;I<d~;~~";'''·;~;''~xamp1e) as well as socio:!,~gh}:~1~.~.2P~~n (Mackay and Cooper, 1987,
"-".,,,<;;.'-."7,".'."'1'"',:--;,; '." ,,';<"·""'!,r;:;',,< ''''.',.,. :~'. "":"'__'"""".,.~·i":;;-:"",.,~:!,.<>,;.e,.,,,,"i'~';~''-_~~'''>''-; ,.0,'." _"',,,;'." 'c.,~.i'!-,,' ,P.··;,=_':""f•....;"~, -., ' •.,;;", ",",,"'•."·,i·~·'··"~'~' "~"""'~""'''''''''l-<~, - . - . ..~- .". ,.'~. ·,~.w~>,"·;,.."·~.."i<:'.,.,...' ", ......AA"""-;....,."'",,· :"~y."c·",...,.- ..~"...s ...;;--":.S;ll--. '~.,•..,...,""-o\,""""-,,,' "
.p. 168). Thus o~~~R~~~,?~~,~~~~~,~.JJ~,§.J~1l9,~,!Q"!l~,,g"~l1Jl~fL,inJ~rm§, g.fJ!5~£EJ?,~~~s2,~:~.~~,~.:~,~~.:~!..~t
(Dewe, 1989):~~p(,1928.h~jltt4in Cox and Ferguson, 1991) drawing on the transactional model,
._~,.•,.,..-o" 'M~ '."" " , .·,',~<i'lH'?'!',~""";...''''.'''''''''~M .. .-.,Y''''''''~;,\l.~.l;-''' 1"7:..--",,"''' "'-''''''''~:;'''''~''''*~Y;K''!''';f"";;;·:."";,.:.;,,,,:,",.~,;;:<\.,,,;.., .. :,._...~:>:.\.":;:','~:~, ..::,-;;::",,', ..,",' _,,_, _.' ,
Clescribed (occupational) stress as the "psychological state which arose when there was personally
.,' .,."",.",,,,""'.,,,",,,"C"G,,,·,,·.~wc,,_·,.,,,,,,,,,,_"7>I,,,","';.""";"""";-<:<";':t';..~ ,;..,"'kiAt;..!.;m:fN.'!:W)~>#."'·"'l"::I:"'''~7rt(~~';''''~~:\'';i;'ij>:W$I';1".,,;i-''''h~':~''~''''Y~'L-;,.:r,-,'t,i';:"''-~':;i-',fi'"·!.'.;':'!'I.J!:;''''l'iCf.,;l;<.~ff'';;;:;';:"-(!;,··~"",,,;(.;,-,-,~S:"~·Jl ........-"·,,,."";-J-;-~:.,.~.;;.~~-;;;:;e,!N'.,'&;'\I~.~,~~,.,.,,, ..:,,,,,.-,,,""'-%.,.\OiI~'.I;;t:'!,,,,,~.':l~U;~"..."
signifi~~.~,i~~.~~~~9LWi§m~!~,bJ?~t~~Il!~~.. p~r~gn '.,~,.1?~~E~E,tt<?~.~ ....2L!~£2~!E~~~~ ..,~E1E~,~.~d
",...""""...,.,,,;,0.,,,,",,,,,,,
their ability to cope with those demands" (p.9).
2.5. Burnout
The term burnout was first used by Freudenberger (1974, in Jackson, Schwab, and Schu1er, 1986)
~~ ....~~"" ..."""">;,.",_r.~,="":e"""",,_,,"S"''''''!'''';'''·'=~~.J,~'''''''''@'?''''~S'W''''~~ ""-"£":-Pl"~""i!l"!""""4: ..~~~-,~C":,-""".~~;;?liO'~"'~~"!'"",,",""'£~!,';""""~H;'C'."',""""", ..~,,~,.
to refer to stress responses shown by employees in human services work. The concept has since
, .• -.- ' p- ""···''''''"'''-':''·-'·~"~''·~.'<''<"·'''':''--~'''~-'''''f':;;l'o'fl:;:';j7£~'''''''''''''''''''~t''--Jf'"",,''''''~ .,
"'p;~~~~p~pu1ar both with the gene;;r"p~blk~wi~d;Ith'~'p;~f~~~~ili'(M~i;:~T984)~';;d~"~i~d~,'
'ilsome"cntics'haveariued"ffiarburnouri'snoth1n'g"m6fe~'fli'a:n''"a''c<a:tchy''term">tharesseITtta:lty~crentes'"
a condition that then needs to be addressed" (Maslach, 1982, p.29).
As with stress, burnout has lacked definitiona1 clarity. Mas1ach (1982) considers burnout to be an
... ':, cf'-' ,. ". .," - "; O' .. 1~· '-"'i.~:-:j';':'''i[J.~,'''''<_1',""'''-' .',r"""...."', •. '':::''''''·'Tf4,",~I1~'-<~! .•'l:=<-;.;',,-~(,,,,-,,,~, .,,,,,,., "'~""'i':':~:';-c~'_"'-"'-: "'" "'-~;'i<:7-~ '" ;a,.!!.-~~.'" ..~._: ":.' ":.'_'_."'~',,,,,.", ".->\•..,.~. '';-'<':-;'_'~_''o;:-;.;::'I~~;;'-'-~~:,,,,=;;;~,~, ,.>'-":;~'1 ",'o"'''''''............;,::..."*'','!'1:w.. '1.!to/;....'}~_'?~'''$..:.,#.''''~..,,''4-.-..,.-:.:.....,'"~''
individual, internal, negative psychological expenence'tIlvo"tving distresli, discomfort, and
d~~~~,nc!!on.,~ji~~~~m:U2~:[~~:,Ii€~!i1,,~~~:E~~~~!~:!F~iEiill~qi!t~'~n.~li~;::~~p~;;,;~~:i~~hmiir&::~,
emotione! §tress. Per1man and Hartman (1982), in reviewing the burnout literature prior to 1982,
, synthesize the various definitions to produce a definition comprising the following components:
1. emotional and/or physical exhaustion
2. lowered job productivity
3. overdepersonalization
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These components accord well with those of Maslach and Jackson (1986), except that their
component of low personal accomplishment represents the affect that may underlie low
productivity.
Apart from criticism of the term based on its trendiness and its sensationalist nature (Handy, 1988),
it has also been suggested that burnout overlaps sufficiently with other constructs (e.g., tension,
fatigue, depression) to render it of limited use as a separate construct. Meier (1984) examined this
issue and found strong support for the convergent validity of burnout. "However, measures of
burnout also correlated highly with depression, thereby weakening support for burnout's
discriminant validity" (Meier, 1984, p. 216). Despite this, Meier (1984) concludes that burnout
fulfils the criteria for construct validity at least to the same extent as does depression and thus
deserves to be accepted as a valid construct.
Handy (1988) levels a furthercriticism at both burnout and occupational stress research. This is
....,."~""""'<;~~~;~.-~~,"'~-".-:..,.,p-" ...'''''''''''''.~ ...$'''(~~;.-'''.,.,.- ...."....'''''"...".-'''."'''~'''"£t''''''''''~'''''''''-''c5''''''''''''',''''",''''_"",~:>«",,,,,~>,-",,,,,,,,,,,,,~_'-·-·'''-'''-··'''·'''-''''':.4'''''''-·"~';'·''''''''''''''''''.''<F!;I''_~''.'·'';;;."",~_...,,-...-,-_..,,,,..,,_,, ,,;.,., ,~._". _"~' '~'':: ',_," _C' """'"-''(''-''''~~'C'''''''''_''~"~'';;''''''~~':'''''''''''''~'''''.-;'''f'-':''' --:A.h'~;."_--'''.''_''''''';_",{ ','.,,",
that both fields focus on the individual subjective experience of stress, while failing to pay
~q_!i::E'~"k~{;t\"~-~~";''''7".::!{,t·~;'-IJ''''~·;:'~>-'''''-····'' -.
sufficient attention to the functions and structures of organisations and society which constrain
;;"",,,,,,,. ,
Ind1~id~'~~~-(Handy, 1988, p.351). Handy (1988) sugge~t~'-~h~~<C'~h~';;bie;--;;h;hi; app;~;~his
·that'o;g~i~~tional dysfunction remains unacknowledged, while individuals are bla~~d for their




Stress, and the related concept of burnout, have been subject to considerable conceptual refinement
-in ~~~--~;,--;;-~lmi~;tingi'fi a~detinTilon~whrch~acfffioWiedges~-the,qi~~;;cti~e'~ilature"ot'the
; ••_~. -..···_~---.,..".- ...,":;~" ....."''''r''k.r..'!<!~'l''I~I~~~~ ....-=<-~".,.".,'''''''·_~'''''''-'~''''~·:-·''''' ~:'~'r'·""",'."..·.,~'''''"''..,,_,·.<·~· ......-.'f<,"",.,..,__,.... ,~:, •.~.._-"~)O'~,,:.,"., -..!" ..,O:-~<\'.',"'t"':'-',.{fJ','''''' ·.,~·~,.-:'''''.,''''''l';:,.,,'_''''''"''',__'''.:''''''''_''I!'~'"~·~.'.''''~v.li't'~~w.~:.l~:~-6!;r:.'l;~1.\"'6"-,:,' ....,·. -M~',J
concepts, as well as the role of appraisal. Burnout has been seen as a special caseof occupational
"",,->:,-,,<,~:,.:-<.,.~. ''''''.<'.C'''''''''-'''':''''~''-.r-''''''''''~'W''''"'''!'''''''~'''''''''':"'''-'''· .:"....""',.,.",r-_~,.,.'y,,,.,.,,..='.""""~""' ••.,,_;="'., ,~-x'''''·..y'"-r.,.,...,;. _.,.,. " .,., ,"'.,.,.c,.,-,·,.',.,..",_,',.. ,,, ,.,:. . ,. ' "j.";.':T,f~.-"':'j-C~~_~,I::::<"~~I'.!\"PI':~~·.~~.¥:w.~"",P""~,q;'.•~<7~.~)'!O:;:e.n:;.,~"""r.f:f"<"'f>;':'~"""""':"""' __":A';.""~""'-" .-,,~ .,'<:,.-.,.yt
stress which involves t~~,~~~?~~~~~xperience of stress symptoms by people who do "people work" .
Burnout is th.g~u.g~t!o!!1Sh&e,~,£2!El?Q!1!~~ts."~f _emoti?nal....~~h~~'~ti~~:~··'~~d~~;~r~~~~~'~rp~;~;nal
accomplishment, and a tendency to deperson~i~~-'~e~i~;";;~i;k~~~~'c:i~i~i~~=~;·"~~;~:~;;~~'>-;d
.. "- •.• ,.~ - .. -' "'T ."- _··,·· ...··"-.r'.~'*'f,..'··-'·,-,..·;·.·· '~·~:----r"'~:>.,~~-',,,:?"M':~...,.~,=~"":.-""'".~ .._"",..-_~'""'''".'~'''''~'!/._,--ft'i>''~rr."",,,~,-c,,'C\=..,--,,.;F,.~~~T'<V'''''''''"'"'"'""'"'''''''''''~'''-~"C~.{C.-,,,.,.,..t::r:·=''-·';· .-.....,,"~,"~",.,"""'". ;,'~"~ ..-;~"'.,i<·'."·:,..",'l'r.'"-"".;,..i."'''"'''.'~'''"''M~~,~
burnout constructs has revolYed~arQung th.e po~s.il?1e,~Qy~rl~11.»'.itb.,Qtb~t,,~Qn.sJrn~ts,~y£;lL~!,Lt!!!Elety
and depression, as well as the individual.~stic nature of the concepts themselves.
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CHAPTER THREE
WORK AND FAMILY LIFE
3.1. Introduction
"For some time, researchers and practitioners have recognized the fluid boundaries between work
~- ---_-:;od _ "' _ .0 ....- ... ~ ¥ -~=_...... ,..---,------.-~~~.=:::::::::::.;::::~~.~.,.,...-= ........~.--.~~.-.~--
and family life" (Eckenrode and Gore, 1990, p.l). Thus the present research investigates the
re~hiPS~~n stres~'at ~orK and at nomewithinthe context of famiiy'iif;:&k~~r;d;~d
Gore (1990, p.4) suggest_ that -!.,he extent to which these spheres influence each other Wies--- ------- . .. - "",-according to "multiple factors related to the structure orfneIamily and tneworIq>lace in question,
, the nature of the stressors, and those situational factors that moderate the stress tr~smissioii'
"'--- -------_..---------------.__. .,-~-~..--~ .----._----_. _. _...........,..._- - -
process':'.
-.~--- -. .
Moderators of the stress transmission process will be considered in the following chapter. In the
present chapter, the nature of the relationship between work and home will be considered, alOng




3.2. Relationships between Work and Non-Work
Burke and Bradshaw (1981) discuss five different types of relationships between work and home
- ---- -
lif~~!~~ terme~L~pi11over_'_Jndependent,~~~flict, instrumental, and compensatory, and their
<---" ,-,-- ---,-, - ---_._------
definitions are shown in Table 3.2.a. -'-
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--' Table 3.2.a.: Five Relationships Between Work and Home Life (Burke and Bradshaw, 1981,
-----~---~,._-_._-----_._._--._~-~-~-~-,..,,-.-_._--~ ..•,."~--" "'-"'-"~--'-"-""'~-""---"'-"'~-"~"~,_._---. "~.- ..~~._,~~-_.,,,-_.~~_. ....."_........-_.~~.~ ...-.,.,..,,."""""-"~,-.~ ........~....
,__R.,~.J1.) .
SPILLOVER One affects the other in a positive or negative way.
INDEPENDENT They exist side by side and for all practical purposes they are
independent of each other.
CONFLICT They are in conflict with each other and cannot be easily
reconciled.
INSTRUMENTAL One is primarily a means to obtain something desired in the
other.
COMPENSATION One is a way of making up for what is missing in the other.
Within this taxonomy, t.he condition of spillover appears to subsume conflict, instrumental, and__------_ _.•_ _-_ _ _---- -- " _--- -..------_.-_._---._._-_.__._ --._-_ ---_.._-----------
compensation, suggesting that this is the most significant type of work-home relationship. To
'support"this·~~~~~ti~~:-B~;~~~d-B~~d~h~~~s~··(1~~ii.~~~·~fiQm~2~m~~g~r~=~d~th~i~~~i~~, .
~C""'-"'''''''-'''-'---''''''''''''-'_,....._..-_u< .....__...- ---.,~,_. ""~~ .. ~_.~~~_.~ ..
shows that spillover is involved in 59 % of husbands' perceptions of work-home relationships, and
-,,-- ,...., "~~--~""""""."'-"'-'''''-'-'''-''''-'-'''''-----'''
% of wives' perceptions.
_._ •• :,,,,-,,,,,,,,,,,,..~...,,...,,..~__----",,,,,,.....~ .e.
Views on the direction of influence of spillover have been contradictory. A transactional model of
--streS"s-'w6u[d·-ass~·;~·-~ti~~t;···i~-·b~~h··di;~~~i~~S~···H~~~~~~,·E~~~~··~d·~~~~i~~~(~~;~bii;h~d~-·in
'I3urke·;d..B';~d~~~~:··_·~·~~~·:··;~·;;~)·-;~~;~s~ a unidir~~tion~influence (from work to home),
whereas Crouter ·(1984)-..f~~;d~h~~ .. ,I~~~~~hi~d~·~f·-h~; ~~~~1~· ..~f-3·8'-~~e'-~d~1'7'fu~";I;'~~;k~~~"
........- ~ _.---"~ ~ ,,,•••••• _ •••_ ,,•• - .--- , ••• .....-:: "M _ •."' _~ ~_••__• ".~~-__".'"••
.. reported that their 'family life affected their work in either a positive or negative way (Bromet,
- ,..-,".",._,. ,. " ..,..,., .• , ... ,.~. --.. • v •••• '~.~••<-·~••_' ,~"- ..~,,•.•_'''y"~-.~--,."•...,--~-,.,~ ..,,~'" ..-"~--.,-'''._-............-.......,.,,'-"-,._--'~--_,,~"~v ..,~~'"_._,
Dew, and Parkinson , 1990, p.13?). BrometerqL.'§..Lt22Qt1.!!1.QLQ.t b1Jl~ccllaL.w.Q(kiJl~\Yi~es
'-''''''_'' __'''~'~"_'''"'>' _, ,",.......·M.·"., _ .•~, ,.,~ ......~.. ,._ •. _,~,_.,,__.-_•..•,,~....
found that of 220 ~i~~~E.e:£~E~i.~g,.!~~__PI~~~.!l~~ of .~pill~y~r.LJ.~L~~~ri~Qc~!:Lspilloyer-in_,hDth
'",...,'-<. ''''''''""'-''-''''''''-'_.~.-.........~.-~~......-".- "'. ~~ • " •• "
directions. __.
>.~.<.~'''' ..... .-~.>='''' .....<."\~..,...,.-
3.2.1. Spillover
In the present ~!~~.Y.L.~il1QyeL-is_._c.oncep-tualis~----aL.aJLjnterYelling_-y.Mi~Q!~, mediating the
"iefatf;;~hi;b~L~een_w.QIkJID9_f~Il}i1Y life. Notwithstanding Burke and Bradsha~~~-~~fi~i;i~~-cl"-----
,.~...~."'--"""""""""--"'"""'-='>''''~''''' ,.' ',-----,-,~ ..~ ,
@
spillover, the term has most commonly been used to refer to effects of excess stress or tension--_.-. .....
Which accumulate in one domain to the point where the other is negatively affected. However, the
, homeand;~~k d~mai~s can als~-~osi~i~~ly-i~fl~~n~~-~ch ~ther (Kirchmeyer;-1993), as in the case
.. -, - .--._~---------- ~------
of stress In-'th~ wo-rlq,la~~-;~~~lti~g.--i~- ~~~gizati.2!!...of i~~ily-!~sol!~~~,_thllLRromQting-laII!llv_
- - ---.,._.---- ....'.. "~-.-
-cohesive~ess (Eckenrode an~Gor~, .1990).
~----- .... _.--.~
:The concept of spillover from work to home assumes the potential importation of stress into the
L-~~~.~m. _~~~,~,_._~;?-~~~ii~=~4 ..HilL{i?_~~:.}~-Tho~p~~,~ d~~~~,_l9~~~~~~~~.~~~!_:"'.
rtressors may be "imported" into the family, in that stressors _experienced outside
may lead to stressors inside the family. It was further proposed that, through this
.,..----~_ ..._-~ - - .. ~,' .-----..-...~~~
importation process, the "transmission" of stress might OCCll!:..~!!.~ors e..X:J2~n~nc~
~... ,..-,. ... . - ......~---_ ........--_~- -- - ._-:._._",...~.-~._-_.--, .._'- .








Thompson and Vaux (1986) produced results consisteI!L\yitplbe_model' hypotnesis;;.butcautionect
~ag~~~t"~;~-;al-i~t~~~~ti~~-s~-- - - -----------. -.-.-
.~.... - ........._, -
!/ In a more recent study of occupational stress transmission, lones and Fletcher (1993) "found
evidence of transmission of stress from men to women, particularly where men have high strain----_......._.:.. -----_....-------------
....-:--:-:------~---------_._..----------_._---
jobs (high in demand and low in support), but no corresponding transmission from women to men"
(p:-8S1)·. l~nes ;-d'"Fl~~~her (1993)-also..found~~~~~0~~~n~ator; effects i~~ansmission of
stfess~vers~ly-reiated t; ~~~b~;~fchildr~~i~-th;f~ntiiy·.---Theys~ggest that children m~y
-;--..----:-:~--_.--:-_~ --~ - ~",:,"."",,- -~--- ------- . --~ ------
interfere with the mechanism of transmission or may have a compensatory effect in themselves.
MasTach-;;ijacks~ (1985, p.849) found' that fur-both men"and-womeii; "employees with children
~'" "., .-....~.,..,~~-_.'~.'"-....",- -- "" .. ~ - ..~ -- . - -., '-".- - -~'--~--~ --_ ...- -~ ........--_.~._--~--~--------~._,~
scored lower on all three burnout scores than did employees who were childless".
A common perception in the literature is that men have little psychological involvement in their
family roles in comparison with their work roles. However, Pleck (1985) points out that this
perception is based on the assumptions that "actual behaviour directly reflects psychological
involvement" (p.119) and that male and female sex roles are necessarily mirror images of each
other. Based on an analysis of the 1977 Quality of Employment Survey, Pleck (1985, p.l35) shows
that "the majority of men are more psychologically involved in their families than their jobs".
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While this finding contradicts the estimate that men participate relatively little in housework and
child care, nevertheless the demonstrated degree of their psychological involvement does provide
a foundation for men to increase their participation in these tasks.
While the majority of the literature has focused on spillover effects in the work-to-home direction,
a systemic approach would also expect effects in the home-to-work direction. In a study of 221
professional men and women, Kirchmeyer (1993) investigated positive and negative spillover
associated with involvement in multiple non-work domains (parenting, community work, and
recreation) to the work domain. She found that women and men reported similar levels of non-
work involvement, positive spillover, and use of coping strategies, whereas men experienced higher
negative spillover overall.
Crouter (1984) also investigated family-to-work spillover and found that "women with young
children at home are most likely to report high levels of spillover, in contrast to mothers of older
children and to fathers regardless of their position in the family life cycle" (p,425). Crouter (1984)
proposes the need to distinguish between different types of home-to-work spillover. These include
educational spillover in which something learnt at home benefits working life, and psychological
spillover in which family processes affect the work setting in a more transitory fashion.
Although the present study deals only with spillover of effects in policemen, it is likely that similar
processes-occurIn policewo-men:-VeryTittleof"the"1iteraturepertalns-to-poilcewomen~marld;g-thi~'
as a-' neglect~-~ea-~t;;;~h:"-H;;-~~r,-i-;;'B;~';~-~d -C"a~pbeli-;'~"-(i-990) study of 954 police'
.. office~~:'20 %~f~;h~'~a~;i~ ~e~~'~~~~~~~~-"th~;u;;~e;-of da~- analy~is, no distinction was-
~. ~.. .• _~ _.. """.__~.....~~..=--...l'.--~ ... _ ..... ---."... ..._~ ..... L~ __ ~ - .... ......-. ,_.-"..,............. ••__
made in this study between male"and-female_l1Qlice.._olfiG.~rs.,_._
3.3. Dimensions of Family Life
- . - - - ~ '-"" ,,- ..------
In order,~~lteJ'_J!nd~_r~w.ndJh~o:b.Q~~:_,pM1ofJh"~_wor!~ll1einteraction, a closer examination
---------~ ..~--..-...~-....- ---
< of aspects_.~~!.~~UXI~(t;J~~~!illl,J!RI2roQ~:.O~~!l£.~~~R~.!..Jsmarital functioning and satisfaction
~~~_~~~~eno ~QLsu~~~at_'''th~~e~~fPolic~,,)
_~~a~es~en~,!.?_~,~!~_~_n_~~l!!,"~~.r!P'§_2(~~ltal P!~Il:lpti9~_~gI!!.Q~~_!~.~~~~~ ~~.~~es'~JP.137). ~r ,:
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Disruption of the marital relationship may be one family life factor associated with spillover of
-stress. However, such spillover is also likely to result in changes in patterns of interactions
\ -----_.._---------_.. -'-
throughout the family~Relevant aspects here relate primarily to family cohesiveness, as reflected
---by'-thepolice;;an'-s-involvement with his children as opposed to his withdrawal from, -and-
~come<iuent-abs;nce from, the home conte~t~-"----'---'-~-----
'. __ '_ ~ ~__--'__......__=-=_---..- ......... -~-- Cb''- -,~
(Other features contributing to the quality offa~~_~~_~po~~~~~fac~_withhis job
arurTiiSwffe'S'attltllQetowards 'iUs occup~. The literature linking job satisfaction and marital
f;;;ctioni~gha;-b~~n ~~~~~~~;~~r~~Uh~~thv.Q~i~an_g ~~~rela~~o~shi'p~~[~g'




WI ""~ ~'_"" __''''.:''':'~-V'''''''''''''"'~''''''''_~''''''',1>';-~",,,.,,~,,,-.,,.
I" ,
: I~_~a~_~e a~pro~~~~~ at thi~.~ta¥:_to~_:.onsi~er w~. olice fami~E~ different fr~m the
\\ families of oth.er human service workers. An extensive literature has investigated sour.ces of
.'. . .~._ ".~"""..,~ -:r-. ""''''''''''''''''''<"""","_.""_"" ",.":,,,,,,,._.__ ~ . ~.-_... .,~_ . .... .. ... ~_--....
_\- \ ~~~~~~~~~ .~~re~~~~~?~i::~~r~~n~d~E~~E~ell,_~99~; ~o?pe:: ?~~~~son, .~~ .R~binson,
\ 1988; Davidson and Veno, 1980; Kaufmann and Beehr, 1989; Kroes, Margolis, and Hurrell:I974;
\_ .__,.__.~ -~._.~"~ __-_._~__.,,-_. '_'_·__'~P·'~_~·_~·o·.~'.'~~_·__· · _.'•. _......_ .. __.__.,.... _..__....~_~. __. __ ... _
vart_~29.y~lJ,_.l9.8]-)-..~_ .. --
./
l1' All of the organization~ str~~!s ~i~gu~_s__~... i~ these studies fall into the categories of Cooper's
, .... ".........~""="'"'~~- ..... ,.-...' --.,-.,.,,-~.........,.-- "•._- .~""" -~- - • -_ ......~•.-="'•.~-~- ..........,.-._~,_ .."-...._.-,.----~'-'- ...~-_...._,..-,,....,~. _ .....~.......-' ... ..,.-~-~
(1986) model of occupational stress. These categories are:
1. Factors intrinsic to the job (e.g., responsibility for lives)
Q. Role i~-th~··~;;;js;!L~~~~!~:~=~~~i~.~~~~.Qi~~~~~"-->·--
t ..... _,', .... ,. _.' .~~,,';4:~""" "'."-.~.., ...~...,......".,.'~.o-'LJ:...."''''~·,.;
3. Career development factors (e.g., llmit~~L2l?l?,Pn.~niJyJ:QLP.LQ.mQlion)
~4-:·Relatk;~-;hi~;~~~~~~~~~(~,~';.J -h~~;~l!!f'!L~!!]£n!r~t"
........-.- .,.....~-"-'- ..~:-~...,. ~
" 5: Organizational structure and climate (e.g., "police culture").
~~.:__ _ '" .......... ,,,,,,,,-,,~,,,,,,,,,,,,,_·_~o-...,..;r ~............ "'" _"_"."'__ .-'_~ ......_=.,........,...",....".•::~,.. -__...............__,.~~
I;/' T . ·d 'fi d bwo Important stressors I entI le y Brown and Campbell (1990) as experienced by 20-49%'(
(-1' Officers, were "Demands of work vs. home" and "Conflicts between~e/ work". It cOUIdbe
'\ ~~ thatthese stre~so~:~~.~~_~~~~S~~~th-;~b~~-categories: fih;~gth;;~-
~teractions between work and home factors. .... _.~__
-------~~--~~---,.,.. .... -
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ifNotwithstanding the breadth of potential occ':!I?ation.al"str.essots,,_theJ:e....app~.Q,.heJactD~tb.eir
I . ~-
( -;"ork enviromnent which are particularly troublesom~.fO!.J~olice offic~r.s..Ind$d~ KaufUJEll-lL.ill!d
I _ ~_-.-.--'~~~-'-'--~
i Beehr (1989, p.187) suggest that police officers "function within a unique frame of reference".
\ ~_ _. ...,_ ".'. _..._,.;t .• _......-..._.~-........-..-- _ ~_ ~- ......-:.-•...-....«=--_. ..¥-'--.........~ .- _.-;i.b""-,.._,..........~- .,.. ._--4'-_--=_._..-.::'"'--';:J;O~--..___ -~ !o!io
\ Furthermore, policelnSI1.0R~~~...!!9deJ:jntens.e_IU!l>li£$Jll..tiny,at times enduri~g p_ublic hostility
~~ ....._-_. ;:':;~"':."'_,--_.....~~~-- --._- - ••_----.' - - _ ...._-'""-. $"..... - - ....... - { ....~~...
\ and..r.eyilement. Their symbols. of authority, the uniform and the gun, tt:~cL!opolarise <&~~r:t
~t~~ ',;~~-'~~;;;~th~;,,-;ttit~~~~,,!.~,~~-l~di~g-.!~:cl~s;~·i~~;i~~;io~w;9~f~e~.~~Q§.~.~!!_~1l0.:v
·"p~ii~;~;~':b~~!!~Y.g!~~j~~f.9.d»i.Dg_tm.QJJl3in~~i!}K,!!E~.I!=P,2!i£~.r.~la!i~~~~~p.~~,
"', ......"' ....... ...."'_~ _ ...." • .,u ,
~~.~~~-~W~~~L~
\ . emotionally. This detached coping style is likely to be reinforc~ by the.~'policeculture" which "is 1"1.
\ ~60" ".,..~ ............~~~~.....,..~-.~.<'-'-""--.-_".L..., ......-"-' __~..._, ....~.&;,;J;:..,t, .._ .................""_.~"""'""'=->.""" -~~..,,""'~ '",",,<r"~'_~~~.e:r~~~~ .......
\ such that expression of personal feelings is limited and member~~~_~l}Q~o~~.!~U!}~!u\_ppis~
\ ~..:::.-=~ --.._~=--""..~_, ~>":Jo"'''' _.,-.,,_ ...... ~-"..,..__ '.,~ ~ "'",,~_4''''-;'''_''''''-' '-- -~. .
~;~:~::~n ~nder. th~~~st_ d~dfl!l circumstaQ.c:es." ..(~.M.Q5!~L.! 995).
·f
••' r'
i~~ ~ee~g.~rofes~~.~::~~~,~s~~a~_.be ~_tig~~~~z~._~-?_£2lice~~_~ay~~.~.ee~~ help i~_ y,.
\ this way will result in doubts about their courage and suitability for police work. Fortunately, this
\ ~...~ ~~ _-~" .-.'.....__ .....<-_,_-......" .•~.,..""""".........O_.~ .,.., .''''''.••••~_••--' -' -- ~ .......... "'..,."....... ...;-"""~.,.;:'.....,....~.,.••."."' ........."'-"'"'....._~................. ~.....,...~. ....-~ ••
. \ appears to be changing, with greater acceptance on. the part of the police hierarchy of the need,
\ first!y, t~ ··p;~~id~·p~y~h~i~gic~i servic~s and~~~'~!l~liy~.~~.r;ss~r~~~oii~~~~.~rs~ll.n~l=~h;l~~~g
\:~se of s~c.~,:·~~~i~es.wipnot.,b~st~grnatized.
-;7
( fihe diffiC~lty in.maintaining ~riendship relationships .may apply in even greater :easure~o~the
'\ polIceman s relatIOnshIp wIth hIS Wife and chttdrerr:-S'lIift wJID( mM me<!!! ne.that m~sses important
\ -fami!Y.Jl~i~::.th~nature 01 hIS worK may mearrtlrat-w~~~oes::-see}1i~~t1Theirron-
I ----
. /t~oLtetlS..e.to_n~late_t~m effectively. Thus the paradox arises that "because of job tensIOns,
\-hts personal relation:;sh~i=p-::s"tb=ec:-:o~m:-=-e:-:-so:-:-:st::-raJ.::-;·-..n·ed-:-T";ith-=a-;-t...h-e~is-u-n-aDreto turn to -is ami y or t e positive-
\ .--' ~_._--_.---------_.:...-_-=--...........
\. 1reinforcement that ~ould hel to mitigate the stress factors of his work" aynes, 1978, p.33). -
\'L-- ~ -~--- ~--~-
:>-~..;
~ .!
/\ Furthermore, the detached style r~uired at work car-not be switche.d_ o.n ~d. off like a light bulb ~
~~- .. "".- ... _.. ' .' '" ----.._----..-
(Haynes, 1978), and!t is this, in Earti'2~}~.J_~.hich~~ms to lead tO~~~1.~~.!iMa nard_
- ....'~ ....-.--~---- .
P., Maynard, N., McCubbin, and Shao, 1980). Such difficulties a ear to be most acute in the first
.----,------------~-_.. _ . "'""'""""'~ ~ .......-.=-~.......,.................-=.~_....-
Thi~~e y.~,.!o~_~~Clg,~.L~E__~hiU!as..£QP_~eQ.y~Oi:ne.sJ).oth..iILteI.mS-Of-PeIf.Qr.m,aflG€-Q.R_the~.Q.b
" ..__.~":',.- ..."".."'"...,....."....,.~"".."...,,-~.....~.. . -,.. .
.1 and in terms of "the high divorce rate among police generally" (Davidson and Veno, 1980, p.l38).\:./-_.._---~.__.._._..__.._.,._'- ,~ ..,-'""..-.__..-•.-_.......•. _".._-...._-..~-.,_._ ...~-..._.~-- .._~--- ..-.__.
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1Notwithstanding Davidson and Veno's (1980, p.136) ca~eat that "act~arial. statisti~s ... do not give
absolute indications of family disruption patterns", Rafky (1974, CIted In DavIdson and Veno,
1980, p.T38)"-inaintained that one third of the married' cadets were divorced withi~ their first two
YearS-on the-force". In' addition, theremaybe more serloU"s conse<luences, as 'marital disharmony"
_________~"""~----..-......~-_~_~···_,_·_~_·_••·_",."",-~w ~.~ ~_~_ ..·."._.~.." ...._ ..._.__.-"..-...-.-....------~ .....~~~__.--._........... •
has been assQ~i~te~L(,gLa_.12reci-1~itf!.ting. fa.Q_tQrLwitl:LPgUf~_~.gL~idt~jD~yi~l~on ang Veno,..l2-~..:-_
--~..-.,.......~_._.,--,-,.~--..~.,....,.,--,.,.,.
r; As Ma~d_.~3!_~(12.80 ,_J~:....:!9~Lp~}E.L~9~!L~~sIi~"~~~~_~ye_!.~~~~~,"~~~~~,~~~:.._~~~~egative
consequences of stress upon the marital relationship and upon family life". Maynard et al. (1980)
adoPt;I';';~;;"~~;i;i~~~~~~~~~h:-i~~~~~~~i~;~~;n;~rateg~s'~h';ol~~e~~~ found~~i~i~
~~t~.~:_~i~~.~~~~:~~:~~~~~!~,~ii~!i,S;J~:;iii~.~~.~.Ih~~,':[~~~~~lh~i:~~~~t~~,"<~i!!Lfu~iii1if;inlheJ?~.~~~~-
profession appears to require an ongoing "system of adaptive compromise" (p.499) between
maIntaIning cohesiori'andail~~i~g"i~di~idual development of fa~il;·~~~ber~·.Wi~~~-~~hi;~·~d·this
via developing self-reliance and accepting the demaIlds of~h'~'-~oli;--p~f~~sio~;-;hilears6-
--=--=---------:-"---:-----:-:--:-- --_._--_.__..__._.._._..._<_._.._~.-'.'.'-"
deVeloping social support and maintai.l]ing famgy integrati-9n.~. th~se adaplive_Eleasures on
".~"--_.- . -, _...........--~.~.. . -------~---~.
the part of police wives may indeed ameliorate the policeman's family life, this approach remains
_ .... >_.,_••_""....,,<~.....-~ .....w....,._"'-..._-..... .... .-,_~~.....-.-...,.-------'~_ ........_ .."..........~-"'=~......."'--_._--""....."....._.-=""..............,~·__...........,_~. ..... h ••,. ••••"''-
fixated on the individual's responsibility to cope with ~~c~P.~tioQ~L~.!!..~§.~_~._ItI~.rt~~)nherent inthis
appio·ach-i·~-·th~t"..th;·;~;p';~·;iliiiit~-·~f·~h~·~~;~~~~~i"~~al hierarchy is ignored. -. --. '. --'.".".'
3.5. Police Families in South Africa
----_.-........_--_.----_.•., .•._--- .....-_ ...
/f~t majority of thepo1!~es~1!~~l!'.EferILt(tJll!ld©Jlonej!LJ!Le_lJ_'lL~S~tes of
\ ~ Amenca, Great Bntain _9L.A~str'!1..@.,..~~LH.1§-Mg,I!®leJ~!Jg. how applicable this is to policing in
1<(:-S.·.-O.-U~..t-'.h.-.··~~ri~:-While-;~umber of fact~,L\yill in.evitably..!e si~~~:~~verthel~~s th~~thAfrica:n"~"~~---._------- ----------- - --_.__._-'--~-_._-<-,,~~~-~_ ..-----_._.__._-~-\~li~~S~rvices has a unique historical and contemporary context.
~ '-....---. ..-r. ._~_+<,__........_._~ ----. ~_ __.._.~._ •• ~~""
/
/ ~riginal1y established on 1 April 1913, the then So~~fric~_ Pol~~~gan ~?era~on~~~a post-
/ colonial context. ByTV30The'torce hacCrespo'nsibili'ty for the entire Union of South Africa. DuringI ..,." ....,...,,_.~-_.~-_.. ~~-~-----------~._- . -~_.. .__._
I the apartheid years from 1948 onwards, the SAP was th~~_0strumentJ2!_ e.l}for~!ng di~criminatory
I ,."--..,._...,.,,,~~_ ..__.......--~-~_ ..........---.._~.-"".,.-~-.:;~.::..""= ..'""- --~ ~. •I .,~~?'~=~!1_cl.L~S_.§~~~'.__!?~fa,.I11~a,~~9_dat~~~~~~~-=~h.~;;:;~~~~=~in~~~=~,~~~~~~:::~~;~!f~ .!h~§~.faQtQrLmad.e _
\ policemen, their families, and suspected)Ilfg~~e!§pIimetargets--QLthe. ..resistan.ce movements
\
. ..,,. ""~~.,,__~~.. ._.:_ ,.,._ ,,.."'c~~=,·=-.- _ ,.,,,,,.: ,, _._ " " .._.",.~" " _.~-==-=.::._.-::.
during the 1970s and 1980s.
\ ........~""'~,,..,,::;:;-.;:;;~::;:-..;:,::-..:~-=""'-,~-.--- ....,.,,~,,.......--~~~ .............-~-~-"_."''''
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In addition, the later apartheid years saw a gradual and more general erosion of t~~.,_~~ of l.aw,
'~~ch that presentl_y_.:p.Qlt~e ar~~~vil~ i~-'s~~~--~~~~u~ii~~~~~~ crime-'i~-~~'-~ all-ti~~-high"
~--_.- ..- - -- - -.---..-.. ----m.-----..------.._____.
'(Police Express, 1995 p.8). A further factor impacting on t~~_ cr~1..bility .<?f ~~~~PS,_ i~_
c,~ ~~I~~~E~.:~L~~:~~-·p;eJ~;~.·~~~.~~~~~i·l~:~~;~~!;~_!~!~?20~:._a.~~~~ities.· Th~~~' ~~.
thought to ha~~~l~_~~s o!.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~."':.~~~!~.~.R.~E~!.~!i~~~~ ..!~~.in.!~~~~~.o~.~is~~g-_.---
political settlement in.,,§QJJth.Afcica..---··· ~
-''''''''''--,~ .._-'~""_ ....,,-~~.,-''~'''''',.... ...-'''""''' ..-,.,
Within this context of lawlessness, the SAPS is also having to negotiate the transition from being
• ,_u ••.._.~_~_.__• -_, ·~...,~·*-~--'--,~ __"'_:.r: an instrument of "kragdadigheid" to the development of the new role of community policing in
--------~_._",.---~-_."'-.~._ ••~'~--'.-.<.~............=~.....".....,-......,.-_.---,,---_._._---_.-_.--"..."..~~-,...'""'..--~
South Africa. "The clear role definition applicable in the past, to protect the interests of whites
~__.-V<o.....,......-~~ ....~~ ..."."",.~'''' ..'''''"''',.."'''-.-,.''="'~~~~,..-~-~-~,.'' "_ ..."'"_'''''~.,.u.;"''_'''''''''·,·_·.",.-''; ..''''"_,'·~'''_....~'''~''''··,,· ..·=·,_''''......--<...,'''''''''''---.."..._,..~--.,.,.....,..-".-..,-_. --"-""'''''~-''"~-''''-'. ........,,..,.......""'""'.~
from the communist onslaught, gave police officials a sense of security. Given the new constitution,
police-officIals are-no;··~~p;~t;I-t~··p;~t;t~th;·righ·t~··~f-all ;'(N~i-and'B;ger~~~~tedi;K~~~ci~~'
\, 1995)~··Th~---i~;bility-·t~,·~h~g·~·--~~ie--perceptio~s·"has'-beencIte<Casan importantcause-orstress':
\--, ~_..",- ,. .. . .. " ~' ", , .~._-_._,,,-,.,..~._,, _ _ , ......•,..-- _,,_ ~.._~"-~- _-,..__ _..,,-,._--_ _,_.._,,----------
'---~ferated medical boarding, thus adding to the loss of personpower and expertise from the SAPS, an(r~
-exace;b~ti;g ..~~~t·'t~th~""~Q~_;L= ..··'''·~.. ··-'-'''-~'', ..~,,,._~...,,..=_..~"~...- ..~~.------..~._-- ...._-~._--~_.,
,'~>.~._."'~.,,..._..,..-' ~, .."r_."',..~ •...,_·..,...".. ..-,,~""""", ............"""'""- "",,,,,,-
;/S"ome of the stressors impacting on South African policemen have been discussed above. In a study
( fucusing specifically on stress factors aff~cti~~_members of the SA!, Boshoff (1984) found that the
\ "more serious stressors" were the court system, uncertainty in the future, and conflict of values,
\ ....~--~..,--_.._--_.-_._.--_... -----,_... .. _.
\ ''Wfiile remuneration did not seem to be problem" (p. xiii). Since then, the issue of police saIanes
\ -:'..".......,,<-~"'---,~,.~ ... ,.~.......,.,....'--...,.......,-_......_--.,,-_.-~-~--~--_...-=".. ,."'----_._.'_...---_._-_._.. --------- "-..





.. The "conflict of values" referred to above relates to conflict between the police officer and the
..~-,.,"",...,..¥ ....... -._--~--~. _-,_'-'-'---'~"'~-'.'-'"'~~"'-".".,....~..._:-.....>""".•,_.-..,,-"'''-',=-_.,---..,.~ ..,.'"''
. 'police or~~i~ati9~J_!}}Ost)mpo~!ly __~~~h",.~~p~£J to marriage and family life. As with Haynes'
""~~.-.-,,.,..,--,--'-< .- .•...-,,-,,",'" - ,....",.''''...............,~,.-'''"<---.:;'''='''.'''''''":_-.._-.~.,-'-.,....._.,''''.......,........_-''''...~_.~ ..._>.
(1978) study, Bosh2ftl~LfmmQ,Jh!!LPg.!L~~'.!1£!!.~~~Lffll~!E~t~ .in.not being able to.give their
.' {amiii.~~~~ilii,!i;;~~~it~!1~~~~y_~QYi~~!.~~!~·: ..~.~~~~_~r~5'!;~~;~~-"ili5:_~i;;i~~' .
\\ fail_~.~~ ...~~,~'Nan~~~~E~~5!t~g~,QL!his_RrQQ1~n:t ,_ThiLall11~nl.lla!Jcit,y-91..£9E~!~~~ir wo~k
\ ..... ,~- ..... -.".. . . _. __.... '--"-".--'-"'~'---' ........._""""..~
'force is in marked cO~~,~1~L~yi.tlLJh~ om<::i,e!,~ ..~R.§ .. P91.iSy_!~_~ ..~J~~E~()nnel are the most important




inp~r~Qnalit)'"jDYolYing,cynic;tsl11' aggression or withdrawal, las,s~tu~e" moodiness, r,educed
~ween family members, reduced family activities, insomni~, and increased alcohol
-'''~--'"~-_.-._._~-" ..-."-_...~~.__...,-_.__..,~---_._- .._-.._._-" -~ ...•~--_._ .."._--_... ',- . - .- . -
use. Boshoff (1984,pp.167-8) concludes that th~jnteraCJiQlLbetw.een..his-famil.y-li.fe..an.d-his-w.oclc
~~--~-~-~~---'~~-_ ....~_._¥._.~~~..----
.~y be the single greatest stress.?Li!1..E~~i£~!.l_gJ __ .,. __ .
(fAs an indic~~~!~tres.1U~.?S-P_~~!!~~. bY.~~r.~..~~!!!1'.~r~,_JhD99.~Lglicllt~~.~!i~.L" van de,!
f ~_..--
I Westhuizen and Sunkel, 1995, PsySSA conference paper) make disturbing reading. During 1994,
lout of every 500 SAPS males committed suicide, while in 1991, 60 out of 100 000 police
_-.----~._-_.._=~ .......--..-~- ......-~~'"",..,.~,.--.~.--~~, .....~-.~""'~-.~, ..~,_.,_'".~ ", ....;"_._=_,.........,,.....,.,..._',....._ .......,........,......._....__'..=-~."...1>_._-_ ......_~"...""",
officials committed suicide, compared to the national figure of 5 out of 100 000 South Africans.
;r !t couldbehYpothesiz~dth;rt~~;g;·p~~ides~~p;~~e~ti~clfuct:·i~-tha! ~PP;;ri~~clYt;~-
,,-.!hirds of the total suicides we~e un.married. ~_urthermoreLJength of marria~---m:wears to b~,
~.-




In this chapter, it has been argued that the spillover r~lationshi,Q_.between work and home most-_.......---_.__... . - ---
inclusively de~<:ti~_~ch-.I~~!iQ!!§h!p's. ill_th~_p.I~S~.DlltY.Qy_sp.illQ.Y~I hH~ilheLdire.c.tiQn..is-Seen as-----
mediating the relationship between burnout and quality of family life. The latter has been
~"-, '.. ' =.....--~.............,._.-,,,~--,-,,,",-~~~----,---' --"'..~----_.----- "-~--------
conceptualised in terms of family interacti0!.l_~Lj!!~!!l-9i!!K_§_?Ji§f~jiort wilbJIlaritaLinteraction'r
--~~"--""""''''''~''''_'''''_~~~'''''''''''''''''e"''''''>~'''''~_'''~__-_'''''''"__''-"..-",<~w,~..,._~._~-, .....-",..----.......·"~~-,,.·,-
\ An extensive literature has assembled ~vi~en~t?~~f __!~...l?~icu!~X~~ur~J!.!!.9!:l~ing_~r~ssfulnes~L
\ .,..."""'.....',.~Sd""'-,.<~''h~..,_-'''''·¥-"~~«'-'·,...'''~"..-''~',,."'.,.''-..,,~--''"··...",......,....,-..-. ...-.._•.-.-..
which are inherent in police family life. This literature has also looked at the roles for policemen,
\ of typical coping strategies and peer support. The chapter ends with a brief look at the historical
\ _~',"'....,c,,,,,,,_,,,,,,,,,,-,,,,.~~""'~"""_-"'-'~''':'''~~'''''''''''~-'~_~==-='''''''A'''''_~"_",~••_,,,,,,,,,~,,,,,~,,-,,,-,,_~.,,,"._, ...~.•,_, ... ...,..._..-,.,.~_ ...,,.,.-,,-..,.....,"..~--~--_._. _.,...__. ..,.-~
\~~~_~!_~I!1J2or~_c~!l!~L~f the South Afric~hce ._S~rYk.es.
_""".:._ _ _..,.,._~•....".""""_"",~_.-,"-~",-" ...__ ,",,>,~,,,,,,__w~
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CHAPTER FOUR
SOCIAL SUPPORT AND COPING
If 4.1. Introduction
The fundamental hypothesis of the present research is that there is a relationship between the effects
of stress at work and quality of family life. Two processes are commonly thought to be involved
in such a relationship. Firstly, stress-mediating processes reflect the pathways through which work
stress impacts on family life and vice versa (Eckenrode and Gore, 1990), i.e., a "mediator variaI>Ie
is one that is responsible for the transmission of an effect, but does not alter the nature of tfiat -
~effect" (Cox and Ferguson resent stud considers spillover to be sucha
= _,~_".J..._, - ,
Secondly, stress-moderating processes or variables are those "whose presence or level alters the
direction or strength of the relationship between two other variables'.:.Jibid.l, in this. case work
'------- -- -
stress and family life. While both coping and social su port have been found to be mediators in
....._---'.... -- ---_.. -- ....
the stress-outcome relationship (Turner, 1983), in this thesis the~~ v.,gpables will only _l!.e.
- .. .. .. ,...-----"'... $ --""'.....
investigated as moderators of this relationship.
--~..-..-~-~p....---.....,....-..-.. .....,
/( 4.2. Social Support
Over the last two decades there has been an increasingly extensive focus on the influence of social
fa'Ctors -o'i1'-fndiv"idual well-being.Th;;;ost-i~;~t ~~~~~t~~:al envi~ont~:lt which is
fiYP;t~i~~=!~~~C~;;~~~~t~~~~_~O~ia1_~~,~~~t,_J2~;~~~e 'to-_._---- , --
alleviate work stress (Mackay and Cooper 1987). However, there have been several distinct
'.'-"'~---"'-"'~"~"~""~'''''-'''''''''''_.'''''''''''''''-'-'''''''''-'-'-'''''''''"'''''''-_:l''''~-..·_·__·~·~-----"'---~...............~-_w_ _.~._ Il''''~__
conceptualizations of "social support" in the literature. These conc~Qts share a focus on the
•._.. ._•• , ....... ~.#•••~~_......."'.....,~.- .~~.-'w.="'_'_·... ;..~;..."."-'-':..:I"'-.l ............I!a:~•• ,.u.~ ............,.;v:.~....,..r~......""':f."C:I""""-...:to,.....""'""'''''''' .. ,... ",.......~"'~••,....-.,,--~--"""'""~ "'-~..""""""~-""_._.--.....~~
importance of human relationships for health and well-being and they have included:
______<.W"..---"...-~'_-~"'_--~~~_""""~"~"""'~ "" --' ~. '••• p '-' 'C'....~-_...I1>._.........." .'""~' < ,~,~.S""""=, ..,--""_...........-...~---..-
B





3. Availability of confidants and human companionship (Turner, 1983).---- " -----~.----
Ii The above focus is reflected in the definition offered_by Williams and_ House (1985, p.207), who
/ consider social support to be "a flow between people of emotional concern, caring, information,
--~_.""""",,,,~-""'"""---~--------_.---- . - . - ~_.. .,.",,------....
and instrumental health, with emotional concern being the most ce?tral"J~mJ)lti~n~ill!lali!y..,__........... ,,~....-,........IO-.-...---·......~~-.-,.....-"...._"'""_.-.~ ..~.-
~ onl1e sociars~i;p~rt C~!}~~ntctjs_caplun~_(LbyJurn~[:sj1983.)_mapping.-sentenGe=('Gf-:-+able~4,.>2..a..,}.
_._._-~--_.-,_ ...~.~~._-~~" ...............-....--.
~ble 4.2.a.: Mapping-Sentence Definition of Social Support (Turner, 1983, p.lll, with
LaCknowledgement to P. Stemp, 1983, personal communication).
The domain of social support is defined as:
A










of the 1. love and/or affection
2. status and/or esteem
3. information and/or interpretation
4. aid and/or guidance
F











12. unspecified significant others
G
1. in general
2. with respect to a
focused problem
I;As the mapping sentence suggests, a number of different types of social support have been
Qescrtbed:-Ifouse-("±%1-;-in-TUrner;-l983rdisttrrguislllJetWeenemotloifii{support--;7nSTFumenraJ
'support, informational support, and app;~~~l supp~rt~-Alth~ghdifi~ren;-_mie~~ support
-----....~-~_.-~-~ --'-- -~..~-----_._-....,...,,_._ .._--~.~--- ----..
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jhave been developed, most taxonomies acknowled~:_~'~~_~:~!~vance o~perce~:ed_sUPR.~rt on t~~~
/hand, and of actual aid or its availability on the other" (Turner, 1983, p.109). While summing--------_._-_._-_..._----_..._---------_.._---_._-_._-._---------_.-_.
IlliITibers of supportingj>!_~pl~!!!__~~~_e.!!~i!2.nITl~nt_c.~ indicate total availability of support, a more.. . - _-~. ~ _,_ ...~._.' ......_~._r_ ~~_ ._, ....~__._. ._~_~._._. __ ~,__.__. _
crucial dimension of social support apPears to be the experience of being supported, in that suPpo:t
~only likely to be effective to the extent to which it is .erceived to be available oUrovided
(Procidano and Helier, 1983, p.2).
Ij--4.2.1. Bufferine versus Main Effects
. The major dispute in t~e social support li!.~atu..!£:.~~s to the ways in wl1ich social relations have
been conceptualized as oR~Jing. IbJ~_p1l£..s.ible-W.~w.hich..sociaLsupport-m~a1leIDate..w.o.rk
s~E...!.t.!gg~t~~Lili.QJJA..e,-1.9..81.,_in-MaGkay-and-CoopeJ.=.,....l>~}.~}.-1\¥e-(}f~tl~,€.s€-wa¥s--are
considered to ~f~J5~Yl£QI!1~~directly,J..,g~,..1QJ~~...:I!l~!!-~!f~t~.~~~!Y.:..~-----
su~~ __:~ .?~r~.~!y~>~nha.l!£.e.-.h.~~!}"".~y.Jl-t!p.E.~~~~~=~~~~ ..nee~s!.~r ~ff~~_~on ~
-approval, social contact, and security. Secondly, by reducin interQersonal tensions
~•.. ....-..--...~ ........;.__~ ....=""'~."......,.. .,_ ...,... .".~_...-...."..~_ ......."'""""_,, "'" --.-.~...-.........._l'"~_ ...~--..- ..
.and gene~y.h~!!g_Q.theL ositiy~~£ffects jn _the_~2Ite!lvir~)ll~ellt, .s.uPJ?<;~~~
directly reduce levels of stress and indirectly improve health (Williams and House,
~~~.,-"o<- r_-._- _ _ .'Y .."..~,....."'....- - • ...."..",., ....,._~.~,__.__..,_. ~'" r. _ • , _._~ ".~._.--..,....,.,.~~~_ ""~""""~__ Ii'''' "./t.
1985, p.208).
The third possible effect of support is a buffering one, i. e., social support is thought to operate as
an effect modIfIer 10 that the relationship between stress and outcome is thought "to be strongest
~ -
in those with low levels of social support" (Mackay and Cooper, 1987, p.181) (cf. Figure 4.2.a.).
Mackay and Cooper's (1987, p.181) argument that this effect of support only becomes app~ent
._--~ - -------_.~---------=.-
in high stress environments is supported by Turn~!"__09831Las he concludes that "social support,
atel;~;~hen co~ceived as an emotional o~J?~~P.lY~LQlm.~ns~~n,· is importantl; ~~nnected with
~- "' .............. -.....-..-,~.,.....-~ ....._---_...._-""-_..--.........-........._- --.-"...::-........__._- ~"'------~~-.~ ...-
. .. psycho~~~E.~~!~~~.JID~Ldisord.er~{p..J.4A).-an<lJhaL~.:suppm:Ltend.s<.JQ..JDatt~L.ill.Qre_Yf~re
~-.,.,~.--~--='
stressor level is relatively high" (p.142). Much recent research interest has attempted to find (and
<-~-.-.------~~""""'---~~~' ......~_._...-..~-=--~~~_. - ..,- . - __ I " ...
.~on~~,~c_~Egly~_h~w) ~h buff~ri~t.eff~!s. _Howe.v~r, highl._~!!consi~tenpt findi~gs .have emerg~
such that Turner (1983, p.139) considers the question to be "im ssible to resolve at this juncture
_~_~ __ >,-",,,,,,,,_,,"' .- .• , ......~=--"'..-.......,•.--..-..~~"".-__...ra -...... - .... - -,--_,,_"'."'o1l ... .,..,.
of the research progress".
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Figure 4.2.a.: Social S~rt~_M()_derator belween IJ]JynsJ!y of §tress and Out~OI?e Smodified






Some possible explanations for the confusion have been put forward. Mackay and Cooper (1987)
suggest that perceived SOCIal support may mfluence subjective reporting of stress, thus operating
as a confounding factor. Another possibility is the constancy-of-stress argument (Antonovsky, 1979,
-In Turner, 1983), which proposes that stressors are inevitably present, thus making "both direct
ana interactive e ects. :. theoretically interpretable in terms of the buffering hypothesis" (Turner,
. -.....-.--,.......--_....._-------_._- -
1'9K , p.139). Yet another difficulty lies in the way "the terms mediator and moderator are often
_..--.........-.,.."-~--.,-~--'~., - _. . --,_...._-_.~---_._..,...----_. --------,
confused and used interchangeably, both with each other and with a varlet of other m,ds,;ioJ:
CI'. ,.."..--..---.....-.....--...... ...-_.~-""":"~:-::---'-'-~--::"":":":---=---
example, buffer or vulnerability factor and modifier (Kessler, 1983)" Cox and...E~~.D.,,~2.2,L..
p:T2~~cellent description ofth;;;;~~~~alyses required to show mediator~
l11"Odefator effects, the reader is refen:e~tto_.c_ox_an.d_Ee(g,u,SQJL(199~,...PJl 12-] 4~.._
.,' _.""~.,,.~~...~......_~~~-.-,.,- '-'-
Meta-analyses ofthe relevant research (Fisher and Gitelson, 1983, Jackson and Schuler, 1985, cited
~ ;
in Kaufmann and Beehr, 1989) have concluded that the evidence is equivocal. The failure to
aemonstrate moderator effects has been interpreted "as confirmatory evidence for the specificity-'-or buffering effects" (Williams and House, 1985, p.214). Moderator effects have also been found
for certain types of support, for example, Cohen and Wills (1985) "conclude that buffering effects
-----::--:-- -
are generally found for functional support but not for structural support" (Kaufmann and Beehr'-.._
. -. ",.~ . .-~... - ... - --_........_"....-.~-_ ...--"'..----_...._-"'-"""--
19~9, p.}.~7)~.MgQ.~~~t2r__~f!~.~~_C!,y~_~§..Q...!;>J~~.!l.iQ!m_<!.JQJ:?~_mQ{~_j~~fpr certain mental health
"'--"'-"--"'---
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measures (depression, anxiety}, as well asJ.or certain social sUPQort measures, i.e., "when support
~sured in ter!:lls of the perceived~llingJl.~LQLotl!.~r.Sj9--.1le..hel~~iams and Hous~
~~!4).
4.2.2. Social Support and Police Work
CHolahan and Moos (1982) suggest tha~ th~_w~rk ~Y!J.QJ:unent-is-a...cRJGial-souI:ce ..of..$oc.i.aLsJJ.I2.p.Qf.L._--------._------
for men, and this may be particularly the case for P.£~~~,"g~fice~s._§.JJ.PJ2oI1iv~_lea.9J;!Llttili,avi9uL~-_..,..~~'------,--~...- ....---"" ..- -. ..._--
group cohesiveness may mean thatthe officer experiencing personal ~~!~!!!~!.~.E0!pf~E!a~~~
~·~~c;ssi~i~!!i.£§._~i!~kll~~.Qffic.eLrathe~.tha~ ..s;~;;;fu~i(;)nal-nelp.,;]
However, a supervisor may also be a source of stress for a policeman, in which case an approach
'Y'._~'~'_IC""''"'"''''''''''~---''''''''~.--='''~-- "'.,..-.........,,"""..~,""' ..."""'._."''''...,,'..,._-..__
bY;;;h"~"~~p;~i;~~~~ifersupport" may itself be experienced as ;~e~~ful."~Thi~-;roc~;s ~~s
"'Off;-~ by-K~~fm;~-~d-B~h;'''(1986)'~'~~~'';~s~i~i;'~;;I;~~i~~-i~~~hci~' fi~di;g-th-;~~~
iO;;p;~tati~~~·-;~~i~"·;~pp~rt""~;;~d~~h~··;;l;ti~~;hi;"'b;~~;~"~~~ess~-'~~;ai;;;~~"'
'wea1(er"-(p324fTtrrs·tssrre-of""l1egafivesoclaleffects';· was"ai~o'discussed-by Williams ~dH~~~;
(r~r85~=~~~~!~n~_<t~at"~:~~1~~~~~rtilliY£d~ht~I~~i£~;~~h ;~1~t~;~i.;Q~~:~.i9~~~!~:~JE~~
.....;-''''.......,....~
occupational se.!!~~_gg£~..!l2L~!!~'!X.§.~_'!X~,"P2~i!!y'~_!~~~I.ts" (Williams and House, 1985,J>p.215-6).
y,-. ~i"_"'~~----" ~.. .. ~"', ".-."".-. -. -"
(Another complicating factor for social support .~.?,I>0lice offic:!~,.i~_J>?Ii,~,:<~~~~i~~_~~?~_~~:~!~,
--i9g'6f" ffie"eaiiy socialization of the police recruit mf!,Y._r~sulLjn .._...defetlsi¥e~cognitiQus .._~Qf
mvui~~;;b'iii~;"";d"~~aggerated beliefs in abilit; to ~'andle dangerous situations. While this may
--------------------'----_...__.~._ .....,......._~----~-~- \
constitute an effective coping strategy in the short term, it may also result "in emotional distancing
c ~~..........._------.....,_._" ......._ ..~~__~._.__,._._~~..~.~_.".e_'.~.~-,.,.---- ...~---.~------' ,-
from useful_<~..:ial._ sut:?.<:'~~~(Rei~r an~~ei~~~~~~~p. ~~72_~._~spec~~ly~hos~ in the non-Qol!ce '
WOrld such as family and/or marital partners. 1......_~~.-.=,---.-- ........~..,.,"' ..~,.._.......~."~_.-....-,,,. .........._""""='"":..----_..._-~_ ....._~-
4.3. COpin2
As with the stress concept itself, coping research has been hampered by a lack of clear definition
_--~ ......~~-~',.>' ............- ..........~~--_._...."""'__..........,,;.~.~.......__~ ...~~___' ....~.,~ .... _,,_._ .. <.......-_.,......-'_ ,~_.dO'~..........--..__........__' ' , - _.~----....~-----__
ana operationqlgg.tiQH ~(~~~£~. <1?~~). S~~!h-M.ikuliJl9.~~L~~ .. Avitzur (1988) define coping
-~--~ - - ..."-~"-...~_..~,_ .._--------..._ .._--~
a~ ..,_:::~~~,S2~nitiQJ1.L~!t<!.p~!l~.YiQr!,th.~~Lll~QP1~-.JJ-~~JQJ!~_~Sl~L!!!ld.Je4l1~e="~Jre~L'!!!~Ll~LmoderatuJ.!e
tension that accompanies it" (p.279). Thus copin.K~~J2~_ ..§~llJl~.Qehaviour intended to fulfil two
......,.............~~~-·#l'-_.................._'~..~",..·"'."..""'=w.,•• \""' .. "'_..""W">" .. , ","~.'" • • •. , • -,_.·,_"""'"""""_,.., ....""'..''';.•'''''''''''''';;,.JA'''''''''~'''.=.''''"'''.~~' .. 'M"....~ _
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primary functions. These are, firstly, coping with the .. problem and,. secondly, coping\Vith th~
emotion~_evokedQX th~U?!2blem. Exampl~~f;~bi~~~~~~~ ~oping are active proble~~soty!!}g,
_" -et· - - ---=--_~~=_"""'~"-"""-_£..,..o"",,,;,,,, ..\~,,,,",,,_-..-..,....,.,...,,",,,, ......,<><.&,,,,,,..,,,..,..,.--....,=...,-, ..,,,,-,,,-_~_,_...,...."""~~.........,._, ....~"'~_~~
planning, ~ escape from the situati0J.l'.c..~~~reas emotion-focused coping includes denial,
~-~"""'-." ~:>.,-~,.:'~.c -"''''"''''-'''''''''=''''''''''''_","''~.,.,,,.q_........~t--''~",,''''''-'',1'''''''_:'''''''''''~''''"'''-';''''''''''''''-_''' .•._~."'~........~~=~.~""
~21 f~!!g§,z".~~gJ~~i!.i~~~~r!~~!1!~ry~etation.
A number of authors have theorized and researched typologies/ categories of coping strategies
~="""'''''''__~~,."!,.v.-=~''.",.,."...,~~~_''''''"''-~ __.. """"~""-"""""'~~''--'~ __ '''''''_''"~'''''' '''''~''''''''_'''''''' __~''''''"""""'_~'''''~'''''''''''''''"''''''''''~''''''''''.:<'''''''~'_''~'_"","", ..._".,~"'....,.,....~ ......"""."",....,.'"_~=_.-_.~.......,.....




~~~J~~-""'"'ii;';~-:u.~;;U"''"'"''''~'t:Vt/ll~ ....,..,.••~;-~ ..''.'";.,....;;t''''':'~'~''''~''''.'''~'-''''--",,~",...,."».~,~."-"" -" I
durin~ c£~1~t~,T~2!!Lt;;L,!!l~~J2~21~,.(~,t~P,!Q~,,",1~9J,<~p.2J2)... "X~
...-
In a similar distinction to that of Steptoe (1991), Kirchmeyer (1993) distinguishes between three
'""''''''''_~''.'''_''''"''''''''''''''V'''''''''''"'"'"~''_''''''''''_''"'',...-~~.'''''Jr."...:.<",._.c""-....""..,;.,_.....~"""""'!I'-; ..[>ll'lir;_',.."'-..:.-'.,.;,,,.._,.,.":.,"'~.""',__.'"
'1YPes-ofCoping~approacnt~s7;"'''pF(Jat:fiVe:'QefensIVe':''~d reactive. Kirchmeyer (1993) hypothesized
""".,".-e"""':',,,,-"f="."~""""""";"""'=-'''-'<$.t'''''''''''''''';';''=.''''':~''J<-,,'''''''~",,."........=~~,~-,.'·>!>:,.,'""''''''''~'"''~''·7:·~ '·~.~";N~t<l<~"",~
more active coping with multiple domain participation would be associated with less negative
_'fi$"",~",-=""",_,,,,,~,,.,,,,,.,,,"-.~,,,,.'~...~,._~_,,,,,,,,,~.+,,,,~,,.,,.~.,,.v.1,,,;~ ;,"""·;:" ..;.c~".··_:.·""·.".,,,,,,,,_.,,>.,,-,·_,· .·:<·,,;,"""'UJl""'-P~'."'J$>.·,,,,,,~·I.N.r:!l.~,,,,\~,,,,·'\;~~~"':"J:j;""~l~~~:;"·\O''!·''''''''''~'r.'~'''''~4'''_''''''''''_,o;~,,,,,,,,,,~~, .•':Huo
spiTIover from non-work to work. T~is.hypothesis waspartially.supported in that it was found that
eermnspecmc'''''st;it~gi~;''''(;~i:'=;]~~;.'~~.:.>.()~'~, ~"·'~··"~:·~'~~~~;'~~'""~~"·;;d·~~'-,"_·':~_·_"---e-~'N~'.'"~"";
..... .,.. .... ~, .. , ....I.,~.",,~~.~.~~,,~_.2!!~!~J~nK,.,~~~,_~~~,.:Q.~£~2!L
e!fBiQ£Yi.f~£iiitat~:';;,~~~=~ff~~~~e~copin~,
The effectiveness of such active coping strategies was supported in the study by Maynard et al.
(1986). These authors investigated copmg strategies used by police wives and found that
"developing self-reliance" ~~':'accepting the demands of the ~profession" facilitated family--_.---- ..~-- ..._----
cohesion, expre~sive~~..ssLang inde12endenc~(Q.59Q1. ItJhJJ.s-s.eemsJike]~hat CORing..strategies will---impact ~it~~!:J?_<:?_sjJ!y..~1~,.QLn~gati.YelY~.Q1L1h.e_quali.tY_QLl!.iamil}CsJife.... _
--.....~.......,....-.",.,.......
Leiter (1990) studied the predictive value of both personal coping style and family coping resources
Oh'th;d;~el~pment of b~out, and on changeslfi burno~t;:~~ ti~~Th;~~of th~~~nt
'~~;~;h,-~7"Was trymgio predicfpOSIt1veh~-t~-:w~rkspill;~~;-onthe b~family acc~s
...... """'.:.<-..,.,......-~~-"'=""~......","'-,.~~ ..."'=... n~_-""",._'.,.".-----'~"".-.,..,."...--.......--.,-~ ....,...,,,._w•.~'__........_~_'-' ..._.,._~......,._. __"'.......~. ,..--,-.."-_.--.-,•."'_~."._ ...._~~'_n.' ............,..,.~"""_~,~_--_ ......""'~. _
to resources. Leiter's (1990) results provided support for his Erediction that family resources would





In terms of two of the components of burnout (Emotional Exhaustion, and Depersonalization),
~Leiter (1990) found that family coping resources were related to burnout "in a manner consistent
with a resource depletion view of the syndrome" (ibid.). Thus lack of resources intensifies
.----------~_ .....--.. ....-_~-~~---------
Emotional Exhaustion while ample resources will facilitate recovery from feelings of being worn
. •__~_ M." ~ •
<out by one's j"OlJ.: econoly, access to copingresotiicesap~s to protect against Depersonalization,
which "appears to bethe expedrento'ftho;'who''l~ck'~ycJtematiVe"(p~T08I)':-Tfilssugges stnat,
__....._--:"":"'T"""":'":;:-;:Lf'.:~1:":'~_ ..._--:-r~--_c--=--.o;-~-- ...._,!O~-~--..... ....-.~~~
-no wiffistariding"a cOde of ethics, lack of coping resources may leave human service :eE.~es~.QQ.~s -
~__"'_. . "", 6'" ""~",'6f4"""",~.""'''='''''''''''''''''')<Y~~~_''''-:-''''''·N.''''-''''-''---••.~_", ,,_~"~~"""""' __"''''_'''--''''''''''''b'''''~'''''_''''''~'-'''''''''''-'''"''''''''''''
liftle alternative but to depersonalize their_!..~ipj~nts~~._~__-----~"""""'.G<-~
Thirdly, family coping resources,~!~J!Qtr.~lat~~ttQ~diminished.EeI:sonaLA.c.c<omplishmenLill,.tQQ!!gll..
~t!'\Y':.I.""'"i:i"-",,~"''''''.;j!'-'', . ..
1IUs ;;a;Peet~fb;;outwas related to '" cont~o.l£2Pjp,.g~Jililil, . Gontrol coping strategies are
~~... _ -Fil'l "'..,." ~~~_~-~.~"'~_•...,.. -~-~.. ~-"""'--_>i> ",q;::';el .....~
considered to be active, approach-type strategies similar to Kirchmeyer's "proactive" category.
"""-"""i! i~~~,,"*"~~"~~J.!I'A:<>,~"'::'lI:=az~;W!.h""''''''''''''''>Ilioo'''''"'''"''''ol:~~':'_'Vf~~F\'J£o'O<>-Y;m>''~-'-~'~I>I-_·_,..;;·....,.__~__~~'w>O'._'I\..._·~~'it~l.)l~ ~~~.~
Leiter (1990) explains this fin~i~g i_~t~~jh~J?~r~Jl~L_~l!lJ2!it~!E..~~~~~~g"",,~_~
il'iil''Il __.m:oP"'""~
~mdividual rather than a family construct.
4.4. Social Support and Copine
Steptoe (1991) classifies the seeking of social support as an emotion-focused, behavioural form of
copmg. However, Carver et al. (1989) distinguish between seeking emotional social support and
seeking instrumental social support, classifying the latter as problem-focused, rather than emotion- '_...-----:- .. .. ... m_ . ..... .. . ._.__ .. ...
rocuse<r,Copmg. Thus the coping and support constructs are seen to be interrelated in a complex
'manner. "Most prior studies have focused on support and coping effects as separate processes and ....
""",.. ill • 1'1..01.__ 1 '.*.. - _. oSii'_-' . r_ "~~ .......~"';.
have examined their independent effects. on the relationship between stress and disorder"
_------==e-~---..-_._~_. .. .... ~"' _. _... . .'. . .
. (Fondacaro and Moos, 1987, p.654). However, from a transactional perspective, an interactional
~ .=_ _ "'......._-'l!1I"I' .._'lI!c!lN'< ~ .......... ~ .. "- I
~!~,2[,.E.~pi!!g ,an,d SO£!£!l~QR.QI.t lJlig!H be~~.p~Cled
Support may have a direct influence on coping behaviour, for example, information provided may
~,~,,,,,-,,-,,,_",!~"''''''·<h'''''''''''''''''-~-'''~-':>~~''''_~~~_·--~~'''''''''''~.q_,,,~..,~.,,; ..x,,..m,,,,,-,~"' •. ·f"........,.><""·:.,... "-'-",,;:...,,"',"""""~,~,..,., .._~.............-~
change an individual's use of coping strat~~RRQLLIDJly...als()~hay,:e...an=indiLecJj.nt1uence for--_..- - .. ..,...--- ----
'exam-pie, in th~ c~s~Temotional su~rt "enhancing an individual's self-esteem and sense of self-
.~-r--"~,,.0'N0l~~"~"Co~-~ ... -4~--....~~~~__~",. _~.~.;r_~__
efficacy, which, in turn, may facilitate the~litY.JQ.],~.e..s.s=-'lD.d=eRaGt>~GQping~.S"tTategies.!.!...tlbfd:-,
_ '_·""'-"-'"",_r,=:o~'>.:-->,.-"7W-~-_...__....'_._~--
-pp~654-5). Similarly, "individuals who rely on less effective coping responses may find it harder
~ . _ __,~-'__·...-o..__"'_·r'·' "-"'.~"'~J .....-,;,_~_~_;:,. ........_.~~_ ..~..~__....... ..........I .•~--....•..~".,_.,."'. '~_~
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pp.654-5). Similarly, "individuals who rely on les~!~tive cOQing r~nses mayJiDd.it hardeL .
c- --
to develop and maintain supportive social ties" (ibid., p.655). Thus, maladaptive coping, e.g.,
s~stance abuse, may erode an individual's support resources leading to downward spiral of




This chapter on hypothesised moderators of the work-home relationship began with the distinction
-oemg drawn betweenmeofatmgan(rmoaerating-p;~;~;~;':--·Thi;·~'~~~-i&;:~~~~-~~;~~~;~~~~"-_..-.---~' ....., --~-.... --
coping literature which looked afdefinitTOilal-development'orthe-copi~K.~<:>'!1S!rnct,as.welLasJhe
variety of coping typologies' propose«by several-·;~'th~~;~·--'_····--~., . .
The section on social support again examined relevant definitional development, and went on to
__ ._ ._~_,,~ •• _ ... ..~. ~,'-,","',v .~.,
reflect'th;';~ltid'i~ensionalnature of the social support construct. The debate about social supp~rt
operating as a main~ffec.l-.QLa.S__~.J:H;tff~L_W'!.~_9i~£~ss.~ .. _
The following chapter describes the methodology of the present study. Chapter six reports the-----_.. - - - ---,---'-- ------




Emotional Exhaustion and Depersonalisation will be positively related to (and Personal
Accomplishment negatively related to) Quality of Family Life.
Work-to-Home Spillover will be negatively related to Quality of Family Life. Work-to-
Home Spillover will be negatively related to Emotional Exhaustion and Depersonalisation,
and positively related to Personal Accomplishment.
3. Home-to-Work Spillover will be negatively related to Quality of Family Life. Home-to-
I
', Work Spillover will be negatively related to Emotional Exhaustion and Depersonalisation,
and positively related to Personal Accomplishment.
\ 4. Social Support will moderate the relationships between Burnout scores and Quality of
I Family Life.
\
5. Coping will moderate the relationships between Burnout scores and Quality of Family Life.
- 6. Social Support and Coping will interact to moderate the relationships between Burnout
~ scores and Quality of Family Life.
5.2. Research Desien
The research design is correlational, looking for significant relationships between the research
variables: Burnout, Qutilit)r of Family nre:-WOrk-to-Home Spillover, Home-to-Work Spillove~,
~~......,--..---_......_-_.._-",---_.__.•,-,-__....._..__........_ ••• """-...>0...... ___
'Toping and Social Support. While it is recognised that a correlational design is unable to answer
questions of causality, ne~ertheless the bidirectional causality which is fu~damenta1 to the Spillover
'Cuncepi;~inakes this design theffi"";;t-;pp~priate =;; fo;~ ~ss~sS~;-~h~ ~·o--nt-n~·b-u-ti-o-n-s -o-f-ea-ch
~_,.......,.~"' ...,."....--..-e ....._-.......,~'~.__.--.""""..".,~~~---............~-"- ...""~. ...,.__""....._" ...._
ind~penaent or moderating variable to the variation in the dependent variable, Quality of Family---- .
Life. Furthermore, ~~orrelation~. resear.~~_A~_~__~i!!!~.~_!~~~.~ly p,..?ssible research method-_.---- - '~-_._-_.
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particularly (in) the case where it is not p.ossihle-to-man-i-pulate--the--su-speeteel-independen-t-variable"
r
(Bless and Kathuria, 1993, p.4.-"6):.-.__
,"---
For purposes of practicality, non-probability sampling (Bless and Kathuria, 1993, p.68) was
~mployed. This kind of sampling means that generalisations need to be made with great caution:
andthat such generalisations may~~~~re.~or les~_~al~~.: depending on the homogeneity-of the-
~pulation. Kerlinger (1986, cited in Ancer, 1994) refers to three important~esses ofnon-
~,q;rimental research ~~_.being;--·-----.~.--._._.._.._-------_.~_. ~.--..~-~_._'" .."'.._-~ -.-.."' ---..
..--------
* inability to manipulate independent variables------.. .."...--,.\...._-<=~~~-- ...~......--~
- * inability to ensure random sampling
~--""""---~...............
*"'""~k f' , ,. we ns 0 ImJ2rQ.12~L.J.nl~mr~tat!on ..------._-
..-----_.---
~~equen~e of~ difficulty, t~~r~_is_a need~5?!!'ec~..2- vari~of~!!}.Qgra~!llk-i!lfQ!:m.~lism in
order to gain some understanding into the extraneous variables involved.
Thus, although the correlation design may yield significant associations, it may be that the variables
--~""""- ,~,
-are associated because -m---extr-ane<?I:l-s-v-ariables-thara:reu~~~ to_ the researcher. As a--.-:===-=-_..:.:..:=:.:..:....-:;:.:-.:.==. ......"""---'----.,~ .....--
5.3. Subjects
The subjects were a non-random sample of 74 police officers and their wives, plus 10 officers
whose wive;-d~li;edto fill in their q~;tionnaires. The us~~f marri~ offi~er~ ;as based on th~
- .;
The majority of the respondents completed the questionnaire in English, although 13 % reported
their home language to be Afnkaans and 25 % were Zulu-speaking (8 respondents did not record
----:- . . ~----~
theIr home language). Afrikaans translations of the uestionnaires were available at all stations,
...--- ~ .......-
_~~ver, .~here apRear.JQ...J1a~_b..een...ano.maliesjnJ1aJlding_ollLque.stionnair.es in the....a.J2Qropriat~
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language. A member of the Afrikaans Department at the local university performed the translation.
~ translator is experienced in translation, and works regularly in this capacity for both academic
rand other publications. As some of the assessment instruments used relatively sophisticated
language, it is possible that some subjects, ~ally thos~ answe~ng in theIr ~ecOIidTan~
-an-d"/'-o-r"":'1"th-e-;1~9r;;~ro-:-ot:"f::;'th:-::e-::sa:-='~m--p~le:-;hav~il!,-gj~i~ than-,!~~d~d Eigh~ level of education m~ haveJ1ad.
- some difficulty with und~s~5li..Ilg s9l!1e~L!~~..C]~~--
~.. . ..--=--
5.4. Procedure
The initial approach to the SAPS was made via the Police Psychology Unit in Durban. Discussions
were held as to the su1tabtttryoltIieSTudy. A letter requesting permission to use a sample of police
officers was sent to SAPS Head Office in Pretoria (Corporate Planning Section) and after seveiiI
:so • ___
months, permission was ~ed. subject to certain ~ond~tioIls_ cf. A ndix A..:.....The 2l~t ste~
]nv~yed £Q!l~G!iQgJ~~?~er.~~"B-_~£ffiit!!}.g I?~y'isi(m.iIL!j~atitmw:g.,_fr.Q1JLWh2!!UL!~!_
of local station deployments and station commandertw~LQQtaine(L-.",
. - ..,,~,,~--:'.-~~~~ ....-
~,----
Initially, the seven largest police stations in the region were approached, five in Pietermaritzburg,
and two in outlying towns. Contact was made telephonically.!..o set up aPPQintments with the station_. _..._._..--commanders. At these initial interviews, the purpose and conditions of the study were explained,
-,-.......---------- -'
and permission sought for the participation of that particular station. For the outlying stations, this_ _ -_.- - a_--...
imtIal contact was _~y tele hone 0 loY. Tlliu~.s. nse of lhe .s~ti<?~ commanders was generally
......-~-~-"'- --~...-
courteous and enthusiastic."... .._,,..,,..._,",.._~",~-,_.,....,..-.,. ...,....._,...__.......,,,,..._~_,",,M_.-~-"·""'~·-·-'
After discussion with the station commanders, it was decided to distribute the questionnaires via
the station commanders on-eachstatwn'Smo~thiy'~d~Thi;p~oc~u;e ~as''decid~-~~ in-
prefe;-~~;t~ 'th~~ri~~;-~re~~nti~~~h~~t~-d;-~~rs~~aiiy, i;th'-;"hop~-that-tlie "meo'''would'' receIve
--__. __.__..........-._.. """"""',....,.,.., .~__..,.,..."=___'....>.._A"', ...... .....,,
it more readily fr~m an SAPS me!1.!P~r than from an out~iQ~r, IheI~a.s_alsQ..1bsLsl!gg~s.tion .!bat .__
-.---.,......- . -
this method would b~tter e!1sure the re~pon5!.~~~_~~?ymit~~s~~~s the_.~rtler__'!Y<~...£Q.Ily~~.
-~~-~ ..
511 numbered questionnaires, s~e~U~~~!:~~l!1b"~!~.<~nY~!QP~s,.'!V~re d~~iye[e..94!lr:i!lg late January
,-"-'" _...........~,._~......-~,~--.......-.,,,,,....,-~._- ....~-.--_.._-.....'.,..,.,.,..,...,. - .'
~d ~y F~~ary for distribution to all married ,qfficert,. rese!lLQnJ.~tULe_da¥sJ1etw~.1l.-
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January and 8 February. Each envelope contained a sealed envelope containing the wife's
questionnaire, as well as the husband's questionnaire, along with a covering letter explaining the
----------:---_. - -
stUdy and the procedure to the police officer (cf. Appendices C and E). The wives were supplied
~,.--,. -:-. -:--;----------~.~--~..........._.,.........~~~~'-"_L''''-I,""""",,_''-''~.~~~~,
wtffi their own return envelopes to be sealed and enclosed in their husband's large return envelopes.
. :r.ot~""""........,.....-.:...~...... -.. .. ,-~, -'-"" . ~""",,-__,,=t--".-''''''''.~~'~.-=.~'''~ --.....r_:;j.~
- Each station-coinmanderwas-gIVena~~ictter, reminding him of the procedure, and including an
i;t;~duct~ry ..p~t~~bereadt~-<!~~".~~~g~£r=t?'jh~"h~§,iEg~~~<~!~~lEr~, -,q~~~!~ii~~~!~;·~~!:·_·
APP~E;h-;t;ti;--;;~"M' ~;o given ~~tuTE.~__~~~~~E.tion, ~ompl~t~
questionnaires. Two weeks after the relevant lecture day, the station commander was again:...-__------...-.-....------.. --~_..~~-.~ ~-~-----__~4_~.~
(;;ntacted telephonically to check on progress. At this stage the first)I!dicag2.,I!§J?f~..RQ.QLr~liRon~e...-.- __ - __..__. , __. ~""""",,"""""""_.<;r_£.""-~""'''''--'''=-='~=
rate became apparent. The details of the distribution and return of questionnaires are reflected in___.__-~----~~-"=>.<:~"~........_--~~...u._",, ..._.."""'~......=-."-"~.,-.~ ......~.. ~~l!>oOI>o;tt..~·-"""-" .,> ~~""",,,"n:._.....,,,_•.,", ~.""."' ...
Table 5.4.
_B_e_c_au_s_e_o_f_t_h_e.,:,po_o_r_re_s~p_o_n_se_ra_t~fo~~mo!~~~~~or unl~~tF~..!~&Q.!l~re al?.Qr2~~du~~
arch. In these cases, the .i.Il~~~&.Qroc~[£.~~:.ing.!~~.~tat~2I)_£.9l1Lrrr~.9W was allowed-but the IJrevious oor response rate was eXIJlained to them, and they were consequently asked to
~_~ ,..-._ ".. ~'-'''''''''''''~''..~6'fi''~'''~~'''''''''''-" ..........~ ... _..__ ._....~__._~_ __...._-......__ ~"-~...... ~"<=.-..-_ . .,." ""_
hand out questionnaires only to officers ~ho had undertaken to fill them in. No return boxes were
_ ' ' .I!..",....~'"""~~~_~~~~=<O:-~~,....~~~__,~""'..,..,...........__...... .,-=-->~"'_.=..=:._. __ ~'''''.
supplied, and the station commanders were told that they would be contacted after one week. Two
~~~.-..-~~v._ ..,n.~P~"''''''''-'''-'-~· "~""""''''-,",-:l-''''''''~''''--~!:"~-''''''~-~''''''''''""'-''''-_'''_''''::_'-:>;';' .. -"~"","""............,,..,....-.;;..._~.a.u. ..~::.w:"''''"''''''~
more units were approached in this way in April. This method yielded a somewhat better res;;;~~'"
"*ll"'l<0j '-= ~_~~J':'!IlO"'.J"~5c._""~<··,,,,·,,,,,~,...,.-r-,,,_,,,,~~,,,-,,,,,,,,,',,,",~,~,":r~,...:Ii~,,,,,,,,,~"i:.""'4'o.vo.;n.:'·......·..'~· ...:,;.'·;».....:·"":.·,'''', .•• ,.....,::,;.-:·"~C',,.......·.I'~::;o;Q''~.,''-'~\l...'I1".;.~"".:"..'7;1';;C"".\i:~_, ....:r........""""'."'=:1
rate (cf. Table 5.4.).
o.ti-l'I"·lf~_\'i4'"4>'""........."...~~""...,"·~",.,,~~·,~,r~~--.
5.5. Psychometric Instruments
A battery of assessment instruments was compiled, in order to gain quantitative measures of the
re'searc vana15 erAll~mog-raphie-que'S'tt5TIffaifewas~ complfed-"by tTiepreS-~;rt·;:;rth~r. -~~es
p _ . ~-,.. ~"'"" ....c;~~~~~... ..,.,~-~... ........_ ....~~ .._n.·=·~~_- ~~-~-_.-,",,'~ ~""' ....~ ...~...... ":::>=<t'~~
'<1rouaiity of Family Life, Coping, Job Satisfaction, and Work-to-home S illover were those used
_"_-:----~~'I?' ............... -~ -- _'~ ....~-u·_~..,_..:_,... ....... ~...,",-·..."'.~ ...._b ~-,-"__"""_<._\o_.......<.>_ ~,;-.;-.....".,..,...".".----- -~ - _ . -. _ • ....
by ackson and Maslach (1982; Jackson, 1994). Burnout was measured by the Maslach Burnout
........_~-==~'~~· ...--·"""'......,·_l'..__~""~-----=---~-~ ......._ .....~~-'-' .."--~~ ... z r;o_ ...- .- ~ .. 1Iioc.Q) .........
nventory (Maslach and Jackson, 1986), while Social Support was measured b the Index of Social
.~~~ ..,0"W't#'t..-~ .. .,~--•.--~-.,"1~~, ........... :;lO";\F<"o>'>"""'''"''_~~__''' ~.. ..-..-~
:~~~,~2.P~i~J.,'-l987L.!!2~~~pill2Y~r ~\Y~~~~~~~,_Q~y.-a"'£.Qale.=QLit.eJID
devised. ~~irc.t.~1~W221,~,£tl~j!U5l!~h~~X,~L. 122J,t..-__.......-
Table 5A.a. Distribution and Return of Questionnaires
DATE STATION/ DISTRIBUTED RETURNED HUSBAND TOTAL PERCENTAGE
UNIT ONLY RETURN RETURN
Jan/ Feb 1 74 6 2 8 11%
Jan/ Feb 2 123 6 6 5%
Jan/ Feb 3 110 10 10 8%
Janl Feb 4 40 5 2 7 18%
Jan/ Feb 5 100 10 10 10%
Jan/ Feb 6 31 2 2 6%
lan/ Feb 7 33 6 1 7 21%
March 8 10 4 4 40%
March 9 15 2 2 13%
March 10 12 3 4 7 58%
March 11 10 6 1 7 70%
April 12 30 3 3 10%
April 13 12 10 1 11 92%
I TOTAL 1 600 1 74 I 10 1 84 -I 14% 1
wo
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Husbands (cf. Appendices C and E) completed Demographics, the MBI, Home-to work Spill~ver,
Quality of Family Life (including Job Satisfaction and ~arital Satisfaction items), Social S~pport
Md Coping items. Wives (cf. Appendices D ~? F) completed Demographics, Work-to-Home
(spITfover, Quality of Family Life (including M~~,"~~~~.f~~~dAtt~e t~f6Tice WO'flrt::mS'~
---as-w~th.n ems pertaini~gr~~d-;~;~eof ~iye~'_._an9..£hil.<;lren'sstLes1i. This information
>--:---:-'-:--::::-:-:--;-;~--"----'~-.- ..._ .....-...
"'isoepicted in Table 5.5.a.
Table 5.5a.: Measures Completed by the Sample Policemen and their Wives.
I I HUSBANDS I WIVES I
Demographics Demographics
Quality of Family Life Quality of Family Life
Home-to-Work Spillover Work-to-Home Spillover
MEASURES Maslach Burnout Inventory Emotional Stress
Index of Social Support
Coping
---------~---~.. _._._.~-
'current job/ position (clerical; field operative; other), duration in present position, rank, level of
5.5.1. Demo2raphics
A short biographical questionnaire introduced the test battery. The husbands' questionnaire enquired
about age, race, home language, highest educational level, duration of membership of the SAPS,- ...-. "'""""
functioning (management, supervisory, or worker), marital status, previous marriages, numbers
....._--,_.....~,--'~_ .... ,."."'...,-'--..----~-,. ....__-....--...""""'...-.._-_.~------~._---~
and ages of children, and number of children residin at home. The section on Job Satisfaction
-'-"'~---- -------- --' .- ".
included questions 0}1 hour.s ~rkedper _week shift ...four! 12R~iWces and aplOunt of overtime---.-,,- -~ .
worked.
....,-.~-_..-.,....... ..-.."...-..~..
The wives' biographical questionnaire enquired about age, race, home language, highest educational
level, marital status, previous marriages, numbers and ages of children, and number of children
residing at home, number of other people residing at home, occupational status, number of hours
worked and type of accommodation. The section on Attitude to Police Work included questions
pertaining to their husband's working conditions, namely hours worked per week, shift, court
appearances and amount of overtime worked.
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5.5.2. Maslach Burnout Inventory <MBD <Maslach and Jackson. 1986)
Burnout the chronic stress syndrome afflicting individuals who do "people work", was measured
, •__..-<_~-,,_'-'_l"-~'_'_.- =~~,~_"""....."..,_~io>~......~."-"=~-"""""""_' "_-~ ~~
~----
by the MBI (Maslach and Jackson, 1986). The burnout construct has been widely applied to police
.~...,~'=,,_~-- '_>d"];;l,".<l_~","",~_~:,~%;;<_,.:-.u:~,""""",~_.~"""_.-.._~~~""...~,,.............>__~~-=~~
Populations(e.g:Ooodman, 1990;, Jackson and Ma.~lach, 1982). Furthermore, police officers have
~lY-1reenrounaToresOiTiOcrepe;~~;~ii;~ti~~~ in-~;d'~;-k>~'~~p-;';rth"their'occupaironarstre=ss
~,.".. "'.... "", .. """~~~""",~",_,..:,.~,,,,.,._ ..,,~.",._ ....,,,,.,,~~,,,,~,,,,.,,,,,,,,~,,,,'~,,","'.v.,,,,,,,, ":"~_'~"'""""",",,., ".' ,~ .' ",,...'.',..,h,,,,.,"".,.......-,,.,,,"-"''''-..o.: .~,.,.c_.=""""'~\"..:."'""":, ... ..:<,/:"~;<.:;;:A"'"''';::;" .."~.''-..,.".,,..,,.;=.,;.c.''':O:',~.,.I"'=.,.,..~..""""'.,"= ...:,"""."";_"_,,,.,,_.;,....., ~-ry;.".,.,.."'''''';".,_d;o>".·.'.,.,_·",·,,,-:<;<W'-"''''r...
(Graf, 1~861.
~~'<WP-~
-~-Th;MBI measures the three main aspects of burnout. These aspects are:
~............~£'i!""~O<'__......,....,',""',....-""-""'..,.,."'"... ,."'.~.".~:~,,~,~;~.o<',..,""..."~" •.7".'.""'=:_~=~"""'-~ ..""'~r;'...""'-,,.'''.·-. .L".-:!",' , .-:..,_.:.·.""".~c.""".""'.":~,~'ii"'''''''''''''',...'''''''''''....,...,.''''."~''',,._.,'---' '''-'.";:,;,,,,,,,,,,
1. Emotional Exhaustion (EE) - feelings of being emotion,~~¥,<2\f~£~~1~nJl~fLand,~nrn,
~:,;;~~""' ...,"'~"' .... ,.""..._"""'~''''"''_~'''''''''''''''-.'''/..'"- .....''''.".;..v''~,c..,." ...~'''' .."".~""=.,'-".'~.<o""L'.~ ... '-e·,....."·~~,·;=' ..c~,.,,,·_..'_., ,···'<~~,; ..,,"'·,.,,_,.~ ....·,.,,'H... ·~',·>· .---
~,!J~Ls~n~'~jQP.
2. Depersonalization (Dep) - lack of concern, and negative, possibly callous feelings
_,"..."-,,,,~.,c.~~~~.' ... , • "'"J~'''''-''''''''N';'''''''l1.~~'',:"-,,n~,v;r:,,.,,=-_,,,,,,,",,~~,",-.,,,,,,,,,,,,_,",,,.,,,'j' ,.:.".~
-~tO\VafaSone's~reCIprents~"'" ,.
""'-:>-1.,,,,,,,,",,~=,,,,~~._ ..... ...,,..K;f'<Oi,,,m.,,,,,,,-,·,,,,,,",,··,;,,
3. ;'::~n~~:~~~~£~!~~,~.!!! ...H~A) ", ,_:","r,~g~~ti!!~n,,~,~~~~~~£Y. JQ,... ~y;g~.e!~,._.?llo~~~lf
negatively, along withJ~lin.g~qfjnQQ.mpetence~and-inef£ecJiy.enes.s..",-..
~~.~ .._""."_._""w._"•• ·.,,.,,·,,·_ .~. . .
The 22 MBI items are scored to yield 3 subscales corresponding to the above three aspects. Items
-CO"nsist of statements such as "I feel emotionally drained trom my work" and "I feel exhilarated
--------------------------_.._.----
after working closely with my recipients". "The frequency that the respondent e~_~rienc.~~Jee!in~~
related to each subscale is assessed usinga-·sfx=poI~t'~-f~iiy- ~~h~-;:ed-;~sponse format" (Maslach
--_.-·--·-----......-~--...----~----,-_·~---~__........... ,a'__._~~_....,....,_. "
and Jackson, 1986, p.2). The original MBI measured intensity of feelings as well as their
"frequency. However, "fuirlyhigh correlations" between th~-two di~;~~k;ns h~~;b~h~~ th~~
~ ...., .,,--,_._......._.. ,_-.uo....... •. .. _~.......".~_"" .._.....".,._., ~~_ ......~..........,~~,.>_. . __. .._
in the present version only the frequency dimension is retained (Maslach and Jackson, 1986, p.8).
___----.----..........--.,~,.;......_ .....""__..,,_·...."u~_,,_,~."~""~· ..,~ .... .._~,_.'.,..' ...,>."_........_..••_ •...,.~.........~. __,' .~"'.,w" ••_..~, ....~.•• _.'._._"_.........,.'''''.. ,.''__''<."...."'__'''.,'''''-....=~"""'''''''...'''''''''.''-'-__..~.~ •..~...'''~~_ .._.*~ ~_
High burnout is indicated by high EE and Dep, and low PA scores, whereas low burnout is




Maslach and Jackson (1986) report Cronbach alpha for internal consistency for the three MBI
~-= "-='...~-,_.-~~·""'...""-"''''''''''''''''",='m''''''....,.~;~''''''<'."'....".,=''''''''''''=''"''''''~~''''''''''''_~,._,~'''',,.,. .......'''''"'
subscales at .90 (EE), .79 (Dep), and .71 (PA).Thesecoefficients arebaSedon"i"norni'afYvesample
--~6r2,=897t;;;h~rs~1~ct~r~~~-~oci;;I se~i~;~~~~~~;:~~~di~~-,~~k~~;.:~~~;~;;I~;~~h=;;k~;;:-~·d-"-"'.~
,rothe;';;;-~k~;s ,,'(in~~~-l~~~~f!£~E~t,_Ih~illPba cgeffici~Dt~ "Gill~~l~~;~'~~;'~~~'~;;~~t
"'. -c .",."....,.-••~..,_._._-~--_...V"--~-'~ '. ". . . --.,'.~.. '.' . ".._. '._
study are .91 _(~.?)~,~ 7_~__~!?_e.p).~--~~-~"~~{pA). .
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5.5.3. SpiUover
Spillover has not been uniformly operationalised in previous research. It has been assessed in a
_. - -- ...,~ ........... - -- - - . --'----
~ariety of ways, both qualitative and quantitative. Quantitative measures have ranged from a single
item (Bromet et al., 1990), to specifically developed measures of spillover (Kirchmeyer, 1993),
-tomUffi-itemed measuresOfthe"TmiJactofJ~b·(i;~~d~~~'·~(riamIfY·11fe·-(Btlrke·;c-Welr:-and
- --
DuWors, 1979). In the present study, it was decided to use quantitative measures of spillover to- .
facilitate statistical analysis. Space!~~~e qu~stio~ai"~_~~.~L~2wev~rJ..PIg'y}d~ f~!JE~_~?~!E,~~~2 .--in an attempt to tap some of the more qualitative aspects of the construct.
---------_._~---- ......,.. ---.--...-"".--' .,', - - - --_ - ~'" ," - -_.~'--. .~ . ,~.._ ~,-- ~ ~~ ~--~-_._-
5.5.3.1. Work-to-Home Spillover
The 13 Work-to-Home Spillover items (Jackson and Maslach, 1982), which were completed by the
wives, were prefaced by two items asking respectively how much effect ("small" to "very large")
their husbands' police work has on family life, and what kind of effect this might have
("beneficial" versus "detrimental"). The 13 items included ratings on husbands' after work mood
(7 items) as well as on conditions of service (4 items), e.g., "He does dangerous work". The
remaining two items assessed, firstly, the degree of "discomfort and embarrassment" resulting for
the family from the husband's involvement in police work and, secondly, the frequency with which
the husband related "interesting things that happened at work".
Of the 13 items, 3 were concerned with positive effects of the police officers' working lives, while
the remaining 10 items reflected negative effects. The items were all measured by 5-point Likert
scales reflecting the frequency with which each behaviour occurred (i.e., from "Never or Rarely"
to "Always"). For the data analysis, the scoring of the negatively-toned items was reversed, thus
a high Work-to-Home Spillover score suggests positive effects of spillover.
Jackson and Maslach (1982) do not quote any reliability data on this scale. Cronbach's alpha
calculated on the data from the present study yielded a coefficient of .781 (N =67) for the whole
scale, indicating the scale's internal consistency. Although in the final data analysis the scale was
.not used in its component parts (Positive and Negative) because of the small N, Cronbach alpha
calculated on the Positive scale was .79, and on the Negative scale was .49. The relatively low
value for the latter is likely to be the result of the scale only containing three items.
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5.5.3.2. Home-to-Work Spillover (Kirchmeyer. 1993)
The 23 Home-to-Work Spillover items, which were completed by the husbands, consisted of
statements intended to complete the phrase "Being a parent ... ". For each of the 23 items,
respondents were asked to indicate on a 6-point Likert scale, the extent to which they agreed or
disagreed with the statement of how being a parent affected their working lives.
The 15 Positive Home-to-Work Spillover items make up a scale developed by Kirchmeyer (1992,
cited in Kirchmeyer, 1993) according to Sieber's (1974, cited in Kirchmeyer, 1993) outcomes of
role accumulation (i. e., accumulation of privileges, status security, status enhancement, and
personality enrichment). Examples of these items are "Improves my image at work" and "Gives
me support so that I can face the difficulties of work".
The 8 Negative Home-to-Work Spillover items followed the same format as the positive items.
Examples included statements like "Tires me out so that I feel drained for· work" and "Creates
worries and problems that make concentration at work difficult". These items "were developed in
accordance with Greenhaus and Bartells' (1985) three forms of interdomain conflict (that is, time
based, strain based, and behavior based)" (Kirchmeyer, 1993, p.540).
Kirchmeyer (1993) quotes Cronbach alpha on the Positive scale at .85, and at .79 for the Negative
scale. Cronbach alpha calculated on the data from the present study was.77 (N =40) for the whole
scale, .87 (N=45) for the Positive component, and .76 (N=42) for the Negative component. For
the data analysis, the scoring of the negatively-toned items was reversed, thus a high Home-to-
Work Spillover score suggests positive effects of spillover.
While this measure taps one important aspect of non-work life, it clearly leaves many areas
untapped. In Kirchmeyer's (1993) study, the statements were also used to complete the phrases
"Being involved in the community" and "Being involved in recreation/ hobby groups". It would
have been desirable to include these sections but this would have lengthened the present study's
already extensive battery. However, a consequence of their exclusion is that there is no Home-to-
Work Spillover measure in this study for those couples whq have no children.
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A point of concern in both of the Spillover measures is the unequal balance between the numbers
of positive and negative items. In the Work-to-Home Spillover measure, negative items are
relatively strongly emphasized (10 out of 13), whereas in Home-to-Work Spillover, there is an
emphasis on positive items (15 out of 23).
5.5.4. Quality of Family Life (QFL) .
Quality of Family Life is conceptualized as a complex, multifactorial index of family interactions
and of the atmosphere in the family home. In the scale's original use (Jackson and Maslach, 1982),
the 26 bipolar, 5-point rating scales were factor analyzed to extract indices of family life. This
process yielded five indices common to the husbands and wives: marital satisfaction (7 items), the
couple's involvement with friends (2 items), husband's involvement with family (3 items),
husband's absence from home (3 items), and husband's display of anger towards the family (2
items). The marital satisfaction items looked at degree of understanding between spouses, sharing
of feelings, and mutual appreciation and caring. A number of items which did not load cleanly
were excluded from the factors (Jackson, 1995).
In addition to the wives' five indices, a further factor, wife's attitude to police work (3 items) was
included. These items corresponded with thethree of the husbands' job satisfaction items pertaining
to general job satisfaction and desire to change job.
A first calculation of the QFL scales' reliability (Cronbach alpha) yielded coefficients of .41
(husbands; N =52) and .59 (wives; N =47). After consultation with the author of the scale
(Jackson, 1995), three items were excluded from each scale on the basis that they detracted from
the reliability. Cronbach alpha after this was .72 (husbands; N=50) and .80 (wives; N=42). As
the 7 marital satisfaction items clearly formed a separate, though not independent, family life
index, only the remaining 19 items were factor analyzed. Five factors were extracted (cf. Appendix
G), only one of which coincided with those extracted by Jackson and Maslach t1982). The present
factors were not used in the final data analysis due to the small N. Thus the 16 items remaining
(after the three items interfering with the scales' reliability were removed) were combined with the
seven marital satisfaction items to form a single scale, identical for husbands and wives and. ,
yielding a single score for each husband and each wife. The direction of scoring of the scale is
such that a low Quality of Family Life score suggests positively-toned family interactions.
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An inspection of the Quality of Family Life scale (Section B of both Husbands' and Wives'
questionnaires; cf. Appendices C, D, E, and F) suggests that scoring of the items (Jackson, 1994)
appears to be inconsistent in terms of the conceptualizion of positive and negative quality of family
interactions. An attempt was made to score the scale consistently in terms of the apparent quality
of family interactions. However, reliability calculated on the scale scored in this way yielded
Cronbach coefficients of .43 (husbands; N=52) and .38 (wives; N=42). No further data analysis
was done on the QFL scale scored in this way, because of the above-mentioned difficulties with
reliability.
5.5.5. Index of Social Support (lSS) <.Tames and Davies. 1987)
The ISS is a brief social support assessment instrument developed by James and Davies (1987) with
the goal of overcoming "limitations in interviewing time" (p.228). The ISS was included in the
present battery in preference to other measures because of its brevity. James and Davies (1987)
"operationalize the concept of social support in terms of the total availability of support (TAS) and
perceived satisfaction with that support" (du Sautoy, 1991, p,48).
The ISS consists of 10 items. Five of these are items derived from the SSQ (Sarason, Levine,
Basham, and Sarason, 1983) and these are "thought to address the core human requirement of
emotional support" (James and Davies, 1987, p.228). Two items come from the 1SS1 (Henderson
et al., 1980, cited in James and Davies, 1987) and three items concerned with contact with
neighbours were added.
For each item, the respondent is asked to indicate (by their initials) those people who provide them
with support, and their relationship with each person so indicated. There is space in each item for
5 people. The TAS score for each person is obtained by summing the total number of different
people listed. If an individual is also listed as a drain on resources, he or she is subtracted from
the TAS.
For eight of the items, the respondent is asked to indicate whether they are "Satisfied" (1) or "Not
Satisfied" (0) with the s~pport received. According to James and Davies (1987), the total
Satisfaction score is expected to sum to 8, i.e., the score for each item is 1 or 0. However, each
item has space for five "supporters", each of whom mayor may not provide satisfactory support,
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and it is unclear as to how this potential variety of responses may be reduced to 1 or O. Because
of this difficulty, the Satisfaction scores were not used in the final data analysis.
James and Davies (1987) used Cronbach's alpha to test reliability of the TAS score, obtaining a
coefficient alpha of .83. Factor analysis of the scale yielded a single factor ("General Support")
accounting for 40% of the variance. Cronbach alpha calculated on the TAS score from the present
study was .91 (N= 32). Despite the reasonable internal reliability shown by the TAS scores, there
is concern that for several of the items, the standard deviation is virtually as large as (and in some
instances, larger than) the means, suggesting that the test is psychometrically flawed.
5.5.(j. Copin~
In attempting to assess the effect of coping on the relationship between burnout and quality of
family life, husb~ds w~;-~~ed to-=r~i1QILi~~~\Lfre"quentl;y_(,~.eY~Lt9=G.AiWays) theyused
~ .......... _. - -=------- _."'-""........"""'~ ......._......................_..~....._-_...~
~~f sixteen coping_b~~a~_rsj!~£~§2}:L~!!tc!"~~t<t~1~£.II,.._12~1:~J::h.~Y_~.~!~~1§.Q_a~!~~", h~~.
effective each behaviour was for them. In constructing the scale, Jackson and Maslach (1982) "did
.~.. h'~_'~"-'~""""'~-· -"""",~--,-~".,,,-,,,,,,"~,,,.,,,,,,,"""""-"",,,,,.........,..._,.....,,,,-",,,,,",",.,...._-_.. ~-~-,.-""""",",=.~""-,.",,,-~-r,~o•.,.....,,,,,,,,,,,,,.~,,,,,...=,,,",,,,..,,,,.,,..,,,,,,,,<>o,,,,,,,~'""-"_ ....,_,"'..,...'_.i'".~.'.,,..,,_ .....~....,"""""""'-"•....-..
_.~~:~~sse~~.~~~~!~i~~J2Lg1!~£L!!Eill!!gS(.m§.nt.QLQ!l:the:j.QIHlr~§§ " J?££i.lu~_!h~lQ~.!!~,~Qf..tQ~..§'~l:l.~L~_~s
on the non-w~!t.~~Pzts.J?LJh~LPQliQe~QJfiQers:J~YS(.§~, .. _,,_ ..
--_.~,.--,~.-.,~"",-~"~_ ..-"",,,~~
1. Distraction and suppression (e.g., "I work harder than usual around the house").
2'.' .' ... ,. ·Alc~h~i';;;;d·d~~~~~~-'"(~~~~":~·:i~h~~;~~~~_ri;.k:~:,,:i ~;;~k~-;'~;;.,;rten"r···'·'­
-"~"3":>"-~""'··TaTki~g";rth~~;h';;;~·(~:;., "I talk things over wit~ ~;~~;~~~'~;:)'~"
~~_._.M''''.....~';F":.''~;i.'''''' .......,.:'''.,''''''~ ...,'',.,....'·L..''.';-...,,~.'.,-.",·"""o .. """-'.'~'", ..I,,,·,-CJ>·,·"'_,,:.·.:;""'-.'·..;=·""'·,,:"".....">..,·. __,;,_""""-""...,.,,<.l;;=*';k.'*''''''''''''.:····e·,'-·'''U.·...~;e<l.'e...''''' ..."'~'''',"i~:'..""=",'=~""''''''>"~t~.,."•.l;;;'''''',.,,''-'''''_'''''....
4. Withdrawal! escape (e.g., "I try to get away from everyone").
5. -P'f'dyertmeariait()fz (e~g~-·:I~~gig;j~~~,;;~:;,~ii~i~~~~i£!i~iiy" ..,r·..'~·'-·
~.,..;};..... ,.•.>.<""'-......__..,.,:>,..,.".'""";...-'".~ .._~"'j~.~."'_""~..,:"~",..dr~f,,'~uiU."."'""' .... ~~... - - """""'"" ...,'-,.•,...~.~.•.
6. ' Problem-solving (e.g., "I s~~J~,t2f~~,§jQ!JAl ..h~1R,,'"sU£JL~.~~ ..£2~nsel1or or therapist").
_~---"~~~,.._;;"'""-''"'>,~=--'''._''''.. '"''~~«..,..I':''.,'' ....,->.·r....'''~::';·~."< ..'''",,,,,,,,,,,,,,... - ..... ,..--..,..'......--''''''-h''__.................~
A further item looked at changes in eating habits. The Burke et al. (1979) factors not included in
~ih1scopi~g'~~~~~;ere "Variable ~e$p.o~d·i~;,:·(:;hi~h~;;~~"~~"~~;;~~~~~d"~~=~h~·,.;;O;h;;I;"~;t;g~ry
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Jackson and Maslach (1982). Cronbach alpha calculated on the frequency items in the present study
yielded a coefficient of .66 (N=3l). Agai~ecause_<?fthe small N, ~~~ot ~ossible to use ~he
actors in the data anal sis and thus the items were collapsed i~t~~sing!~ sc~eJor this u _ose.
=:.:...=..:::=...===-,;::;.:;;;.:;:,~~....e-.-..... ._~_
Factor analysis on the p~~~t stud~~~~r~~~~ ,~ixJ~£!.q!.~~t!fc<].!:!!).tin for 65 %" Qft~e vaJ2~c~.
1d"Appen<!i~H .' T~six~~ ..~~~~ fall~n.~gyjIl!2~!h~k~j1279) ~~opi~g di~~~~-- "
The fIrst factor incorporated I take a tranquill~f!!.:@E._LH!/i~,,§.Q!!ltPJ!J£~Jsin_fLqtmedicine with I
,...-'--'-'.__.~.-~'"""'~~_._'~--,........=,.,.,.,.......,......;.;.............""...._ ....,..,,,~,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,._,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,......... .. ,....._-''''....'''.;...''"''......".'--., ..--''''......~...''''''''''''''''''''"''''"''''''t<
seek professional help (such as a counsellor or therapist) and I engage in some rt;.lis.{Q,li-LqE£!y,ity.
. ""'.....~._..,"~,_--."'""_, ..."''''>~'''.''' ..''''''''.,.,:-''~,.:._ .•. ,.......,,- ....''".'! ..."'_',._(..r...."..,lJo.l ......,'-"'.'>."."""""'...rt~·.·,'""'""""~·.,..: ...........,,.,,,...-""""_""_,.....,~................, :>it>'
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. five least frequently used by the police officers.
___~~",.".,...-"~...-~".~.Go<"-"_-""=_.>-._,....;,••~.~ .......... "....... _ •...>-,.
The second_ f~~!~2"mb!l!.e~LL1g1k..thi!'lgLQl!eLwith~my_~]louse amLLlalk.th,l!lgJJ]~~
~._~- ._~.
friends with I work harder than usual around the house or on the job. These three were amongst
_._----............... :.&...& ..-v~~~qoM" ""<--.......... '""-..,.,,-~_ .._-.............. _~ I_'~ ,_ ~, _~ ....:...~.... .....,. ~""''''''' ._~...-.-. ~""".~ __._.,,_
the five most frequently used coping behaviours. The third factor incorporated I change my eating
-- - ......, .z~~~~-"~~_-.~ ~ ..- -~, --;<':.'--"~ ~.' ~~.. ~ """.P ~-~ -,.,. ...,.---- ~-~ -..F'>' ," ~ ~._ ~ _.,., ~~-.'.<~~"-","",__ .
habits (eat more or less than usual) with l!Hlye,fl {frink an.Q rjust try to get away from everyone.
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Factor four include<! Ji!:!!4..s2!J2~..9£1jyl{XJ(L(gke~mX~lJlin4J!JIJllj!J:g~4"li.ke go. to a movie or play
.-.._";"-~T"F9'8' 'YP?G 1tl1lc: • ~..........,_.__."'..... ......",'-~ .• " •••• __'.~._ .......... ....., .. ' .....
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Factor five was I just try to forget about it and Other, minus I have a drink. The final factor
in~i~d·;~I-;;,~k; ~~~;·'~fte~'~!lf!-J;g~~~;~:f;;~~td~~:ih~.,i~lt;~~~Q~Qi ~!~tegy·"\V~s;·-with I·
"(~"' ..~ ......,.,~~v-~.....,..,~~ .....""·__............. -·-..·..._·....._.-......- ...........,."-"."".~" __,_,.
take a tranquillizer, the least ~seQ _cJ>ping strategy.
........ -:, .........r~W"_"1'.~.."...;;...."'>,~r;-.".,,.,...~ .::;o"'~ ,';0:-". _~."""""_ '.
5.6. Summary
.~.
The intention of the present study was to investigate the associations between chronic work~related
stress, i. e., bumout:and a set of variables related to family life. These variables wereQtialnyOf
Family Life, Work-to-Home Spillover, and Home-to-Work Spillover. Two factors, Coping and
'Social Support, were hypothesised to moderate -th-;;~nships between thedepeiident vanaDle"·'
~--------_ ....--_.__._"'._-~"'- ...._~_ .._--_._.._•._,-"-_.-~-'_._'-"'--.,--"_._--------., ..,,
~"tQuaIity of Family Life) and the independent variables.
""..._~ ,._._...__•._-'"-'~ ....-.""...~"--'.c_'-, ....,.~~" _.,_,~ .._,••." ••_,..·""_~ ...'_,~.•.• 'v ,......~.,_~,.~"" ¥ .....~~•••~.~ .....~_ •. ,_.".,........,......~........~' ,"" ..._ ........ ,_
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Data was collected from a non-random sample of 84 policemen and 74 of their wives, and was
~-------- ----.__.._-_.-------..._------------_...-. . ----,~------
analyzed using SPSS/PC+. Tests used in the analysis were Pearson product-moment correlations,
S1epwise Multiple Regression, ·Chi=;q~;;~-t~T~;t~:-·wii~~x~n;~~;~;i:p~~;;igned-;;ks'~'~.
________,__"._""_-.-....-_""."."..,"6.......~,."._,""""'~C"._'OM"" .•~~~_,., u.,"'''''>•. ,_.,.....~. ",,"'~~,_'".' ..""-,-,<,.,,"'~c ..., ...,,'-,,-'''''''''-·''"-''·..,.··''>"· .. ,.""'.-?-'" '--.-.~" • ",-,c,,,,,' ,--,-,' -"', x,=".,.,,·""-'<,"'''"'~·'''''''''''''·_··
Mann-'Ylli!!!~y...!..at}d :Km~:~~li~"_~l'le way analysis of variance by ranks.





A summary of the analysis of the collected data is presented in this chapter. Analysis was done on
the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS/PC+), and a full record of the data and the
. ........
s1atistical analysis is available on computer disk in the Psychology Department, University of Natal,,----_.-------_.- . -
1ifctermaritzburg. The chapter begins with an anal sis of the demQW hic char~ristics of the
samp~e. This is followed by a presentation of significant relationships as they pertain to the research
....- . ~ -~"'" ... ---
hypotheses. Certain non-significant findings are also included as they relate ~):Jtotheses.
~:.::..---------...;:;.._.. -~--~~-~
6.2. Characteristics of the Sample
Table 6.2.a. reflects the racial composition of th~sa~ple,_w~ile.JJl~L~duca!iQll~.1I~v~li.$_n~fu!~
.... ------.......-....-""
in Table 6 .h._
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The sample policemen comprised of 58 (69 %) constables or sergeants, 20 (23.8 %) warrant-officers___~""""'-.._'"""".-.-l_..'\tW»~__"'~.t""""""'-
~;lieute~(4~~~m;j~;;~' or~~~i~~~~·."·Therank of two policemen (2.4%) was
....__...-..---"" ' _'"""","",'~~'.....,..""'_......~__,''''.\''''. ~..~.;:."...=-.".--'''''''''', ..~~_'''''<.,.''''''''''"'"_.._ ......."''''''''''''''''''n=&...."'..,J""',;':"''''-...A........-='''........i--..-'V...,~~--''''., ....''''~ ..''''-'''"''';'''''"'''';'''''~''''',:,'~_11l:;"m""..= __~·;.;...."",·
unknown. The majority of the saIll21~,J~5,L,,3,.$~)"~w..ere_WQlking_d.ay~~ii!§.!"_'!.!!.c.t?9.~~ had to attend
"_' ._.,_~_"'..,_~ ........,... ,_.. .""-"-......-=*"",,_~_"".....,.""""".~,-....a,.""j"' ..~,~c"""."'""~""'."",: ...."I""'=C<F"""" ..,,- ;;. - . ,- "" ._"'''''''''''-''''''''.,........'o.... ~,...''''',....."..,._'''.-'4,..,.,.'';:''''''''''',''."
c()':l_r,!__~~.~~~t..Q!L their days off.
Table 6.2.b.: Educational Level of the Policemen.
I
Educational Level I Frequency I Percentage I






TOTAL I 84 I 100% I
Table 6.2.c.: Duration of M~mbershipofthe SAPS.
I Duration (years) I Frequency I Percentage I
0-5 12 14.3%
"
6 - 10 24 28.6%
11 - 20 33 39.3%
> 20 12 14.3%
Unknown 3 3.5%
\ ......
[ __TOTAL I 84 I 100% I
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Table 6.2.d. shows the type of accommodation occupied by the sample families. Ten families failed
to complete this item. Couples had been married from 1 to 31 years (mean = 7.7 years)
Table 6.2.d.: Type of Accommodation Occupied by the Sample Families.
Ownership
Type of
Accommodation SAPS Rented Owned Other TOTAL
Private Private
House 9 2 52 - 63
Flat 3 1 2 - 6
Other - 2 1 2 5
I TOTAL I 12 I 5 I 55 I 2 I 74 I
6.3. Descriptive Statistics
6.3.1. The Maslach Burnout Inventory <MBD
The means and standard deviations of the scores for the present study for the three MBI subscales
are presented in Table 6.3.a. In accordance with the findings of Maslach and Jackson (1986) that
the frequency and intensity dimensions across the MBI subscales correlate highly with each other,
only the frequency dimension was measured. These scores are presented for the entire population,
as well as divided according to the position held by the policemen,. The categories of position were
drawn from the SAPS Diagnostic Questionnaire. Position 1 refers to Administrative or Clerical
workers, Position 2 includes all Field Operatives, and Position 3 was an "Other" category.
Examples of "Other" workers from the present study were: Investigating Officer, Radio Control
Officers, Mortuary, Farm Visits, Reservists, Station Commander, Charge Office Commander,
Business Watch, Victim Support Unit.
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Sample N Mean SD Range of
Burnout
Emotional Exhaustion Position 1 17 29.12 13.59 High
Position 2 36 22.81 13.19 Ave
Position 3 25 23.92 13.90 Ave
POPULATION 78 24.54 13.56 AVE
Depersonalisation Position 1 17 12.94 8.97 High
Position 2 36 10.22 7.36 Ave
Position 3 24 9.88 4.88 Ave
POPULATION 77 10.71 7.11 HIGH
Position 1 17 31.29 8.29 High
Position 2 36 29.58 8.69 High
Personal Accomplishment
Position 3 25 33.68 5.99 High
POPULATION 78 31.27 8.29 HIGH
Key: Position 1: Clerical/ Administrative
Position 2: Field Operative
Position 3: Other
The scores on the Burnout subscales were compared with Maslach and Jackson's (1986) ranges for
"other occupations" (N = 2,897, including 142 policemen). These ranges are reflected in Table
6.3.b.
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Table 6.3.b.: Ranges for MBI subscales for "Other Workers" (Maslach and Jackson, 1986).
MBI Subscale Range of Experienced Burnout
Low Average High
Emotional Exhaustion :5 16 17-27 ~ 28
Depersonalisation :55 6-10 ~11
Personal Accomplishment ~ 40 39-34 :5 33
When compared with the Maslach and Jackson (1986) ranges, the Depersonalisation and
Personal Accomplishment scores for the entire sample population fall in the high burnout range,
while the Emotional Exhaustion scores for the population sample fall in the average range.
Dividing the sample population according to kind of work performed shows that clerical/
administrative workers score high for burnout across all three subscales, and that the Personal
Accomplishment scores for all three types of workers were in the high burnout range.
Table 6.3.c.: Significance of the Frequency of Response on each of the MBI Subscales.
Significance of the frequency MBI Subscales
of response on the MBI
subscales EE (N=79) Dep (N=78) PA (N=79)
High 28 (35%) 36 (46%) 41 (52%)
MBI
Average 26 (33%) 20 (26%) 31 (39%)
Classification
Low 25 (32%) 22 (28%) 7 (9%)
x2 4.07 2.19 8.85
p ns ns < .01
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In order to clarify which aspect of burnout was most salient in this sample, the frequencies of the
high, average, and low burnout scores on the three subscales were computed, using the Maslach
and Jackson (1986) cut-off points for "Other" workers, which are recorded in Table 6.3.b. A Chi-
squared analysis was used to test for significance of differences between the categories. Results of
this analysis are in Table 6.3.c.
The MBI scores were also analyzed to determine the number of policemen who could be classified
as reporting high, average or low burnout on all three subscales (cf. Table 6.3.d). These
classifications are based on the Maslach and Jackson (1986) criteria that high burnout is indicated
by high scores for burnout on all three subscales. Average burnout is indicated by average scores
for burnout on all three subscales and low burnout by low scores for burnout on all three subscales.
Table 6.3 .d.: Frequency and Percentage of Policemen with High, Average, and Low Burnout on
all three MBI Subscales.
MBI Classification Frequency (N =78) %
High Burnout 16 20.51
Average Burnout 3 3.85
Low Burnout 2 2.56
The levels of burnout in the present sample were compared with those reported in other studies of
helping professionals in South Africa and the USA. These samples were Maslach and Jackson's
(1986) American "other workers", Basson and van der Merwe's (1994) South African student
nurses, and Basson and Black's (in press, cited in Basson and van der Merwe, 1994) South African
educational psychologists. The results of the t test analysis are shown in Table 6.3.e. On the
Emotional Exhaustion and Depersonalisation subscales, the means for the present sample were
significantly higher than the educational psychologists and "other workers" (EE: p < .05; Dep:
p < .(01). For the Personal Accomplishment subscale, the means for the present sample were
significantly lower (i.e., lower sense of personal accomplishment) than educational psychologists
(P< .(01) and student nurses (p<.OI) in South Africa, and "other workers" (p< .(01) in America.
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Table 6.3.e.: t Test Comparisons between the Means of the MBI Subscales of the Present Study
(Policemen) and other South African and US Samples.
Policemen Maslach & Student Nurses Educational
(N=78) Jackson (N=8l) (SA) Psychologists
MBI (N =2,897) (USA) (N=67) (SA)
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
EE 24.54 13.56 21.42· 11.05 24.00 8.02 20.56· 10.34
Dep 10.71 7.11 8.11··· 6.15 9.74 5.88 4.55··· 4.67
PA 31.27 8.29 36.43··· 7.00 34.86·· 7.97 37.86··· 7.42
• = p < .05
•• = p < .01
••• = P < .001
6.3.2. Spillover
Table 6.3.f. presents the means and standard deviations for the present sample, of the seven "after-
work mood" items from the Work-to-Home Spillover scale, and compares these with those of
Jackson and Maslach's (1982) police sample in the USA. Note that these descriptive statistics were
calculated before the scoring on the negative items was reversed, thus the means are based on a
scale ranging from 1 (Never) to 5 (Always). The five negatively-toned items are all significantly
higher, suggesting that the present sample are bringing a significantly larger amount of their work-
related emotional distress home with them, in comparison with the Jackson and Maslach (1982)
sample. The one significantly different positively-toned item is lower in comparison to the Jackson
and Maslach (1982) sample, reinforcing the above hypothesis.
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Table 6.3.f.: t Tests on the Means and SDs of "After-work Mood" Items from the Present Sample,
Compared with Jackson and Maslach (1982).
Jackson and Maslach Present Sample
After-work Mood Items (1982) (N = 142) (N=67)
Mean SD Mean SD
He comes home feeling physically exhausted. 2.76 1.14 3.51*** 0.90
He comes home feeling tense or anxious. 2.46 1.00 2.89** 1.03
He complains about problems at work. 2.48 1.15 2.86* 1.27
He comes home feeling upset and angry. 2.37 0.99 2.78** 1.12
He has difficulty sleeping at night. 1.87 1.19 2.39** 1.17
His work is a source of pride and prestige for 4.46 0.88 3.74*** 1.32
the family.
He comes home in a particularly cheerful or 3.14 1.07 3.03 1.09
happy mood.
* = p < .05
** = p < .01
*** = P < .001
The means for the Home-to-Work Positive and Negative Spillover items are shown in Table 6.3.g.,
along with the means for Kirchmeyer's (1993) USA scores on these scales.
Table 6.3.g.: Home-to-Work Spillover Means.
Home-to-Work Present Sample Kirchmeyer (1993)




Table 6.3.h. shows the means and standard deviations for the highest and lowest scoring items on
the Home-to-Work Positive and Negative Spillover scales. Inspection of these items shows that the
three highest-scoring items all reflect positive Home-to-Work Spillover, whereas the lowest-scoring
items are all negative Home-to-Work Spillover items. This suggests that the sample policemen
reported their family involvement to have a generally positive effect on their working lives.
Table 6.3.h.: Means and SDs of Highest and Lowest Scoring Home-to-Work Spillover Items.
I Home-to-Work Spillover 11 Item 1 Mean 1 SD 1
Being a parent helps me understand the 4.72 1.51
people at work better.
Being a parent develops skills in me 4.23 1.68
Positive
that are useful for my work.
Being a parent energises me so that I 4.22 1.70
can tackle the challenges of my job.
Being a parent makes me so irritable 2.13 1.64
that I take it out on the people at work.
Being a parent makes it hard to adjust 2.00 1.50
Negative
back to the way I must act at work.
Being a parent makes me behave in 1.79 1.46
ways which are unacceptable at work.
6.3.3. Quality of Family Life (OFL)
Factor analysis of the husbands' Quality of Family Life (QFL) scores (cf. Appendix G) was
done in an attempt to extract the Jackson and Maslach (1982) family life indices. These indices
were not found in the present sample, and because of this, and the small size of the sample, it
was decided to use the entire QFL scales (minus three items which detracted from the scales'
reliability), for data analysis purposes. The validity of these scales is suggested by the high Pearson
product-moment correlation between the husbands' and wives' QFL scores (r = .85; p < 01).
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6.3.4. Social Support
Table 6.3.i.: Means and SDs of ISS Items: A two-tailed t tests comparison between the Present
Sample and Data for lames and Davies' (1987) USA sample.




Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
1. Number of close friends. 2.67 1.58 3.94 3.7 0.76··· 1.4
2. Number I can count on. 2.07 1.51 4.28··· 2.9 3.66·· 2.6
3. Number I can talk to frankly. 1.95 1.49 3.27" 2.5 2.14 2.4
4. Number who appreciate me. 2.54 1.75 4.38··· 2.8 3.69· 2.5
5. Number who would comfort me. 1.96 1.54 3.23·· 2.6 2.79 2.6
6. I am important to my family. 3.03 2.13 0.82··· 0.4 0.76··· 0.4
7. Number of good neighbours. 1.72 0.98 3.82"· 2.7 1.86 1.8
8. Number with similar views. 2.52 1.59 2.99 3.5 0.41*·· 1.3
9. Number whom I help. 2.75 2.32 0.90··· 1.4 0.35··· 0.7
• = p < .05
•• = P < .01
••• = P < .001
lames and Davies (1987) offer mean availability (i.e., availability of social support) scores for non-
depressed (N = 130) and depressed (N =28) subjects for each item of the Index of Social Support
(ISS). Table 6.3.i. reflects these scores in comparison with those of the present sample.
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The comparison between the present sample of policemen and the non-depressed sample shows the
policemen to have significantly less access to social support in all items except the number of
people whom they help (item 9). In comparison with the depressed sample, the present sample had
significantly more of access to social support on items 1, 2, 6, 8, and 9. Of significant concern is
that for one item ("Number who appreciate me") the present sample report significantly fewer
supports than even the depressed sample (p < .05).
Table 6.3.j.: Frequency Distribution of Total Availability of Support Scores.
Numbers of Frequency Percentage Cumulative
Supporters Percentage
0 2 2.4% 2.4%
1 - 3 18 21.4% 23.8%
4-6 25 29.7% 53.5%
7-9 26 30.9% 84.4%
10 - 12 3 3.6% 88.0%
13 - 16 5 6.0% 94.0%
~ 17 2 2.4% 96.4%
Missing cases 3 3.6% 100%
TOTAL 84 100%
A summary of the range of Total Availability of Support (TAS) scores is depiCted in Table 6.3.j.
The TAS score reflects the total number of different people whom the respondents perceive as
supporting them. The TAS scores for the present sample range from two policemen who report no
supporters to two policemen who report totals of 20 and 33 respectively. Just over 50% of the
sample (45 policemen) have between 0 and 6 supporters, while a further 31 % (25 policemen) have
7 to 9 supporters.
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6.3.5. Coping
Table 6.3.k.: A Comparison of the Mean Scores on Frequency of Coping Strategies Used by
Policemen of the Present Sample with US Policemen (Jackson and Maslach, 1982).
Coping Strategies Present Sample Jackson and Maslach
(N=31) (1982) (N=142)
Talk with spouse. 4.18 4.1
Find activity to take mind off it. 3.64 3.3
Try to forget about it. 3.49 3.2
Talk with friends. 3.06 2.9
Work harder around the house. 3.02 3.4
Religious activities. 2.82 1.2
Try to get away from. everyone. 2.72 3.1
Change eating habits. 2.50 2.2
Smoke more. 2.39 2.5
Have a drink. 2.34 2.4
Participate in organised groups/clubs. ,1.43 1.0
Go shopping. 0.83 0.8
Seek professional help. 0.83 0.2
Take medication. 0.63 0.2
Take a tranquillizer. 0.21 0.0
Take drugs. 0.16 0.0
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A factor analysis (cf. Appendix H) was done on the coping frequencies, as measured on the Jackson
and Maslach (1982) scale, but the factors were not used in the data analysis because of insufficient
subjects. Table 6.3.k. compares the frequencies of coping strategies of the present sample with
those of Jackson and Maslach's (1982) USA sample. It is noteworthy that the size and ranking of
the means in the two samples is very similar, although there were relatively large differences in
Religious activities, and Seek professional help. Both of these appear to be a more frequent coping
strategy for the present sample in comparison with the Jackson and Maslach's (1982) sample,
although it was not possible to do t tests on these data as the Jackson and Maslach (1982) standard
deviations were not available.
6.4. Si~nificant Correlations
As a first step in the data analysis, all variables were correlated with one another using the Pearson
product-moment correlation. Given the interactive and multicausal nature of stress, it was expected
that several of the experimental variables would correlate with each other. Table 6.4.a. reflects the
correlations between the MBI subscales, the Spillover scales and husbands' and wives' Quality of
Family Life (QFL). Work-to-Home Spillover was significantly negatively related to Emotional
Exhaustion (P< .001) and Depersonalisation (p< .01), while Home-to-Work Spillover was
significantly positively related to Personal Accomplishment (p < .05). In terms of the relationships
between the MBI subscales and Quality of Family Life, the only significant relationship was
between Wives' Quality of Family Life and Emotional Exhaustion (p < .05).
The correlations between Quality of Family Life and Spillover are also shown in Table 6.4.a. There
were no significant associations with Home-to-Work Spillover, while Work-to-Home Spillover was
significantly negatively related to husbands' Quality of Family Life (p < .05), as well as to wives'
Quality of Family Life (p < .001).
Table 6.4.a.: Pearson Correlations: Burnout (MBI), Spillover, and Quality of Family Life (husbands and wives).
MBI SUBSCALES SPILLOVER QUALITY OF QUALITY OF
FAMILY LIFE FAMILY LIFE
Emotional Depersonalisation Personal Home-to-Work Work-to-Home (Husbands) (Wives)
Exhaustion Accomplishment
Emotional Exhaustion r = 1.000 r = .671- r =..059 r = -.171 r = -.381- r = .223" r = .328*
Depersonalisation r = .671- r = 1.000 r = .021 r = -.074 r = -.360* r = .231" r = .236"
Personal Accomplishment r = .059 r = .021 r = 1.000 r = .348* r = .131 r = .066 r = -.057
Home-to-Work Spillover r = -.171 r = -.074 r = .348* r = 1.000 r = .263" r = -.192 r = -.157
Work-to-Home Spillover r = -.381- r = -.360** r = .131 r = .263" r = 1.000 r = -.341* r = -.523-
Quality of Family Life r = .223" r = .230" r = .066 r = -.192 r = -.341* r = 1.000 r = .853-
(Husbands)
Quality of Family Life r = .328* r = .236" r = -.057 r = -.157 r = -.523- r = .853- r = 1.000
(Wives)
Key: " = p<.1
* = P < .05
** = p < .01




In order to tease out the specific links between burnout and Work-to-Home Spillover, the seven
After-work Mood items were correlated with the MBI subscales. Table 6.4.b. shows the Pearson
product-moment correlations between the After-work Mood and the Emotional Exhaustion and
Depersonalisation subscales. Note that the scoring on the negative items was reversed, which has
resulted in both the negative and positive items correlating negatively with Emotional Exhaustion
and Depersonalisation. A number of these correlations are significant. Particularly noteworthy are
the links between Emotional Exhaustion and the policemen coming home tense and anxious, and
upset and angry.
Table 6.4.b.: Pearson Correlations: After-work Mood and Emotional Exhaustion and
Depersonalisation.
After-work Mood Emotional Exhaustion Depersonalisation
He comes home feeling physically r = -.244" r = -.118
exhausted.
He comes home feeling tense or anxious. r = -.368""" r = -.314""
He complains about problems at work. r = -.318"" r = -.208"
He comes home feeling upset and angry. r = -.357""" r = -.203"
He has difficulty sleeping at night. r = -.142 r = -.063
His work is a source of pride and prestige r = .002 r = -.101
for the family.
He comes home in a particularly cheerful or r = -.377""" r = -.284""
happy mood.
Key: " = p < .05
"" = p < .01
""" = P < .001
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Table 6.4.c: Pearson correlations: Burnout (MBI) and Social Support; Burnout (MBI) and
Demographics; Spillover and Demographics.
I Variables I r I p I
Personal Accomplishment and TAS .273 < .01
Personal Accomplishment and Education .211 < .05
Home-to-work Spillover and TAS .294 <.05
Home-to-Work Spillover and Duration -.284 <.05
Home-to-Work Spillover and Education .291 < .05
Home-to-Work Spillover and Rank .250 p < .1 (ns)
Home-to-Work Spillover and Work-to-Home Spillover .263 p < .1 (ns)
Coping Frequency and Education -.356 <.05
Coping Frequency and Rank -.317 <.05
Key: TAS: Total Availability of Support
Duration: Duration of service with the SAPS
Coping Frequency: Total frequency of reported coping behaviours
Table 6.4.c. shows significant (or near-significant) associations amongst the research variables, and
between the research variables and some of the demographic variables. Correlations were also
calculated between each coping strategy and the MBI subscales and the Spillover scores. A number
of significant relationships were found and these are shown in Table 6.4.d. A full correlation matrix
can be found in Appendix 1.
Table 6.4.d.: Pearson Correlations: Coping Frequencies with Burnout (MBI), Work-to-Home Spillover, and Home-to-Work Spillover.
I Coping Strategy , Variable I r I p I
Smoke more often Personal Accomplishment -.228 <.01
Home-to-Work Spillover -.345 <.05
Change eating habits Personal Accomplishment -.276 <.05
Take drugs Work-to-Home Spillover .268 <.05
Take tranqullizers Work-to-Home Spillover -.237 <.05
Take medicine Personal Accomplishment -.370 <.01
Home-to-Work Spillover -.350 <.05
Religious activity Home-to-Work Spillover .420 .<.01
Get away Emotional Exhaustion .359 <.01
Depersonalisation .351 <.01
Forget about it Emotional Exhaustion .296 <.01
Personal Accomplishment .221 <.05
Go shopping Personal Accomplishment .274 <.05
Activities (movies, sport) Emotional Exhaustion .215 <.05
Seek professional help Work-to-Home Spillover -.250 <.05
Talk to spouse Work-to-Home Spillover .214 <.05




6.5. Kruskal-Wallis One Way Analysis of Variance and Mann-Whitney Comparisons between
Groups
In an attempt to examine significant differences between groupings of demographic variables
according to the MBI subscales and the Spillovers, Kruskal-Wallis One Way Analysis of Variance
and Mann-Whitney tests were done. The demographic variables tested in this way were level of
education, race, rank, accommodation (SAPS vs. privately-owned), and station (rural vs. urban/
suburban). Of the Kruskal-Wallis analyses, only that of Depersonalisation by level of education
reached significance, and this analysis is reflected in Table 6.5.a. This suggests that the higher the
level of education, the greater the Depersonalisation experienced by the police officers.
Table 6.5.a.: Kruskal-Wallis One Way Analysis of Variance: Depersonalisation by Level of
Education.
I Education I Mean Rank I Cases I
::::;; Std. 8 27.57 22
Matric 42.50 42
Diploma 44.54 12
Chi-square = 7.67. Significance (corrected for ties): p < .05
The Mann-Whitney comparisons between Work-to-Home Spillover and accommodation, and
between Personal Accomplishment and station, approached significance and these analyses are
shown in Table 6.5.b.
Table 6.5.b.: Mann-Whitney Tests: Work-to-Home Spillover and Accommodation, and Personal
Accomplishment and Station.
I Variables I Z I p I
Work-to-Home Spillover by accommodation -1.905 .06
Personal Accomplishment by station -1.805 .07
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The Work-to-Home Spillover by accommodation analysis suggests that there may be positive
~ver effects for those families living in police accommodation. One may-specubtre-ttrar"tllisls
._----=;.........-=-._.._----------~--:--
t~result of the police ;~e~ (who answered this section) developing a sense of com~~nity-;ith:~-
"and mutual supp~rt-'fr~m~h; ;th;-~olicef~~ilie~-~~~they live. The Personal"
~ ccomplishment bys~ti~~~=;;gge~ts that -offi~- serving" in"~rbcill stati~ns experi~~c; a
. ..:::....~-........~...........~_.~.,., ........"'........~=~~~~ ...... ........-"'-<J,.:"-~ ......~-..~_~_~~_~.-~~ ......__ ~.:........"
~ greater sense of work accomplishment relative to their rural counterparts. This could be the result
~.,:<~-... ",".-~.,... ,.... _ •• ,-~." --~-_""".~~ · ...............r· .~...--.~~ ~c..--~-!lS>lo<l......__I'<l~._-__~
-of urbaIl
c
~ffi~;;;f;li;ith;~selves to be at the "centre of events", while rural officers may feel
....-'.....".~...........~_ .."_""'~;,..._ ~.O¥....,;-_.~"""".,..-...,..- '. - . ~ -.- '--""-'" ,,~.~ .... =,....... ~ .....·....,=,...........~~........, ...'.,...h=__"'...._..... ,.-. _~, .•"...-.......-""..,.,,-...-.. ...
onthe periph~ry-~d"t~~srelat!y~IX""\tni!Jlpo~t..
~-_.~-~-_. ".
6.6. Multiple Re&ression Analysis
Stepwise multiple regression was used to determine the impact of the research variables (Burnout;
Spillover; Social Support; Coping) on Quality of Family Life (QFL). The results of this analysis
are reflected in Table 6.6.a. In the stepwise regression analysis the three MBI subscales were
entered separately, Work-to-Home Spillover and Home-to-Work Spillover were each entered as
single entities (as opposed to each being entered as Positive and Negative entities), and husbands'
and wives' Quality of Family Life scores were also entered separately. No significant predictors
of husbands' QFL were found. Work-to-Home Spillover significantly predicted 27% of wives'
QFL, as reflected in Table 6.6.a.
The stepwise multiple regression was performed in 3 ways, using respectively:
1. pairwise deletion of missing cases
2. pairwise deletion of missing cases (excluding Coping)
3. means-substitution for missing cases
For each of these methods, the same independent variable (i.e. Work-to-Home Spillover) was
extracted, but at varying levels of significance. The result reported in Table 6.6.a. is the outcome
of the second method, and is reported because this achieved the highest significance.
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Table 6.6.a.: Stepwise Multiple Regression Analysis: Spillover; Burnout (MBI); Coping; Social
Support (ISS) on Quality of Family Life.
Dependent Variable Step No Independent Variable MR R
2 F P
(N=32)
QFL (wife) 1 Work-to Home Spillover .52 .27 10.15 <.01
6.7. Wilcoxon Matched Pairs Signed-Ranks Tests
Although the husbands' and wives' Quality of Family Life (QFL) scores correlated highly (r =
.853, p < .001), there were significant or near-significant differences between the spouses' reports
on specific QFL items. These included three marital satisfaction items, one job satisfaction/ wife's
attitude to police work item, and three family interaction items. These are reflected in Table 6.7.a.
Table 6.7.a.: Wilcoxon Tests on Husbands' and Wives' Quality of Family Life Items.
I I Items I Z I p I
Do you feel that your spouse really cares about you? -2.853 < .01
Marital
Do you feel that your spouse appreciates your efforts? -2.674 < .01
Satisfaction
Does your spouse share his/ her feelings with you? -1.908 < .1
Job How happy are you with your/ your husband's -2.209 < .05
Satisfaction current job?
Husband spends time with family vs Husband wants -3.394 < .001
Family to be left alone.
Interaction
Husband has few friends vs Husband has many -2.227 < .05
friends.
On days off, husband does job-related activities vs not -1.814 < .1
job-related activities.
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These differences between husbands and wives on a number of the QFL indices suggest that the
wives experience their family lives less positively than their husbands. The differences may,
furthermore, offer some detail as to why it is the wives' QFL (rather than the husbands') which
is predicted by Work-to-Home Spillover (cf. Table 6.6.a.).
6.8. Non-Si~nificantPearson Product-Moment Correlations
The non-significance of certain of the correlations between the research variables are of interest in
that these variables were expected to be related. These correlations are shown in Table 6.8.a. The
lack of a relationship between coping and social support is perhaps the most surprising, as accessing
social support is a commonly-used coping strategy (Steptoe, 1991; cf. Section 4.4.). It is possible
that the absence of significant relationships between QFL, coping, and social support reflects the
psychometric difficulties experienced with these measures.
Table 6.8.a: Non-significant Pearson Correlations: Social Support; Coping; Quality ofFamily Life.
I Variables I r I p I
Coping and TAS .156 .201
Quality of Family Life (husbands) and Coping -.140 .296
Quality of,Family Life (wives) and Coping -.167 .277
Quality of Family Life (husbands) and TAS -.017 .455
Quality of Family Life (wives) and TAS -.001 .478




A content analysis was done of the written comments made by the policemen and wives at the end
-----------_._-_..-.-....-.......~-.,----_ .._-~-----~~----=-""~~'~"'~_ ........~..........
of the questionnaire, and the results. of this are shown in. Table 6.9 .a. The. content analysis
~ ..-.""_._""'"..:w""""'~"..........,....,..""'.."""...i~_""""..-._ ......~.,...,""""'"'-~"'~~~'".-,-.~~ .........,~'- _.".~.,u_ ..~""'L__""""'~.""'~·~--""""...,_·_~~""'''""'''~.;rn.... .,..M·__......__....'''''"....''''~-''''''''''''''u''''''~''"''"»'''''''''="~,,··· ..
categories were defined in terms of a set of themes which emerged from the data (Se1mer, 1993).
"ffiespacer;;r;;~~~~;~~t-~~-"th~-~~~~~i~~'~ili;w;~;·~sed b;·=3"i"('36.9·%·)~f·th;polk;~fficers,
.c"o.atrd-3rt3lr%'r~of~rhe"-w[ves "- ".."""._..~·, , , =_.~ M·_···~'".. ""'..·_·~,,·~-_~~··_~_·,· ..~ "'."..H'.'_~=-~, .•••,.~,-"._.~ ,~~.
,..,~~,>.~ ......>~;.Wv"""'''''''''==', ..''''''·,,.,._·_'''';~~
Table 6.9.a.: Content analysis of written comments.
I I Content of Comment I Frequency I
Problems with police hierarchy 18 (58%)
Salary! fmancial problems 12 (38.7%)
Disruption to family life due to overtime! irregular hours 6 (19%)
Need for more staff! "social services" 6 (19%)
Policemen (N=31) HigWy motivated and!or supported in this by family 5 (16%)
Stress of command 1 (3.2%)
Rejection by community 1 (3.2%)
People's response to stress varies 1 (3.2 %)
Salary! financial problems 20 (54%)
Disruption to family life due to overtime! irregular hours 15 (40.5%)
Lack of concern by police hierarchy 9 (24.3%)
Wives (N = 37)
Happy with husband's work 7 (18.9%) .
Concern for husband's exposure to danger 5 (13.5%)
Have to cope alone 3 (8.1 %)
Use prayer to cope 2 (5.4%)
Hate the force 2 (5.4%)
\
Affirmative action 1 (2.7%)






The second most frequent concern described by the wive~ was disruption to family life caused by
~ ..-.__....._~__.~~.F .... _._~.,..__-._-.....-='->A""'...:r.='h .....~~.._ ...,.;; ....._ "'__ ~>-.;.
overtime and irregular hours (40.5%). This is likely to be related to a perceived lack of concern
for their m~~b~<h~~~I;;;~~th~ ~~- ~f th;"SAPS-hi~~~~hY-:-~~ cii~asaprow.em '~"~
~_._"--~~....... ""~""'.\I.""V"'_" ".-",'.-- ."~':'_''''"''~''''''''''''",~j'_"~!" ....",_~~.....",.,, ... , _. _ . . .
, by 24.3 % of the wives. 13.5 % of the wives expi~sse~r·~'6ncerns:·abe}~:t:·t~~:~~~~~:~:l':.s,;~a~~~~::?.f";~~e-.",
~\~"hii;-'i63%¥~e~~-h~ppy";i~h their husbands' work. One wife reported that the family had




Of the problems reported by the 31 policemen who made comments, 18 (58%) cited problems with
tlie police hierarchy. These included poor management, discrimination and favouritism, delayrIack
Ofpromotion or transfer, and corruption. 19% of the commenting officers complained of disruption
to' f~~ilY-lifub~~~~i~rregular hours and overtime. SiK-QmkerS-(~) recorded t1le...n~eed eifu;r~
for more staff, or for "social services" (e.g. counselling, social work). Five officers (16%)
re<tofdeanowwmotfv~t;Ithey;ere in thei:"~ork and/o;~'~;rtant their~~~rt-~as
.-_.,,-----""-~-_....~-- .-
in this regard. One respondent in a management position, pleaded for more support and
ut1<iemandini7o-;'th;';~;cti~'-;~;~~~;'~d~~'''--''~'~'" ...._.",.-~_._-"_. -_._._-~_.__.--.-._._--.
6.10. Summary of Sil:nificant Results
-------_._-----_.
The main findings of this study may be summarised as follows:
......_.-----------_.....~._'--------- ..............~,....~.__.~,..~-"""-_ ............._-'-------~ .......,...,.....---'..,-"
1. Work-to-Home Spillover was a significant predictor of wives' Quality of Family Life,
-·-acco~~gf~~··27·%~Nh;~an~~~; t~;QF~cor~;- ..~-·_- --------
2. 1~motionai" E,zha~~ti~;-~d-D;pe;;onili;;tio~ere significantly negatively related to Work-to-
-H(:rme--spmovei:..···_··o_-~~-~_.~-_.,----~_· -.-------------
- ".~' -..- - .,,,,"'
3. Personal Accompli~m!..nt was signific@..tly_p-O.sitL'LeLy-related-to..Hame=..to.:.W.or.k..Spilloxer.-------4:---biliotional Exhaustion was significantly positively related to wives' Quality of Family Life.
--r --:-"':':':"--=--::-:::-~---_.. -.---.-
5 ome-to-Work Spillov~~_~~~,!~ni~~an!lY_~gat~;ly!cl~ t; h~;bands' Quality of FamIly
.... _~'''''J'''''''''_:''''':~_C__ '''''-:!''t<J>,.,,,,,,,,,,-=,,,,,,,,,,,~,, -- ~~~ .•
Life and WIves' Quality of Family Life.
-.,;0--.------..--<-_....... .. ...-..-.----=--"
6. As a group, this sample scored significantly higher on all three MBI subscales than samples
~orother ~orkers in t~USA(i~in~~ pobe~)and ';ducati;ipsychologists rnSouth
-----....:---... ---"-'--- ---. --.,~- .~ ,,"-""'.~.. - --~'--~_ ~~ _ .. _.._-~-~ -..--.~ __._~- _,..
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Africa, and significantly higher on the Personal Accomplishment subscale than a sample of
~"-'--_ ~-------'~-'- ----.~.-----~-~ ~-_k
student nurses in~QJ!UL.bfrica.
7. Within the present sample, 20% scored high for burnout on all three MBI subscales, as
__ .. -"--..0< .~ .. .~ ,,-",,'_~ .•. __ _" _ ._
opposed to 2% who scored low for burnout on all three MBI subscales.
.._-=.00.....--"'----_.."'.. '-" ...,~~ ..•- --.-~ .. ~, .'-' '-...--, .._-,,~.. "'--..-,- ._,.~._-~
8. For the Personal Accomplishment subscale, significantl)' more policemen were in the high,...------.-- _.- .. --- -~~._---,_. -_. - - ~ ~ - .'-_..- -
coumout (52 %) and average burnout (39 %) categories, than in the low burnout category.





This study has attempted to assess, and gain an understanding into, the relationship between the
- ----_._----~.-....--.......- ..... ~.-.=- ..... - ~-" ..... '.-- --_....... _.-- ---. ~- - - - '_._-
emotional consequences of chronic stress at work, and the quality of the worker's (in this instance,c= .
policemen) family life. It was hypothesised that this relationship would be mediated by spillover
of effects between the two d~~~ .~!!.eJ~tJlqUl1~~~~iati~.n.sh\P_:w.QJliqJ;~~J]lQQ~t~t~_.QY..!~.§!_~.~Pport
. ~.~..."'>~~"'''''''"''-, ...-,..-....,..-~ - . ·__.h__....
and coping.
The main findings of this study are summarised. below. It is im rtant to bear in mind that the data










Work-to-Home Spillover was a significant predictor of wives' Quality of Family Life,
accounting for 27 % of the variance in the QFL scores.
Emotional Exhaustion and Depersonalisation were~significantly negatively related to Work-
to-Home Spillover.
Personal Accomplishment was significantly positively related to Home-to-Work Spillover.
Emotional Exhaustion was significantly positively related to wives' Quality of Family Life.
Home-to-Work Spillover was significantly negatively related to husbands' Quality ofFamily
Life and to wives' Quality of Family Life.
As a group, this sample scored significantly higher for burnout, on all three MBI subscales,
than samples of Other Workers in the USA (including 142 policemen) and educational
psychologists in South Africa, and significantly higher on the Personal Accomplishment
subscale than a sample of student nurses in South Africa.
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Within the present sample, 20 % scored high for burnout on all three MBI subscales,
compared to 2 % who scored low for burnout on all three MBI subscales.
For the Personal Accomplishment subscale, significantly more policemen were in the high
burnout (52 %) and average burnout (39 %) categories, than in the low burnout category.
7.2. Demo&raphics
In terms of demographic variables, the researcher was unable to obtain data from the SAPS oll.the
over composition of the force. Data_~~~able~~~we~er, ~~.the.distribution of ranks in the
area from whichth;;trti~~~~~ in the present study were drawn. In these stationsJ!!lJ!.l!nitatb~e-------.....-..~...-.--' .. :. ..
were a iOtiCor(830~SAPS'~-;ember;;-=comprising1,614 (88.2 %) constables and sergeants, 172
(9.4%) waITaJit-offi~~s ~~ili~~n~ts, a~44' (2.4%) captuns, 'majorS: an(r~In
comparison wIiii··the;;;-di;tributi~~;:th;'p;~~~~t~mplecomprised ida~~~~c;nstablesor
d'sergeantS(69 %a';'oppoSe(rto~8[2'%r'reiatr~clymore-warrant~officers"an(rfieufeiiantst1r8~%""as
--,,~~~~_=~t~'~='<.-""""~''''''''''''ff«''''''.'-~''.<t, ..._,.....,< _"'~~_':'«~A"·~"""''''- ..;,... _,,,~!,"........~~~...~.~...... ..,,~!!lo"~"'--'< , ... .,~..~ ..~-~- .
oppOSed to 9.4%), and relatively more captains, majors, and colonels(4.8% as opposed to 2.4%).
ifis unkno~~~het~r'sfmila7cSa~pli~iii~~~~~-;;;'h;;-~~~<pr~;~;ti~~~I;;-~-;~"
race and duration of membership. In terms of duration of membership (cf. Table 6.2.c., p.41),
only 14.3 % of the sample had been members of the SAPS for less than five years, suggesting that
there had been sufficient time for the "ongoing process ... and ... developmental sequence of
stages" which is implicit in the burnout concept (Maslach, 1982, p.33).
Certain of the demographic variables correlated significantly with the research variables (cf. Table
6.4.c., p.55). Level of education was positively associated with a sense ofpersonal accomplishment
(r=.211; p< .05), but negatively associated with total number of coping strategies employed (r=-
.356; p < .05). The relationship between education and Personal Accomplishment suggests that the
higher the level of education, the greater are the policemen's sense of satisfaction and achievement
at work. Considering that, of the officers of the present study, 69 (82 %) have matric or less, then
this matches the Maslach and Jackson (1986) norms for the three MBI subscales by education,
which show that people with secondary education have higher Personal Accomplishment than those
who start or complete tertiary education. A possible explanation for this may be that those with the
highest level of education are more prone to questioning or criticising their work environments,
and thus feel less positively about that environment.
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Level of education was also positively related to Home-to-Work Spillover (r=.291; p< .05; cf.
Table 6.4.c., p.55). A high Home-to-Work Spillover score suggests positive effects of spillover
for the worker. Home-to-Work Spillover was in turn positively related to a sense of personal
accomplishment. An hypothesis which could be drawn from this is that a higher level of education
may facilitate positive effects for the worker concerned, both in terms of a sense of personal
achievement as well as in spillover effects. Home-to-Work Spillover was negatively related to
duration of membership of the SAPS (r=-.284; p < .05), suggesting that the longer a policeman
is a member, the less valuable any protective effects of having a family may be.
It may be useful to further investigate the relationship between coping and education (r=-.356,
p < .05), as it is possible that, although fewer strategies were used by those policemen with a higher
level of education, those strategies used may have been relatively more effective. Rank was also
negatively associated with total number of co in strategies (r=-.317; p~ .05), and this ~a~so
be understood in terms of the above argument (i.e., more effective use of stra~~es). T.!Es
association may-aI;;" b;;;pl~cri~;t-<in ~~~~fP;;~;ti;dT~g~c'th;t higher ranks are exposed to
______--...,.......-...="""......'''''''~.;~.'""''''''' ....~-......''~-"'''-.wL-..=:.~-';-.-,.;..<''~'-.::..~ ...:>......1<'<;;''-.......,l..._-:-_~:-..•• "-"'_·_....:w""'~-~~...-.........- ""'I' ........
fewer stressors, and experience less felt stress (Brown and Campbell, 1990; Kaufmann and Beehr,
" ?_,...,-~"....... .,. _"".' _.. ~ '.; -'J, '~:""~'U:=:i::I~IO··::::"""':'>"""'.o:>~"'''''''',''''''~"~,~;;~",,,,,,,~~,,~,,-,,_.!',",,,~""'.~",,_...-~"':'"...,.,,~"'.=-;~••~'Zl1t'<'t"""''>/,aj~NI.II!RI!'''lM''iI'a.'"'''-_~I!''''ill=:~''''"''~_~I>T''''v''''
1989), and may therefore not .~c.><c~.~.!!!1?loy,~_~~~~millly,~Ql?iuK_~J!.~ies as lower ranks.
~--------.""".--.~ .. - .. '~~~"-'';-''~~'''>l~.-':;=
Alternatively, promotion to higher rank is a process which selectivel chooses not on1 tho 0
have been in service longer and are thus socialised into the system, but also those who have
'-- .
developed coping strategies which have enabled them to adapt successfully to the system.
. . ------_._--------_._----
Several of the demographic variables were tested for significant differenfes in terms of the MBI
I~_- . .~, --,<-'-- _ ..-
subscales and the Spillovers. Kruskal-Wallis tests were done on level of education, race, and rank.
Of these, only level of education by Depersonalisation yielded significant differences (cf. Table
6.5.a., p.57). This analysis showed that those policemen with Standard 8 or less appeared to
experience the lowest level of Depersonalisation (Mean rank=27.57; p< .05), while those with a
Diploma appeared to experience the highest (Mean rank=44.54). This relationship contradicts the
demographic norms reported by Maslach and Jackson (1986), in which Depersonalisation declines
with education, as it does with age. These findings of the present study are hard to explain. As age
-and education are both likely to be positively related to duration of service, longer experience of
I policework may lead to a greater cynicism and callousness towards recipients, which may also be
r- -- ----- _
~IWvejn the ~outh African context.
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For the purposes of the Mann-Whitney tests, the station and accommodation variables were
collapsed into two categories each. Stations were divided into "rural" and "urban/ suburban", and
accommodation was divided into "SAPS" and "private". There were no significant differences
obtained here, although Work-to-Home Spillover by accommodation (Z=-1.905; p< .06), and
Personal Accomplishment by station approached significance (Z=-1.805; p< .07) (cf. Table 6.5.b.,
p. 57). These results suggest positive effects in terms of spillover for families living in police
accommodation, and for sense of accomplishment for officers working from an urban station.
7.3. Maslach Burnout Inventory
The results on the MBI indicate that the policemen in the present sample scored in the high burnout
range (Maslach and Jackson, 1986, USA cutoffs) for feelings of emotional exhaustion and
detachment from recipients (cf. Table 6.3.a., p.43). In comparing these scores with those from
other studies in South Africa and the USA (cf. Table 6.3.e., p.46), the policemen in the present
sample reported significantly higher feelings of emotional exhaustion (p < .05) and detachment from
recipients (P< .001) than the Maslach and Jackson (1986) sample of "Other Workers" in the USA
(which included 142 police officers), and than a sample of South African educational psychologists
(Basson and Black, 1993, cited in Basson and van der Merwe, 1994) (EE: p< .01; Dep: p< .001).
In terms of a sense of achievement in one's work, the present sample reported significantly lower
frequencies of such feelings than the above two comparison samples (p< .01 and p< .001,
respectively), as well as than a sample of South African student nurses (Basson and van der
Merwe, 1994) (p< .(01).
These results seem to support the hypothesis that "police are in a uniquely high stress occupation"
(Kroes, Margolis, and Hurrell, 1974, p.154), although in the absence of population norms derived
from a data base of adequate size, it is difficult to draw firm conclusions about the relative level
of burnout in this sample of policemen. This caveat applies especially to the comparison with the
"Other Workers" in the USA, of whom policemen formed only a relatively small percentage (5%).
The apparently high levels of burnout in the present sample are explicable, not only in terms of
the obviously stressful features of police work (Davidson and Veno, 1980; Kaufmann and Beehr,
1989), but also in terms of the present socio-cultural context in South Africa, in which policemen
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are frequently targets of attack by members of the community they are attempting to serve (Natal
Witness, Sep 6 1994, p.?). This perception is supported by one of the responses in the free
comment section at the end of the questionnaire, in which a wife reported that the family had
received threats from the community, including a threat that their daughter would be abducted and
raped. As a result of these threats, the family lived in fear and felt compelled to lead extremely
restricted lives. In an effort to counteract such problems, the SAPS is attempting to re-establish its
credibility through far-reaching measures such as the adoption of a community policing orientation
(Community Policing, 1995).
How the policemen appear to experience the different aspects of burnout was revealed by
comparing the distributions of scores in the three MBI subscales (Table 6.3.c., p.44). In terms of
emotional depletion and exhaustion, 68 % reported feelings of high or average fr~uency (a few
times a month to every day), while for a sense of detachment and lack of concern for their
recipients, 46% reported high frequency of feelings, and a further 26% reported average frequency
of feelings. The reports on these two subscales alone suggest that this a response to "job conditions
that place heavy demands on emotional reserves and that lead employees to feel that they are
embedded in an impersonal, dehumanizing system" (Jackson et al., 1986, p.632). On the third
indicator of burnout levels, Personal Accomplishment, fully 91 % of the sample policemen reported
high or average frequency of feelings of negative self-evaluation and dissatisfaction with
accomplishment at work. Thus, for these policemen, there appears to be a high level of cynicism
and loss of idealism, as well as considerable frustration and dissatisfaction.
This pattern is borne out by the analysis reported in Table 6.3.d. (p.4S), which shows that 20%
of this sample report high burnout on all three MBI subscales. The content analysis reported in
Table 6.9.a. (p.61) gives some indications of the possible sources of these levels of burnout, with
the most important difficulties being insufficient remuneration, frustrations with an unconcerned
police hierarchy, and disruptions to family life as a result of overtime and irregular hours.
An interesting difference exists between the reported burnout levels of SAPS members in different
types of positions (cf. Table 6.3.a., p.43). Clerical/ administrative workers scored high for burnout
across all three subscales, whereas field operatives and "other" workers (most of whom were
employed in units whose work was predominantly non-clerical) scored high for burnout only on
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the Personal Accomplishment subscale. All three groups scored high for burnout on the Personal
Accomplishment subscale, with field operatives scoring 'highest. These results substantiate earlier
findings (Brown and Campbell, 1990; Cooper, Davidson, and Robinson, 1988; Kroes et al., 1974),
which have indicated that potential police stressors derive largely "from the force's organisation
and management rather than front line duties" (Brown and Campbell, 1990, p.31?).
7.4. Burnout and Quality of Family Life (QFL) (cf. Table 6.4.a., p.53)
No. significant correlational relationships were found between husbands' QFL and the Maslach
burnout subscales, although the positive association between Emotional Exhaustion and
Depersonalisation, and husbands' QFL approached significance (BE by QFL: r=.223, p< .1; Dep
by QFL: r=.230; p< .1). Wives' QFL was significantly associated with Emotional Exhaustion
(r=.328; p< .05) and approached significance for Depersonalisation (r=.236, p< .1). Neither
husbands' nor wives' QFL were found to be related to Personal Accomplishment. These results
thus marginally fail to support the first hypothesis. This may be because of a form of protective
self-deception (Laux, 1986), i.e., policemen talk to their spouses about their work (cf. Table
6.3.k., p.51), which shows Talking to spouse to be the most frequently used coping strategy), but
they consciously or unconsciously tailor their communication to present themselves as coping
effectively.
The relationship reported above between wives' QFL and Emotional Exhaustion does provide
partial support for hypothesis one of this study, in that a high QFL score indicates a more
distressed/ dysfunctional family life, and this was expected to be related to feelings of emotional
exhaustion and overload. It is interesting to speculate on why the corresponding relationship with
husbands' QFL is not significant. A clue to this may lie in the significant differences found between
husbands' and wives' reports on certain of the marital satisfaction items (cf. Table 6.7.a., p.59),
which indicate the wives to be considerably less satisfied with their marriages than their husbands.
It is also possible that at home, policemen are using the same distancing mechanism which they
use to cope on the job, and are thus unaware of the effect their Emotional Exhaustion may be
having on their family. Hageman (1977, cited in Maynard et al., 1980) described this process of
"psychological detachment" and showed how this mechanism was linked to marital difficulties and'
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decreased marital satisfaction. As a further explanation, it may be hard for the burned out
policeman to admit to being in such a state, because of the stigma attached to "not coping" or to
being thought to be a coward (Reiser and Geiger, 1984).
The results of the present study support those of Jackson and Maslach (1982). In their study of 142
California police couples, only the wives' reports of family interactions were significantly
positively related to Emotional Exhaustion, although both husbands' and wives' reports of QFL
were significantly positively related to Depersonalisation. Thus, as in the present study, it appears
that the police officer's experienced burnout is a significant factor in his wife's experience of
family life but not in his own, although the correlational nature of the data analysis precludes
causal conclusions.
7.5. Spillover
For both Work-to-Home and Home-to-Work Spillover, the positive and negative aspects of the
scales were collapsed because the number of subjects was too small to support data analysis
involving the extra variables. This process yielded two scales, for both of which a high score
indicated a positive outcome, either for the family, in Work-to-Home Spillover, or for the
individual in his work environment, in Home-to-Work Spillover. It is likely that this process
reduced the explanatory power of these scales, thereby diminishing their usefulness.
7.5.1. Work-to-Home Spillover
Table 6.3.f. (p.47) shows the t test comparisons between the means of the data from the present
sample and those of Jackson and Maslach (1982) for the seven "after-work mood" items, which
in the present study formed part of the Work-to-Home Spillover scale. On the five negative items,
the means from the present sample were all significantly higher (i.e., the effect more negative)
(P< .05 to p< .001) than on the USA sample, while the means for the positive items were both
lower (i.e., the effect also more negative), although only one of these differences was significant
(p< .(01). This suggests that the South African sample is bringing home significantly more
exhaustion, distress, and anxiety, and that this process is not being ameliorated by a transfer of
positive effects from work to home. This may be a function of the relatively high burnout levels
reported by the present sample.
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7.5.2. Home-to-Work Spillover
A comparison between the means of the Home-to-Work Spillover scores from the present sample,
and those of Kirchmeyer (1993), is shown in Table 6.3.g. (p,47). The means on the Positive and
Negative scales are almost identical across the two samples, providing some indication of the
scales' validity, and underlining how unfortunate it was to have to collapse the Positive and
Negative scales to yield a single scale, due to the small N.
Table 6.3.h. (p,48) shows the highest-scoring and the lowest-scoring items from the Home-to-Work
Spillover scale, on the data from the present study. The three highest-scoring items all refer to
positive effects in the workplace of being a parent, while the three lowest-scoring items all refer
to negative effects in the workplace of being ·a parent. This seems to suggest that the policemen
of the present sample found that being a parent had considerable positive effects for them in terms
~Ofthci~~d that ;~nerally~xpeaence negative effects Of parentmg at -
~---.....-............--....._-
wotlC'fliiStnay31so" fiave een-a~e-of-re.f>m:ting-aeeorditrg1O· considerations of social
desrraiillity, in that p;pl~-;~:~pos~-~:-'i~~d-;'enl; (Kerlinger, 1986~p':44~Thus' the
--- ---.-----_..'---._..-.,.----_..---.- ---------.......__. ---
poIicemen may have b~~!!ls:~L~-!e~?~irritation with their children, for fear of revealing
~------ '~,~., ........._. -~.-.... _~' ... ~ _~.h. ......,_.,..__---------..>
socially-sanctioned feelings.
-----------~ -------------_.__.. -------.-_ ..
7.6. Burnout and Spillover
7.6.1. Burnout and Work-to-Home Spillover (cf. Table 6,4.a., p.53)
Hypothesis two of this study was supported by strongly significant negative relationships between
wives' report of their husbands' after-work mood (as indicated by the Work-to-Home Spillover
score) and the policemen's experiences of Emotional Exhaustion (r = -.381, P < .001) and
Depersonalisation (r =-.360, p< .01). This was expected, in that a high Work-to-Home Spillover
--------~--'~score indicates positive effects for the family. Thus the higher the level of burnout the policema;}..........
experiences, the m~ his work-attit~-are-6fougiinl0me·wnhliIml<raffecrliis-family;-an:d'the·-
I'm~re 1 e y his wifeT~ t at he comes home ee ing-physieatty-exrraus-re<r;teffse, (and)
~-=--_._-----~~ . ......--..._.._-_....-=--------,"'-. -_.
upset" (Maslach and Jackson, 1979, p.61). Maslach and Jackson--U919) link--~to the
~.__=-_. --:--__.. ~:::::::;'-e"'"'> "'-_ .~__•__---.-.....
characteristic "carefully developed tough skin" whic!!..Erotectsapoliceman on fue j~TlUs:'-argue'-'
.~...--:::--:-._-_._- ._.... _.~.------~ ,._.•.__."-- ------
Masla _ and Jacks~~..i~.979, p.61), leads the policeman to "become(s)'-moret~ and aggressive
~-. -_....,--~..~~--~ -.~-._-""~,.--_ -~,. --.-....._-,--_..---.~~_._.-._~ - ---"~-.----~.. -
WlTelr<realing with his family, he may become more rigid in decidi~g-wh~t'~ \~/roni'"~;-;ri:gllt·,~ .
~_.._--.-..._'-----._---,
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and less capable of e . g emotionallyj!!~~!~l~__~~th his family". In terms of specific effects in
e present study (cf. Table 6.4.b., p.54), the emot~hausted policeman is more likely to
return from work feeling upset and angry, physically exhausted, complaining about problems at
work, and tense or anxious, while he is unlikely to come home feeling particularly cheerful or
happy.
The relationship between Personal Accomplishment and Work-to-Home Spillover was not
significant (r= .131, p < .15). This may be because Personal Accomplishment "is independent of
the other subscales and its component items do not load negatively on them" (Maslach and Jackson,
1986, p.7). Thus Personal Accomplishment should not be seen to be the opposite of Emotional
Exhaustion and Depersonalisation, which are closely related to each other (r=.67, p< .001) in the
present study.
Given that Emotional Exhaustion is related both to wives' reports of QFL and to their reports of
their husbands' after-work mood, then these relationships suggest that Work-to-Home Spillover
could be mediating the relationship between work and home, although this study has not been able
to produce evidence to support this hypothesis. There are a number of possible reasons for this.
Firstly, the validity of the spillover measures has not been positively established. Secondly, the low
N hampered the data analysis procedures, so that the required sequence of regressions to show a
mediating effect (Cox and Ferguson, 1991, pp. 12-13), could not be completed (despite the presence
of the requisite associations for Work-to-Home Spillover, although not for Home-to-Work
Spillover; cf. Table 6.4.a., p.53). The ability to access more sophisticated data analysis techniques
such as path analysis may also have enabled a mediator effect to be shown. However, due to
financial considerations, the requisite software was not available in the Pietermaritzburg Psychology
Department.
7.6.2. Burnout and Home-to-Work Spillover (cf. Table 6.4.a., p.53)
As predicted in hypothesis three, there were negative relationships between the Emotional
Exhaustion and Depersonalisation subscales and Home-to-Work Spillover but these were non-
significant (BE: r=-.171, p<.15; Dep: r=-.074, p<.33). The significant positive relationship
between Personal Accomplishment and Home-to-Work Spillover (r=.348, p< .05) suggests that
the police officer's sense of pride and achievement in his work is supported by the positive effects
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of having a family. This link is based on the nature of the Home-to-Work Spillover scale, which
is a reflection of the effects on working life of being a parent, and for which a high score indicates
a beneficial effect of such a family relationship. There are intuitive links between support from
family members and the effects of Home-to-Work Spillover, and the existence of these links is
supported by the strong positive relationship between Personal Accomplishment and Total
Availability of Support, which is discussed in section 7.8.1
7.7. Quality of Family Life (QFLl and Spillover
As Home-to-Work Spillover in this study purports to be measuring the extent to which being a
parent has a positive or negative influence on the police officer's working life, it was expected to
be negatively related to QFL. Data analysis on the present sample (cf. Table 6.4.a., p.53) shows
that there are negative but insignificant relationships between Home-to-Work Spillover and QFL
(husbands' QFL: r=-.192, p < .15; wives' QFL: r=-.157, p < .2). This is possibly because the two
constructs are tapping different aspects of family life, with Home-to-Work Spillover being
specifically linked to being a parent, and QFL being more concerned with the nature and quality
of family interactions.
In terms of the relationship between Work-to-Home Spillover and QFL (cf. Table 6.4.a., p.53),
hypothesis two of this study is supported by the data analysis, in that Work-to-Home Spillover was
significantly negatively related to both husbands' QFL (r=-.341, p< .05) and wives' QFL (r =
-.523, p < .001) (cf. Table 6.4.a., p.53). Further data analysis in the form of a stepwise multiple
regression analysis (cf. Table 6.6.a., p.59) showed that Work-to-Home Spillover was a significant
negative predictor of 27% of the variance in wives' QFL scores (P< .01), although not of
husbands' QFL. Thus this implies that, in situations where the husband's work-related strain is
being imported into the family system, then this has a deleterious effect on the quality of family
lIfe for tile Wife. TIiiSlllay-be because the policeman may find it very difficult, "after having-
~emofionsamtreactlons unoeiSfriCt controfat work to suddenly become open about [his] feelings" "
lrnncoonect emotionally with his famil~ (Hayn;;~-1978, p.44). It is i~te~~~ulate on ";hy
-~ ...-----------_._---..._<~~~."'<;-_ ..,._----...----~,.~:-;=::;::;-:--:-::------..,.
the relation~Iiip_ is not s~~trongJ shown for the husband himself. Possibly, as was suggestea-· 0
~--- _ • "'I;':C.__•__~~_...~,
be the case with Emotional Exhaustion, he is unaware of his_O~IL\:y"Q[k-te1ate.~Lslr.aill,~or at least
......_--------_.,.....".,........... -"""---".~----_. ~_....-~.-----_ ..~---- ....." . . - --,.,
of the tendency to bring the symptoms of that strain home with him.
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A second possibility is that what is happening here is transmission of stress from husbands to wives
'accorCltng-ttr-an-~~e., the policemen "off-load" their stress onto th~s.
'Evide~ce of transmission of occu~nal stress~ husbands to wives was found by'~sana­
~r (1993), who found that such-;ansmiSs!O;~~rred particularly "wher; men have high e
==~.:..::.!-~~::..;.:..:..:...-:....;---- -----------_.. -----
~n jobs high in deman.d-an(l.-lo:w-in-sy.pp~~~ms to b~ the ~~~!th__~presen --
- ---,
s~mple of ~~~..:_...__ ._
r---'~
7.8. The Moderator Variables
7.8.1. Social Support
The results in this study failed to show a significant moderating effect of social support on the
relationship between burnout and Quality of Family Life, thus hypothesis four is not supported.
Total Availability of Support (TAS) was, however, significantly and positively related to Personal
Accomplishment (r=.273, p< .01) and Home-to-Work Spillover (r=.294, p< .05) (cf. Table
6.4.c., p.55). The failure to find moderator effects may be taken as a lack of support for the
hypothesis that social support acts as a stress buffer. However, the inability to show a moderator
effect may have been the result of data collection problems, or of difficulties with the measuring
instrument. Another possibility may have been the cross-sectional nature of the data collected in
the present study. House (1981, cited in Turner, 1983, p.140) argues that many cross-sectional
studies fail to observe such effects because "stress-buffering effects of support tend to occur over
time, (and) they will at some point be completed".
It may also be a function of the nature of the support which is measured by this particular
instrument (the Index of Social Support). Procidano and HelIer (1983, p.2) draw distinctions
between perceived social support, "an aspect of an individual's appraisal and subsequent coping
with stress" and social support as a function of social network characteristics. The ISS is clearly
a social support network measure and, as such, it assumes an impact of the network on the
individual without actually assessing the nature of the impact. However, "being embedded in a
network is the first step toward having access to support" (Graf, 1986, p.180), and, furthermore,
a measure of a social network characteristic (i. e. , its size) does avoid contamination of the measure
by personality traits and mood states.
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The close relationship between TAS and Personal Accomplishment suggests ~ direct effect of social
support, in that policemen who ident~}'_grea erJuunbers-ouuppp..rt!ng_ family members and--_. --------
acquaintances, atso seerii1<iexQerience a greater sense of pride and achievement in their work, and
----~----- .~< ••"._".~<". --. • <--_..,--_~._----
thus a lower .level of burnout. The relationship between~1'*g"({filf"Home-to-Work Spillover is
t'ffiOerStiridable In tfiart~'~'~if~ was~c~ as a source of supp~rt by the majority'-
c>f-re-s-po-n-d-e~an-d~re"are'i~tuitive li~k;--;;~~~ee~ ho~"~-ppo-rt-i~;his-;if~is,~;ct-thePo~tive J----- ---- ---~-~~~-.". -.....~~ . . ... ~...-- - -'..._._.-...---_~~--_.._--
nat~re of the~m1r!~n~~_FN~hbeing a parent}s for a husband, although no reference to this was
~ -- .,.-- --,.,_ " . '" "" _ .-.~-.._--~- ..__..~_-
found in the literature. ----.------
~.._-,""'-~"""'-""'" --... --.,.-...... -,. .,. -
Table 6.3.j. (p.50) shows the frequency distribution of TAS scores, and it is interesting to note
that almost 25% of the sample report three or fewer supporters. A further 30% report between four
and six supporters. Thus cumulatively, more than half of the sample have six or fewer supporters.
Two respondents reported 20 and 33 supporters respectively, the latter being linked to religious
activities. It would be interesting to clarify whether these large groups of supporters do indeed
provide support, or whether they perhaps lead the respondent to feel "crowded", although no
reference to this was found in the literature. The positive "satisfaction" scores recorded by these
two respondents suggest that this was not the case for these men. The assumption underpinning the
"social network" literature is, however, that size of network indicates a greater degree of support.
A frequency count of responses to the ISS item: "Of all the people you know, to whom can you
talk frankly, without having to watch what you are saying?" revealed an apparent lack of support
from superiors and colleagues at work. Of the 53 respondents, only 6 (11.3%) cited a person at
work (4: "Commanding Officer"; 2: "Colleague"). 33 respondents (62.3 %) cited various family
members (predominantly "Wife") and 28 (53 %) cited friends. Fourteen (26.4 %) felt that there was
no-one with whom they could speak frankly. These figures contrast sharply with those of Graf
(1986), who found 60% of his sample of 77 policemen had at least one person at work with whom
they could speak frankly. This suggests that the support which the literature predicts will be
available from colleagues in the force (Graf, 1986), may not, in fact, be available for this sample.
Table 6.3.i. (p.49) shows the comparisons between the TAS scores of the present sample and those
of lames and Davies' UK sample (1987). The comparison between the present sample and the non-
depressed sample shows the policemen of the present sample to have significantly less access to .
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social support in all items except the number of people whom they help (item 9). In comparison
with the depressed sample, the present sample were for one item ("Number who appreciate me"),
significantly worse off than the depressed sample (p < .05), providing a sobering intimation of
depression in the present sample.
It is difficult to be sure what are the implications of these ISS results because they simply reflect
social network size rather than the quality or effectiveness of the support provided. Nevertheless,
the results do suggest a certain amount of isolation suffered by the policemen of the present
sample, and this is supported by the 24.5% of (53) ISS respondents who reported that they had no
close friends. The results also suggest a degree of caution and suspicion which militates against
approaching colleagues for support. As Graf (1986) suggests, policemen may be constrained from
seeking social support from work colleagues for fear of appearing weak or unable to cope.
7.8.2. Copin&
The data from the present study failed to find any significant relationships between total frequency
of coping strategies and the research variables. Thus no moderator effects are shown and hypothesis
five is not supported. There were, however, significant negative relationships between total coping
frequency, and level of education and rank. These were discussed in section 7.2.
One reason for the failure to find significant effects may have been difficulties with the measure
itself. Firstly, the layout appears to have been confusing to the respondents, to the extent that the
"Coping Effectiveness" section was so erratically completed that it had to be abandoned as far as
data analysis purposes were concerned. The "Coping Frequency" section, which assessed the
frequency of use of specific coping strategies, was completely filled in by only 31 of the 84
respondents (i. e. ,37 %). Because of this meagre completion rate, it is difficult to assess the validity
of the measure itself. Secondly, although the instrument was compiled on the basis of the Burke
et al. (1979) coping dimensions, factor analysis on the data from the present study (cf. Appendix
H) failed to extract factors which coincided with the Burke et al. (1979) factors. The factors which
were extracted from the present study, and the items which loaded in these factors, are described
in Section 5.5.6.
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A comparison of the ranking of the frequencies of strategy use (cL Table 6.3.k., p.51) shows that
'the policemen of the present study used strategies at a very si~evel to their USA. counte~arts,
asreported by the Jackson-and-Masiach-(i982)'st~dy:';hichused the same instrument. For both----- ---_.
........ ----samples, taYang with spouse was the most frequent coping strategy, while taking drugs was (not......---- '. - ............__..',,,...-..--.--'~-"~~""""""""''''''''~''''''----._----'-----'
- surprisingly, giventheITIegalityofihe-activltY)-the least frequent. The relatively low frequency
~ ....~ '. -..~....~_ .......r<'''''' .'__""-r"''''''''''_--'__-'----_-
reported in both samples fOrhaving a drink leads to some speculation about reporting biases. This
~ . .~,.' . . .- ..._----- -- ---'---..,
is based on severafstlirlies whiCh link escapist drinking with number of job stressor~Da~tds0!l and
____~._----- __., __''- --_,.0-,_..__. _ "'_"".,.~'~----..._. -.--".,'- ------ --=-
~Veno, 1980). Hurrell_~~~s~(19?5 cit~J..n Davidson and Veno, 1980, p.156) "posit that men
Cm poliCmgm:~ es~ially vulnerable to alcoholism", while Haynes (1978) and Boshoff (1984) refer
- - - - . - -
to 'ilie-pervasiveness of alcohol use by policemen, as a stress reducer or as an escape fromJife_
pro lems.
-'~
There were some interesting coping frequency differences between the two samples, and it was
unfortunate that it was not possible to calculate the t test statistic to compare these, due to an
absence of standard deviation data for the US sample. However, some of these differences were
noteworthy. The SAPS sample appear about twice as likely as their US counterparts to turn to
religious activities (SA mean = 2.82; US mean = 1.2). This is understandable in terms of the---------------_._.•"
strong religious ethos traditionally found in state ins ltutions in South Africa, which differs
--_.-....-......_---- ---~------- - ---.
somewhat from the more secular society in the USA. Another differt?Q£~was_th.a1.th~_~A2C!mple
'weremore likely··WseeJ( p-fofesSionarh$(SA~eanr-::O~83; U~-mean = 0.2), although the
frequency of tlils"strategywas relatively ~ery-fow fof"b;h;mple~~·~di~~tio;~ithi~.;~c~
is~'-howeve~, -i~p~rted by the content analysis of the free comment seetion,-In which-foui-
. policemen indicat~. !~eiI desire-for--instltUii~;~-- so~i;}-;~~~~-~~~i~;~--'---~-'-------'----"--'---'-'
._-_.-- -'--- --_. '. "--' ..- - --~---~_. --
7.8.3. Social Support and Copine
As no moderator effects were shown either for social support or for coping, no interactive




The content analysis of the free comment at the back of the questionnaire (cf.:.._!able 6.9.a., p.61)
~dissatisfaction; (and-;ry fe~ positive c~mments). Of the 31 policemen a~d
~ - -""""-",-,.~==-===""",,,,--,,-----"P~---''-'''-''-'. _ ..._~_""",., -
37 wives who commented only seven wives (18.9%) and five husbands (16%) recorded comments
___>-~~-'---""'~_~'_--"-"""'''''__~'''''''''''''''''''~__'__''''''''''L''---''-'''''''''~'''''''-'-------''~~''''''''-~_ ...._ ..._--'.......~_._._---- ~_-'--.-.
~hich expressed their satisfaction with their spouse's, or their own, work. Taking both spouses'
fu~~~~th~r~<-the~~tiY-'id;~~ifi;d-diffi~lt;'-;'el~t~ -t;-;al~ ~dfi~
~~~_ ....- .2 , -..-..,,.--..ct~ ...."'.,~ . a>< _~ ..~~-~.......=--.
": difficulties. This was perhaps to be expected in the context of the wage strikes occurring around
~~~ Si ~- ="'" '. _._._-. . '" _ _ _ ~_.~-,...-_.
the time of data collection, nevertheless, the comment.!..~eeI1).JQ reflect a seriousconcern for present
~-~~~"""-~-......,....... ,.,.,.".-.".•.-. "..,<.-,,_.- .........-........-,."-~.--_.~-~.~~_ .....-...~- ..--_."...,."."...,.... ----....._--._•..,.----~
SAPS memoers.
~_._.'"'~-_.,.,
A second concern described by both husbands (19%) and wives (40.5%) was disruption to family
..~_. - . -_..~~.._-_•._--_....c_·,-·_~··'""'·'"'_.~•. m__...._" ....
L lifuCausetr y overtime and irregular hours~.JJnR9-rtaI!t and..relateQ..ee}1Gem..fQI...!h.~_wives
-------- - -' -. . ~,......~ - -'.p~'--.. """
.-- (24.3%) was a perceived lack of concern for their members' home lives, on the part of the SAPS
hierarch-Y'. These reporiSprovtde-qualitativesupportio~' th;;i;ill~~'t ;elation~hips bet~een 'Work-
~.oc.=.<""'__~-""""~""""""~-"-~ .. t· . --,_...._~ .. .....
o-Home Spiliover~an(nvlveSTQ~ality of Family Life, and are supported in the literatu;;:~B~;I;-
'~BradSliaW(r9"gr;pp:34j:s)fu~d"thert""~~~~e~ ~~~~~ti~n~>~~~-~~~-~~~-by h~sbands
'wer~;;;;-~ti~~;;;r'j~~~ands on home and fami!; life ... [and to] ...
-mefe~rre'gaflvemantal behaviour~ and less marital satisfaction". This substantiates the result(;[ the_____-~~-,. ~"'~'~.~-._~ ~., ...••-= ~ _•• ,, ·w_~ ,.__• __.~_~__• .
Wilcoxon tests (cf. Table 6.7.a., p.59) which shows the wives to be significantlYiR c:(...D1)_(DLn~-
_.~-~----
sigffmcaniry:'p <-:1) ~ati~fied ~ith thei~ marriages than their husbands.
A variety of problems with the police hierarchy were cited by 18 (58%) of the policemen. These
~r management, discrimination and favouritism,. delay/ lack of promotion or transfer,
(
--:1iiidcorruption. These concerns indicate a high level of frustration in work-related matters, which
isllikelY;-b~tributing to the apparently high burnout levels in this sample. The prese:c~~f_ _ 1
discrimination in the SAPS is corroborated by van der Westhuizen (1995, p.9), who reports a
determmatlon by~~emberi for "attit!!.~d behavioural~ge which [also] invoves top'




A noteworthy feature of some of the comments was the intensity of distress which the resPQndents
'-seemed to beOO~jCeriieii(l!i%TWllil ex ressed the need either for
. m~e stafr,--o-r or social services" (e.g. counselling, social work) suggests that there is a s!rong
~ more effecti\Le-ps.)lGoo.lagical;~polic~men and their families.
7.10. Limitations of the Present Study
There are obvious methodological weaknesses in a study of cross-sectional and non-experimental
"'~---design, especially when the interactive .. . sed here oolififfi'"'tft andSDilIover, refer to
""" processes which oc~ur over time s...no..: elusive statements about causal relationships betwee~
variables can be ma4~L,~.ndalternative explana.ti.Q~forassociations IDusthe..explored. Furthermor~-----ffShould be noted that ex~rimental res~ch jp.--.J!te area of stress :iuloLo.nl¥-xet:y--difflCUIf In
-----~-rp;~tice but in ,an.y-s.igrtit:1eanrc([~e-i"s-ltlrerylo'be-tfrretmcararrdi or 1 egal" (Thomson and Vaux,
,----~
~~-~}--
A further limitation of this study relates to the use of uestionnaires. Kerlinger (1986) points out
number 0 Isadvantages of self-administered instruments. Firstly, the almost inevitably low
'return rate limits the ability to generalise the findings, while a second disadvantage is that "the
----:--:---:._-_.- -- -'
Same question frequently has different meanings fQLdifferent ~ple" ~tlinge.r,....l28.6.}-p,.44-6).
~ -
Thirdly, fixed-alternative items may yield superficial responses, and may also force an inaccurater-:------. ~--_._~_._--- - ..
choice or-respon.§.~,.....therebYlrritatlng-ttrereSpondent. p-art-f.re-m-these-di-saQ.\laJ.1tages." .a further
~ ------... -"
problem arises with issues of social desirability. __
--------.------- - _-- ..~"'......"..,..."....-_ --._.,-_ _.-"'".--
Given the limitations of non-experimen~r~s:.a:.ch ~~~oLque£tiotlna~aS~F~~e
]Jracticahmd-ettd c problems of experimental research in this area, (Ut.roIativ..e..appr,oaches-should
.--.---:---:-:---- ~ . ----
~per aps be considered. One possibility. would be to abandon the survey I11etbQd.._and~ra!ber gather
'--quaf1tative-aaTatlrnrugl1ill-dePth·-i~~;~i~~~··~iili~~~s-section.~SAPS members. -.
Another possibility would be to adopt an action research perspective. Action research has been
'". ~-------------...,
descnbed as research done m an actual context, aimed at bemg socially useful as well as
f eoretica!l.r~IE~!~IQt'-{~arus. 199-Sdi:-rn·. What tffis-iiligfifrfiemrirr-tlre-presenf context'--- . - . --~----------------
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would be for the research to be initiated by the SAPS itself, and for hypotheses to be generated in
~a dialectIcal process lOvolving c01laooration 6etween the SAPS (the "expert" on tl'ie organisatwnr
cnRI the reseaIcfier {tIle-, expert4l-nrre'seID''Ctr-teclrrrfqi:fer.- esearch of this nature has, however, een
( criticise<t for lacking g~ne.billi;-andi~~h~~~ibl;I~~ti~ltY-on-thepartortlie
-------~~~-=~----_.-~ ... ---~...-..-:-~'
-researcher. However, ~ction research has the capability to balance these shortcomings in terms of
irs-poteiltiai1Or b--e-in-g-re-Ie-v-~-t -an-d-;-fu~ the~;~; i~yrovid~~t~~~iVe a~~~~-~'--'~"~
~~ _ . ... _0.-
On a practical level (and obviously linked to the above-mentioned disadvantages of question~aire
use , a salient feature of the data analysis in this study has been the limitation imposed by the
._ .. """'. "'-''''''_..r''''._-=..,...,....'''~ ..'''~,..~-<'-·-'~''''fi- ..'''~'.o.;''''''''' ..''-''.<.,,~'~ ..tlnI~'<t.~l<Wt¥.l_Jl-..- -..,<\.."".<_.•U!~ti....' .....,__>._..-_'-"'. ~<v........~.
~nifive y smallnumber of responses obtained to the questionnaires. The overall return rate was
.-~_ ..~~~-a"~-"""""~ -~"_ ..:........,..._.....-.:.-;;.~~_=_,;, .. :IIo~","~_~ .. ,....~_~~
--''''-0,-·aI~th--o....u'":"'gh....-:;th~e:-=av-:-.:erage ~?~, ~~,&!S,t~,~~!rib~_ti9!!.~!!"~~s_,.Q9-1y~Lq.7.1!~:_Tl~ ch~~~_~n method
___,...-...~-,..,..",.._...'o.,,"""""~''\,l.I'''''''''''"''~':<C"»"''···· ., ........,.....
7ieIOed a much better average r~~rn _r~~eJ~~.2 %)..
~ 1iL 1 ",~~..-;r-v;;..~ ......-.. -
A number of factors may have influenced the return rate. It had been hoped that an absence of
dIrect contact with the researcher would enable the policemen to'feel that tileir identities-were'better
-~co-n-c-eal~ed~,-an-d:-:th-a-t,-f:-u-rt7h-er-m-o-r-e-,-:-:th;-e-y-w-o-u-:I-:d-r-es-po-n-;-d"7'b-e~tte-r-t:-o-:t-:-h-e-req-u-e-:st:-"£::-o-r-c-oo-pe-r-at:-7"io-n-co-m---:--;;;;
~s-nrenfb'er';""e'Spectattrrr-cmrtffiIffifingo~s may have~te.~_ .
• - .. "'~ - -~----.~---=-"~
effect, i. e., the lack of personal contact may have led to a reduced sense of commitment to
~oI11pleting ;nd ret;~i~g-th~'-f~r~~~-Gi~~ili;'i;;r~ve~e~;i~ r~t~~-rate- usingthe' s~"COrnr
rne~~'6a, in \vhic1i1hecomman 109 crf~(frrr~-gave=qrre'SttOfinaueSto"JSAPS~e~~~;ressing
~:, .~"""7'<'r""""lP",!", .....-_.....-"'" '-~~'~<..<~............. ~...-.", ,.,..-:,.,.-.-=' .... ,.;........... ~O:'-';".' _Oh>:""" ......... ,.,...._""' .........,,-~,-.>'--.-. ":_' .... -->~'. _""~ ........~""""""__"-<W........ ~.-. .• - •. _~~.--_ "0 '-,.,•• _ - ....
wiTIi.hgneSs to complete them, it may have been the change of method which improved the rate.
~.. .
However, this-method doe's run the risk of introducing systematiy sam~g_~~~is -hIt~-~-~ready
........> ......._.."._"."..~,..".-",. ...-............ ? - ... -"'''' - - -'.-~ • _. . ~"'"~•• - ......... ,.- -
weak sampling method (Bless and Kathuria, 1993). A further problem which emerged in personal
,. 'comments'from some of thedc~~mandingoffi~er~ ~'as that there have bren many s~~eys ~hich
~, - - ... _. • ..._'''9
SAPS members have had to complete, and there is a perception that nothing changes for the men
.despite their effort;i9-be h~d..J!i~~ inthis~:--x7t '7.th:--a'7t-an---:-:·:""'o-.U-I-;e-sean-·-~""""-~R-=~~r-o-a~ch:-· -w-O'-uRroe'
- .......'.... ~,-
particularly appropriate."'- --~-=-~~---_. ~.--.~-- ,.
Another factor which may have impacted on the low return rate was the length of the questionnaire.
This explanation is supported by the relatively high number of respondents who failed to complete
"theCoping an<t-WorlMo=Home-Sj1ttlOVe!"sectioris-(fhethlrd:-arld'-sec~~~-;~;~ti~~iy):-A;
'alfeaay note<r,--111e lorinat~i'th;-C~pin; sectio~ al; appear~ to have confuSed some res~~'
'-"-----'-._~".,_."~~ ,---.- _. ~""""""'- ...~~".. """ ......................, ,-...'
. ~,.~.~. ~.,-~"""'-~~-..."~.~.~..." ..._,.""....._~--~~_.
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The procedure required of the police officers in terms of getting their wives' questionnaires home
and completed, also appears to have presented some difficulties. According to some of the
commanding officers' reports of their subordinates' response to the questionnaire, this was
particularly a problem for black police officers, some of whose wives were illiterate. According
to the commanding officers, there also appeared to have been a patriarchal cultural influence
operative, in .that "heads of households consider it their prerogative to answer for their wives"
(Bless and Kathuria, 1993, p.94) and, therefore asking them to consult their wives about family
life may have been damaging to their dignity, and consequently to their cooperation.
The immediate socio-political context in South Africa may also have been significant, in that data
'"~--~._- - . -",--~ ....... " . -..._... _,...----.....,....~ --- .. ---
was collected during a period of industrial action by policemen, _in deJ!l~~ of better wages and
working conditions~ arid-a restructuring of the police hierarchy. These concerns were strongly
--- ,,-----'. -'- ----- -_._--- _. -- - ..- _._._ ..__ . __ .__ .~., - _.- ... _-,._----' -----.-_ ..---_._-_ .. -.
reflected in the content analysis of the written comments on the back of the questionnaires._.
.,. ----~---_-......._._-- -_#. ---------_.------
Apart from the difficulties with the procedure of the study, there were also "technical" problems
~---~--~........~ ._-..... ~----_. __ ..
with certain of the instruments. ~mnfy-teslr()n-attt1re-S"ca:teS"'~restrln were at acceptable levels,
<::::=:- -------------,-~-
nevertheless the reliability and especially validity of certain of the scales appears questionable. Of
all the scales used (published or otherwise) only the MBI has much psychometric data available~--ln terms of the iSS, this was chosen primarily for its brevity. However, an instrument assessing
c- -~~-
perceived social support may have been a more effective way of assessing this variable. The
- -
Coping, Work-to-Home and Quality ofFami1X.1!f.~_~9.ill~-S...were obtained from the authors (Jackson,-- ----_._-_._-----_..._~-----~ .._...._'_.-_.. ------- --------
1994) and have no validation data available. It was in these scales that the data analysis encountered
~ ------_. . . .. -- --- - .. -.-.. --_._---_.
't~e greatest difficulties. Similarly, the Home-to-Work Spillover scale was obtained from its author
. _...- -. _.-.~--- -'- ~ ._------ ~.. - --'-'_."~"--""-- ..~_.._--.- -_._-----_.
(Kirchmeyer, 1994), and thus lacked adequate psychometric ?a!a.
A further criticism of the present study is that, although it has assumed a role of the work
'~ J
envirC:iliI1rent in producin-g1Jumout In poliCe officers, it has not explicitly assessed the possible part
plaYM by organisational factors in this process (cf. Handy, 1988). This was largely due to practical
'-'~;tr;fu~~-b~~'-it--i~--i~~~~;--;~y;temic per~pective, to "pay greater attenti~iO
organisational and societal influences on the experience of work'~(Hand..y,lgg&,p..366)-.a.nd-tO-~_
-interactive role- of individual and organisational facto~ in the production of stress.
- - ._-_.--=---
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7.11. Sue;e;estions for Further Research
Suggestions for further research arise in part out of the limitations of the present study and in part
o~t of the findings of the present study. i~- terms ofii~itations, several of the variables were not
clearly defined or conceptualized~Thi~-;;-p~i~~l~ythe~ase for Q~~-~milyL~
..............-~-..-....................-.......-.__._--_ ....' ---'--'-"''''';.....-- ............. ~-._... - _.', ~------
further refinements of this concep!"~~.~~cess~!i19!Jli!I§cale:§_.Q2!.ential usefuln~!.? be f~led ..-----_..:;.----
Some of the demographic variables, and level of education in particular, were related to the
~~~"""""""-'b<fo-..." .••-,-",~._......__....-.-....-_~.. _-....----.-.--. .-=0
--research variables in ways that seemed contradictory and puzzling, and then in other instances,
.....--.,.._.'.~........ ,•. ~.'"""...._.;.,-~.'._~ .. _ """"-__" ~~ •• -- ~ :o».~...... ......._ •..."."""..... ",",,~__"" """'"""'" ~...
were unrelated, where relationships could theoretically be expected. Possibly a broader survey with--
~k, lookin sim ly at burnout and demogra hic variables, would have been a useful _'.
precursor to the present study.----------,---_..--'_._.._~........~-~---- .._._-.....,
As mediator effects have been hinted at in the results, more sophisticated data analysis may be
~ - . - _ . . . ' - . .....c...._




the difficulties with reliability of the latter scale.
~._.--~------~ ........-.;... ... _......... ~-.. '.,-.~ ~ -. ~- --'~~ - -- - - ~ ~ -~.
In terms of the hyp~~~ised moderators in this study, the measures both of both coping frequency
~ ~~:,-- ~=~.~~ '..........' ~"""·"'''''''''''':''''''r......~
and social network size seemed inadequate to c~pt~r;~"th~-=q~;]it;ti~~"'~aiue~'Of"'the">proposed
~~~~~¥~ ... ,. ....~--."''''~-.,. --_..~~ "-,-"-r~_"'-""""-__~",,~=__,~."'r4 ~....";.........~~~j__~"...,,.. - • "J
mooerating effects. For both coping and social support, measures assessing appraised or perceived
, ..... -+_. l' _~ .. "'lf _· -..--...""..~~"IO(_"'...,'·....._"<"'!"~·_J:"...~,,;""'__....."""'"~..._:'...~~__.~,~~••'.'...k'.>lb---..~.r"" ..-...."""...........~....-~~·~~~:m=.~." -l-_,.
effects may prove more useful. The addition of personality measures may also help refme the
unders~~i_~g .~f-th~_Pt~d.e;;;to~~?I>~~~ting "oefweenstr~~_ ~_d ·<iyt~Q~£,~..~= ~ ,-- ,-~ -~.~, -- ..
.~~..~-, .-. .- " ~. ~ ..
""The difficulties encountered in gaining the ~ooperation of the policemen "on the ground" (as
~ppose(fto~tlie-SAPS hierarchy, who were generally very cooper~tiv~); and their ~ssimism related
"--===--=-=-~~to surveys, pomts ttrthe-appropIiatet1essofaltempting n crcuon researc approac, as discussed
~is methodology, cooperation could be secured through the p~rsonal involvement of the
poI1cemen in the res~ch effort itself. An~ther possibility, given the far-reaching changes presently
·-._~d;·;;y in the SAPS, ~~ld be a r~pJic.atioo o{as~ts of the pres~nt~ st~y:in ali-attempfat an
'-.."-..._.+ -.---"..... ----- -----informal pre-test, post-test design. -.--.---....
."-------~---------
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A further interesting direction for research would be to look at burnout and spillover in
~policewomen. In the course of her visits to the police.stations, the researcher was frequently asked-
---------- ---.
-by-po--'ricewomen why they were excluded from the stu~y, when they wer~~~d ~~men" .
--Anoth~;p~~ibiiity-~~~ld be a _~!!QY",._f.Q!!1J?~!!!g__.-E!arried and single police officers. The
~""-----_,,,,,__,~_-_,,,,,,>_~",,,""~_,,,,,~,__,.,,, ~-,_. '"' . - - ~~----~-----._-_._~_m_., ,_,._~~.,..,,_
~ccupational stress e~~~~~~~~_~.!Y._~.!J_~.¥I!~~LQffl~.~f.~.E!_~y~~_m~~e~__b.r._!~~_~~ of i~~i!y
..........,--..._--_...-....-~~-~, ..""~.,.,,,""-~""',,.- ~'."'" ,'-<
commitments and responsibilities, but this hypothesised advantage may be cancelled out by the
absence"of support -from aspo~s~X~lai~~~M~~:=~~;;~~E~mil;~~~-m;;;I;o-b~-~b~i~ed
'fro;-;~;;ti~:'~;'~i~d~- pi~;~nic, relationships and it mayl;ili~t th~se w~e-~~;ttach~l;-but
i~~iJ~!iilliJ:is.PQnsrbmiies~'GQilIa':he3n.1ii~~mQSt1~YQ_~!illl~_.P.~!i9iJrt~~~~~~~E2~~~p_~i~;~·
,-Str:ess,-------
Finally, the fact that wives' QFL, but not their husbands', was significantly associated with the
"""","""~_'""""_=""""""-'=""-'. :O""""''''''''",""",r~~",=_..~,.,.."""""-,,...~,,~-....,,=_. _~.__•_.""""",,"~"'~__. _.""""""'__..,......",.,..""'...~"~
~poIice~~;;;;fu;iiQgiQL~~lQJionalexhaustion~g,i.¥e~an-i,RGieahiefl~of,sonle'O"Hhepr()eesS'eS'iIWolving
fran;~i;;i~~~~;·~ccupational stress between members of couples.. F':!!!h~!J!]y~~!!g~iQ!).jntPthis
"""""."'"W,'''-''.,......~-c ..~e....~''''~ ....,.-,." ......<..'''.••,·_'-.·''':c- .", ", _....,~.. 7'·"'~·;,:,w·",,.,."".''''''''''-.,,:.:>.''','_·:.''',·,,,·.'c,'''"."':.,:_.:., .. ,.:,'.,..;':""~ .. _.~.'. " ,··~·.".H:;.··~' :~, •." ·,·.~A;:;;;-."'~"","'r_·"'''''~'''..,.,r>!ll'Z'.''')...,.,.,'>.,..- -,
seems warranted, especially in terms of the employment status of the wife, an<i..the~prk~~IlC,~,
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number, and ages of childr~njl1Jb~._home~(Iones"and"EletcheI:r,1993).
In view of the relatively high burnout levels found in this sample of policemen, there seems to be
a strong need for the SAPS to make systematic efforts aimed at the prevention and alleviation of
stress in its members, as well as providing support for their members' families. Such efforts could
include:
The establishment within the SAPS of a comprehensive employee health care programme
(possibly along the lines of the Control Data Corporation's STAYWELL programme)
(Cooper, 1986).
Ongoing training for commanding officers, aimed especially at diversity training (van der
Westhuizen, 1995), but also at effective management of their own stress.
An increased awareness of the role of long and irregular hours in the development of family
















4. An increased acknowledgement of the "legitimacy" of stress-related disorders, and the more
widespread provision of confidential psychological services, along with a programme aimed
at reducing the stigma attached to accessing such services.
5. Systematic (and possibly routine) provision of counselling services to wives and families of
SAPS members, including an emphasis on positive coping mechanisms (Maynard et aI.,
1980).
Clearly the implementation of these recommendations will be costly. However, the SAPS, by
establishing Police Psychology Units, is already working to address some of the issues raised by
this study. These units need to be expanded, and the commitment by the SAPS to "root out
corruption and racism, and to increase the performance, productivity, and discipline of all its
members" (Natal Witness, January 3 1996, p.2) needs to be supported by adequate allocation of
resources by central government. Indeed, SAPS National Commissioner, George Fivaz, sees "an
increase in the police budget (as) the main factor in demonstrating a determination and will to curb
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The aim of this study was to explore the relationships between the emotional effects of chronic
stress at work (burnout) and the quality of family interactions in the home. The concept of spillover
was introduced to describe the transmission of effects across the work-home interface, and the
relationship between burnout and family life was expected to be moderated by coping and social
support.
The results of the study showed this sample of policemen to be experiencing relatively high levels
of burnout, which are understood, not only in terms of the stressful nature of police work itself,
but also in terms of the present socio-political context in South Africa, and in the SAPS in
particular. A high burnout group constituted 20% of the sample policemen. High burnout in this
sample was manifest more in terms of a diminished sense of personal accomplishment and feelings
of negative self-evaluation, than in feelings ofemotional exhaustion and depersonalisation, although
nearly half of the sample also fell into the high Depersonalisation range. Specific sources of
discontent for the policemen were frustrations with an unresponsive police hierarchy, low wages,
and disruption to family life caused by overtime and irregular hours.
Those policemen experiencing the highest frequencies of emotional exhaustion and·
depersonalisation were more likely to bring their work-related strain home with them in the form
of upset and angry feelings, physical exhaustion, and complaints about problems at work. This
process of Work-to-Home Spillover significantly predicted Quality of Family Life for the wives
of such policemen. These associations suggest that mediating processes are present for spillover,
at least in the work to home direction, although the corresponding relationships for Home-to-Work
Spillover were not found. Those policemen who experienced being a parent as positive (i.e., scored
high for Home-to-Work Spillover) were, however, more likely to have a greater sense of
achievement in work matters.
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No moderator effects were shown for coping or social support, although those policemen with
greater numbers of supporters were also more likely to experience a greater sense of personal
accomplishment. This has implications for the usefulness of establishing peer support groups within
the SAPS. Those with greater numbers of supporters also appeared to benefit more from their
experience of being a parent. The links between coping and social support were emphasised by the
fact that the most frequent, and fourth most frequent, coping strategies respectively, were talking
with spouse and talking with friends.
A number of recommendations are made pertaining especially to the apparent need for expanded
provision of psychological services to SAPS members and their families. In terms of the structure
of the SAPS, by the time this thesis is completed, structural re-organisation of the SAPS will
already be under way. Zelig (1988) highlights the potential ethical dilemmas (chiefly confidentiality
and dual relationships) which may arise when psychological services are provided from within the
police agency. This is an important area of concern which needs to be clarified before the stressed
policeman may feel free to make use of such services for himself or his family. An alternative
intervention might be to train police officers in peer counselling skills. "This approach would
capitalise on one of the most valuable assets any police department has: the personal resources the
individual members bring with them to the workplace" (Graf, 1986, p.185).
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AANSOEK VIR NAVORSlNG BINNE DIE SUID-AFRIKAAN$E POLISIE:
MEV V O'NEltL : SIELKUNDIGE NAVORSING.
, • Goedkeuring word hiermee verleen dat Mev V 0' Neill mag
voortgaan met navorsing in die Suid-Afrikaanse Polisie vir
haar MA-graadin SielkundigeNavorsing.
_ 2. Die goedkeuring is onderworpe aan die volgende voorwaardes:_
2. , dat die eenheidsvoe:t'der -waar die ondersoek gehou -sal-- word;-----
vooraf deeglik ingelig sal word en daar nie inb:t'euk op die
normale werksaamhede van lede gemaak sal word nie, --
2.2 dat-daar geen koste-implikasie vir die staat is nie, en
2.3 dat 'n afskrif van die studie aan Hoofkantoor beskikbaar
-geste1 word.
3. -- Mev V 0' Neil1 word sterkte met haar studies toegewens.
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INSTRUCTION TO COMMANDING OFFICERS
INTRODUCTION FOR STRESS QUESTIONNAIRE
Dear Colonel
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As we discussed by phone in December, here are ~he ques~ionnaires
which I would like you ~o hand ou~ ~o all married men in your
command. They are available in English and Afrikaans. I have
asked for ~hem ~o be filled in wi~hin one week of receiving ~hem,
bu~, if ~his will be convenien~ for you, I would like ~o leave
~he re~urn box a~ ~he Police S~a~ion un~il af~er ~he following
lec~ure day for ~hose who can'~ manage ~o do i~ in ~ha~ ~ime, or
who are on leave, e~c. Please inform ~he men where ~he re~urn box
will be si~ua~ed. I would very much apprecia~e i~ if, af~er abou~
~wo weeks, you could remind ~hose men who have no~ re~urned ~he
ques~ionnaire, ~o do so.
When you hand ou~ ~he ques~ionnaires, I would like you ~o
in~roduce ~hem as follows:
The purpose of ~his ques~ionnaire is ~o help me
inves~igate how stress can cross ~he boundary be~ween
work and home. To do ~his, each envelope con~ains ~wo
ques~ionnaires - one for you and one for your wife.
Please give your wife's one to her to fill in, and
~hen, when they are bo~h comple~ed, re~urn ~hem bo~h
~oge~her in ~he envelope provided.· They mus~ be
re~urned ~o ~he box provided in your Police S~a~ion.
Thank you very much
Viv O'Neill
(In~ern Psychologis~)





THE POLICE OFFICERS' QUESTIONNAIRE
UNIVERSITY OF NATAL
Psychology Dept
P.Bag XOOl, Scottsville, South Africa 3209.
Telephone 0331-260-5853 Fax 0331-260-5809
Dear Police Officer
It is well-known that the pressures of work can affect a person's home-life
and vice versa. The following survey is a special study about such effects
amongst police officers and their wives. For this reason, we need information
from both husband and wife. The goal of the study is to guide the South
African Police Services in providing necessary support to policemen and their
families.
As referred to above, the survey contains two sets of questionnaires -one for
you and one for your wife. Please complete these forms separately and in
private. It is very important that you each fill in the forms without
discussing the contents with your spouse. Please do not talk about the
questionnaires with each other until they have been completed and returned.
Please be assured that all replies are STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. Your personal
answers will not be divulged under any circumstances. Questionnaires are
identified by number only, so that each couple's forms stay linked, but there
is no connection between any individual and the number on the form. Thus no
link can be made between any individual and his/her answers. The study is
looking at the answers of all the respondents together, rather than those of
any individual.
At the request of the SAPS, the overall results of the survey will be reported
to the Police Psychology unit. A written summary will also be available from
your unit for interested officers and their wives. Under no circumstances will
any information about individuals be released.
I appreciate very much your time and effort in completing this survey. I hope
that the results will be interesting to you and your wife, as well as useful
to the SAPS and myself.





POLICE OFFICERS' STRESS QUESTIONNAIRE
It would be most helpful if you could complete this questionnaire within one
week of receiving it and then return it to your police station as soon as









What is your home language?
What is your highest educational qualification?






_____ Other (spec ify ).
How long have you been a member of the SAPS?
_____ years.
What is your current job/position?
_____ Clerical/Administrative.
Field Operative.
_____ Other (specify ).
How long have you been working in your present division?
_____ months years.




On what level do you function?
_____ Management (You have people reporting to you who are themselves
supervisors).
_____ Supervisory (You have people reporting to you who are themselves not
supervisors) .
_____ Worker level (You have no people reporting to you).
Marital Status:
How long have you been married to your present spouse?
months years.
Have you had any previous marriages?
_____ yes no If "yes", how many? _
Children:
How many children do you have?
What are their ages? -----
How many are currently living at home with you? _
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Please answer the following questions as completely and honestly as you can.
Make a cross in only one box under each question. Thank you.
SECTION A
1. What hours do you work?
Number of hours per week
What shift are you presently working? ~ _
Do you have go to court on your days off? yes no
If yes, how often?
On average, approximately how much overtime do you work?
per week per month
2. How happy are you with your current job?
c::::J c::::J c::::J c::::J c=:J
Very happy Neutral Very unhappy
3. How good is the pay scale for your present job?
c::::J c::::J c::::J c::::J c=:J
Very good Very poor
4. How good are the opportunities for promotion?
c::::J c::::J c::::J c::::J c=:J
Very good Very poor
5. If you had an opportunity to take another job in police work (assuming










want to keep my
current job.







7. If you had an opportunity to change your occupation to a job which does not
include police work (assuming equivalent security and benefits), how much
would you want to do so?
c::::J c::::J
I would definitely






want to stay in
police work.
SECTION B (Husband)




















3. What sorts of things happen to your family life as a result of your work as
a police officer?
Each question has two opposing statements. There are five blocks between
these statements. Please place a cross in the block which best represents
your situation at home.




to be left alone.
c:=:J
b. Husband often loses
temper.
c. Wife often loses
temper.















































i. Wife has few
friends.
j. Husband and wife
share the same
friends.
k. Family friends are
usually associated
with police work.




m. On his days off,
husband prefers
to stay at home.






go only to father







































go only to mother











r. Husband often gets
angry at wife and/or
children.
c=l c=l













SECTION C: HUMAN SERVICES SURVEY
Christina Maslach and Susan E. Jackson (1986)
The purpose of this survey is to discover how various persons in the human services
or helping professions view their jobs and the people with whom they work closely.
Because persons in a wide variety of occupations will answer this survey, it uses
the term recipients to refer to the people for whom you provide your service, care,
treatment, or instruction. When answering this survey please think of these people
as recipients of the service you provide, even though you may use another term in
your work.
On the following page there are 22 statements of job-related feelings. Please read
each statement carefully and decide if you ever feel this way about your job. If
you have never had this feeling, write a "a" (zero) before the statement. If you
have had this feeling, indicate how often you feel it by writing the number (from





























I ·feel depressed at work.
If you never feel depressed at work, you would write the number "a" (zero) under
the heading "HOW OFTEN". If you rarely feel depressed at work (a few times a year
or less), you would write the number "1". If your feelings of depression are
fairly frequent, (a few time a week, but not daily), you would write a "5".
Modified and reproduced by special permission of the Publisher, Consulting Psychologists Press, Palo
Alto, CA 94303 from Human Services Survey by Christina Maslach and Susan E. Jackson. Copyright
1986 by Consulting Psychologists Press, Inc. All rights reserved. Further reproduction is prohibited
without the Publisher's consent.
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HOW OFTEN:
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Never A few times Once a A few Once A few Every
a year or month times a a times day

























I feel emotionally drained from my work.
I feel used up at the end of the workday.
I feel fatigued when I get up in the morning and have to face~
day on the job.
I can easily understand how my recipients feel about things.
I feel I treat some recipients as if they were impersonal objects.
Working with people all day is really a strain for me.
I deal very effectively with the problems of my recipients.
I feel burned out from my work.
I feel I'm positively influencing other people's lives through my
work.
I've become more callous toward people since I took this job.
I worry that this job is hardening me emotionally.
I feel very energetic.
I feel frustrated by my job.
I feel I'm working too hard on my job.
I don't really care what happens to some recipients.
Working with people directly puts too much stress on me.
I can easily create a relaxed atmosphere with my recipients.
I feel exhilarated after working closely with my recipients.
I have accomplished many worthwhile things in this job.
I feel like I'm at the end of my rope.
In my work, I deal with emotional problems very calmly.
I feel recipients blame me for some of their problems.
SECTION D: INDEX OF SOCIAL SUPPORT 110
Please fill in the INITIALS of the relevant people as well as your relationship
with them (for example, "friend", "wife"). Indicate your satisfaction with the
support by placing a cross in the relevant space. If there are different people
who have the same initials, use an extra letter to distinguish between them.
1. Do you have close friends that you meet or contact regularly (at least once a
month)? YES NO
INITIALS RELATIONSHIP SATISFIED NOT SATISFIED
2. Of all the people you know, whom could you count on to help you with a
problem (even though they might have to go out of their way to do so)?
INITIALS RELATIONSHIP SATISFIED NOT SATISFIED
3. Of all the people you know, to whom can you talk frankly, without having to
watch what you are saying?
INITIALS RELATIONSHIP SATISFIED NOT SATISFIED
4. Of all your family, friends, neighbours, and acquaintances, whom do you think
cares about you and appreciates you as a person?
INITIALS RELATIONSHIP SATISFIED NOT SATISFIED
5. Of all the people you know, who would comfort and reassure you when you
needed it?
INITIALS RELATIONSHIP SATISFIED NOT SATISFIED
6. Do you feel that you are an important part of your family's (or anyone
else's) life? YES NO
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INITIALS RELATIONSHIP SATISFIED NOT SATISFIED
7. How many good neighbours do you have that you meet or talk to regularly (at
least once a month)?
INITIALS RELATIONSHIP SATISFIED NOT SATISFIED
8. How many people with similar views and interests to yourself do you meet and
talk to regularly?
INITIALS RELATIONSHIP SATISFIED NOT SATISFIED
9. Who would you say that you help or support in some way in day to day life?
INITIALS RELATIONSHIP
10. Do you think any of your family, friends, neighbours, or acquaintances asks
or expects too much from you in any way? YES NO
INITIALS RELATIONSHIP
SECTION E: STRESS AND COPING
On the following page are listed some things that people say they find helpful when they are under a lot of tension or stress.
Some of the activities may be things that you do, but you may not do them because you are under some stress.
For example: Everyone eats, but some people eat more when they are experiencing extra tension.
Please read each statement carefully, and decide whether or not you have ever use the activity as a way of dealing with
emotional stress and tension. If you have never used the activity for that reason, mark the little box labelled "NEVER" and
go on to the next statement. If you have used the activity as a coping technique, please answer the following questions about
it:
HOW OFTEN have you used the activity as a way of coping with tensions? Answer this question using the first column to the













Rarely: When I use
a coping technique
I almost never use
this one.
I use this as a way
of coping with tension
about half the time.
Always: When I use a
a coping technique,
I always use this
one.
For you personally, HOW EFFECTIVE is the activity as a way of coping with stress and tension? That is, how well does it
work for you? Use the second column to the right to answer this question by circling the number which best indicates the









Half: it works about












HOW OFTEN do you use this activity as a For you, HOW EFFECTIVE is this
way of coping with stress? activity as a way of coping with
stress?
Coping activities you may have
used. EXTREMELY EXTREMELY
NEVER RARELY HALF ALWAYS INEFFECTIVE HALF EFFECTIVE
1- I smoke more often.
(mark)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. I change my eating habits (eat 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
more or less than usual).
3. I have a drink, such as beer, 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
wine, brandy, etc.
4. I take some form of drug (such 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
as dagga).
5. I work harder than usual around 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
the house or on the job.
6. I take a tranquillizer. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7. I take some other kind of 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
medicine.
8. I engage in some religious 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
activities such as going to
church, saying a prayer, or
meditating.
9. I try to get away from 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
everyone.
10. I just try to forget about it. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
11- I go shopping. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
12. I find some activity to take my 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
mind off things, like go to a
movie or play some sport.
3. I seek professional help (such 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
as a counsellor or therapist).
4. I talk things over with my 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
spouse.
5. I talk things over with my 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
friends.
6. I participate in some organized 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
groups and clubs in order to
get some social support.







The following statements are meant to complete the sentence: "Being a parent ••.••• ". In thinking about your role as a parent
and how it affects your work, indicate the extent you agree or disagree with each statement. CIRCLE ONE NUMBER ON EACH LINE.
Being a parent •••
a. earns me certain rights and privileges that otherwise I could not enjoy.
b. gives me support so that I can face the difficulties of work.
c. improves my image at work.
d. demands time from me that could be sp~nt on my job.
e. produces tensions and anxieties that decrease my performance at work.
fQfQ
fQfQ 9>.(,; fQfQ fQ
9>.(,; • ~'?j 9>.(,; fQ ~e; fQfQ
• ~'?j 0'" . ~'?j . ~e; 'lJ'0> ~
0'" ~ 0'" 'lJ'0> ~ 'lJ'0>
:'Y fQY ~';'y'\ ~fQ y-\ y-\ 'lJ'~ ,::.,-
9> .I'lJ' ~ ~ ~ ~"}
o~ fQ"Y • if . if· ofQ ~o
~'<J.(,; +o'ti- ~y'" ~y.,,+o ~~
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
f. results in rewards that could be difficult to achieve elsewhere.
. g. provides me with contacts who are helpful for my work.
h. develops skills in me that are useful at work.
i. tires me out so I feel-drained for work.
j. helps me understand the people at work better.
k. makes disappointment on the job easier to take.
1. makes me behave in ways which are unacceptable at work.
m. helps me forget the problems at work.
n. makes me so irritable that I take it out on the people at work.
o. gives me access to certain facts and- information which can be used at work.
p. makes it hard to adjust back to the way I must act at work.
q. shows me ways of seeing things that are helpful at work.
r. creates worries and problems which make concentration at work difficult.
s. gives me ideas that can be applied on the job.
t. helps me seen. as a valuable employee by my company.
u. energizes me so that I can taqkle the challenges of my job.
v. reduces my time available for work-related activities.


















































































































Please rate your marital relationship by placing a cross in the appropriate space
for each of the following questions.
a. How satisfied are you with your marriage?
b. How well do you feel your spouse understands you?
c. How well do you feel you understand your spouse?






















at all about me.







f. How often do you share your feeling with your spouse?
c:=J c:=J c=J c=J c=J
I often share I rarely share
my feelings. my feelings.









Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
Please place your completed questionnaire and your wife's sealed envelope in
~he return envelope provided. Seal your envelope and place it in the box






P.Bag X001, ScottsviUe, South Africa 3209.
Telephone 0331-260-5853 Fax 0331-260-5809
Dear Police Wife,
It is well-known that the pressures of work can affect a person's home-life
and vice versa. The following survey is a special study about such effects
amongst police officers and their wives. For this reason, we need information
from both husband and wife. The goal of the study is to guide the South
African Police Services in providing necessary support to policemen and their
families. .
As referred to above, the survey contains two sets of questionnaires - one for
you and one for your husband. Please complete these forms separately and in
private. It is very important that you each fill in the forms without
discussing the contents with your spouse. Please do not talk about the
questionnaires with each other until they have been completed and returned.
Please be assured that all replies are STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. Your personal
answers will not be divulged under any circumstances. Questionnaires are
identified by number only, so that each couple's forms stay linked, but there
is no connection between any individual anQ the number on the form. Thus no
link can be made between any individual and his/her answers. The study is
looking at the answers of all the respondents together, rather than those of
any individua21.
At the request of the SAPS, the overall results of the survey will be reported
to the Police Psychology unit. A written summary will also be available from
your husband's unit for interested officers and their wives. Under no
circumstances will any information about individuals be released.
I appreciate very much your time and effort in completing this survey. I hope
that the results will be interesting to you and your husband, as well as
useful to the SAPS and myself.





POLICE WIVES' STRESS QUESTIONNAIRE
It would be most helpful if you could complete this questionnaire within one









What is your home language?
What is your highest educational qualification?






_____ Other (specify ).
Marital status:
How long have you been married to your present spouse?
_____ months years.
Have you had any previous marriages?
yes no If "yes", how many? _
Children:
How many children do you have?
What are their ages?
How many are currently living at home with you? _
Please list any other people living at home with you (e.g., grandparents).
Do you have an outside paid job in addition to your work as a homemaker?
_____ yes no
If "yes", what is your job title?
How many hours per week do you work?
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Please answer the following questions as completely and honestly as you can.
Make a cross in only one box under each question. Thank you.
SECTION A
1. What hours does your husband work?
Number of hours per week
What shift is he presently working?
Does he have go to court on his days off? yes no
If yes, how often?
On average, approximately how much overtime does he work?
per week per month








3. If he had an opportunity to take another job in police work (assuming
equivalent security and benefits), how much would you want him to do this?
c=J c=J c=J c=J c=J
I would definitely Neutral I would definitely
want him to change want him to keep
jobs. his current job.
4. In general, how happy are you with your husband's career as a police
officer?
c=J c=J c=J c=J c:=J
Very happy Neutral Very unhappy
5. If he had an opportunity to change his occupation (assuming equivalent
security and benefits) to a job which does not include police work, how
much wou.ld you want him to do so?
I would def}nitelY c=J










1. What sorts of things happen to your family life as a result of your
husband's work as a police officer?
Each question has two opposing statements. There are five blocks between
these statements. Please place a cross in the block which best represents
your situation at home.




to be left alone.
c=J
b. Husband often loses
temper.
c. Wife often loses
temper.


















h. Husband has few
friends.
i. Wife has few
friends.





































k. Family friends are
usually associated
with police work.




m. On his days off,
husband prefers
to stay at home.






go only to father











r. Husband often gets
angry at wife and/or
children.
[=:J [=:J
























go only to mother










































3. How is your husband's police work "brought home"? For each of the possible
ways listed below, please rate how often they occur in your home.














D c. He has irregular hours of work.
c=J c=J
Rarely or never
D d. He is on call
c=J c=J
Rarely or never















D f. He tells the family about interesting things thathappened at work.
c=J c=J
Rarely or never c=JSometimes c=:JAlways
D g. He complains about problems at work.
c=J c=:J
Rarely or never c=:JSometimes c=:JAlways
h. He comes home in a particularly cheerful or happy
mood.






















c==J k. He has difficulty in sleeping at night.
1. His work is a source of pride and prestige for the
family.






























Now that you have indicated how often these events occur, please go back and
indicate which of them you consider to be the most important for your home
life. In the block before each item, put a + (plus sign) if you think the event
leads to important benefits for the family, and put a - (minus sign) if you
think the event leads to important problems for the family. If the event does
not have any important consequence for the family, either positively or
negatively then leave the block empty. Keep in mind that the importance of an
event is not necessarily determined by how often it occurs (e.g., a rare event
could have just as important consequences as a frequent one).
SECTION D (Wife)









































4. Please tick the three feelings that you think are most characteristic of














Please rate your marital relationship by placing a cross in the appropriate
block for each of the following questions.
I
a. How satisfied are you with your marriage?
c=J c=J c=J c=J c=J
Very satisfied
Very unsatisfied.
b. How we11 do you fee1 your spouse understands
you?
c=J c=J c=J c=J c=J
Understands me
Does not understand
very well. me at all.
c. How we11 do you fee1 you understand your spouse?
c=J c=J c=J c=J c=J
I understand I do not understand
very well. at all.
d. Do you fee1 that your spouse rea11y cares about you?
c=J c=J c=J c=J c=J
Cares very much Does not care
about me. at all about me.
e. Do you fee1 that your spouse appreciates your efforts?
c=J c=J c=J c=J c=J
Appreciates me Does not appreciate
very much. me at all.
£. How often do you share your fee1ing with your spouse?
c=J c=J c=J c=J c=J
I often share I rarely share
my feelings. my feelings.
g. Does your spouse share his/her fee1ings with you?
c=J c=J c=J c=J c=J
Often shares Rarely shares
feelings. feelings.
SECTION F
Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
Please place the completed questionnaire in the envelope provided. Seal your







P.Bag X001, Scottsville, South Africa 3209.
Telephone 0331-260-5853 Fax 0331-260-5809
Geagte Polisie-offisier
Dit is 'n welbekende feit dat werksdruk 'n persoon se huislike lewe kan
affekteer en omgekeerd. Die volgende opname is 'n spesiale studie oor sulke
effekte onder polisie-offisiere en hul vrouens. Om hierdie rede benodig ons
inligting van beide man en vrou. Die doel met die studie is om die
suid-Afrikaanse Polisiedienste leiding te gee in die verskaffing van die
nodige ondersteuning aan polisiemanne en hul vrouens.
Soos hierbo genoem is, bevat die opname twee stelle vraelyste een vir u en een
vir u vrou. Voltooi hierdie vorms asseblief afsonderlik en privaat. Dit is
baie belangrik dat u elkeen die vorms invul sonder om die inhoud met u
eggenoot te bespreek. Moet asseblief nie met mekaar oor die vraelyste praat
totdat hulle voltooi en teruggestuur is nie.
Wees asseblief verseker dat alle antwoorde STRENG VERTROULIK is. U persoonlike
antwoorde sal onder geen omstandighede bekend gemaak word nie. Vraelyste word
alleenlik volgens nommers geIdentifiseer, sodat elke egpaar se vorms gekoppel
bly, maar daar is geen verband tussen enige individu en die nommer op die vorm
nie. Dus kan geen individu aan sy/haar antwoorde gekoppel word nie. Die studie
kyk na die antwoorde van al die respondente saam, eerder as na die van enige
individu.
Op versoek van die SAPD sal die oorhoofse resultate aan die Polisie se
Sielkundige eenheid gerapporteer word. 'n Skriftelike opsomming sal ook by u
eenheid vir belangstellende offisiere en hul vrouens beskikbaar wees. Onder
geen omstandighede sal enige inligting oor individuele vrygestel word nie.
Ek stel u tyd en moeite om hierdie opname te voltooi, baie hoog op prys. Ek
hoop dat die resultate vir u en u vrou interessant sal wees, asook nuttig vir
die SAPD en selfs vir my.







Dit sal mees behulpsaam wees as u binne een week hierdie vraelys kan voltooi.









Wat is u huistaal?
Wat is u hoogste opvoedkundige kwalifikasie?







Hoe lank is u 'n lid van die SAPD?
jare.




Hoe lank is u by u huidige afdeling werksaam?
maande jare.




Op watter vlak funksioneer u?
Bestuur (U het mense wat aan u rapporteer wat self toesighouers is).
Toesighouend (U het mense wat aan u rapporteer wat nie self
toesighouers is nie).
Werkervlak (U het geen mense wat aan u rapporteer nie).
Huwelikstatus:
Hoe lank is u met u huidige eggenoot getroud?
maande jare.
Was u voorheen getroud?
ja nee. Indien "jaR, hoeveel keer?
Kinders:
Hoeveel kinders het u?
Hoe oud is hulle? _
Hoeveel woon op die oomblik tuis by u?
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Beantwoord asseblief die volgende vrae so volledig en eerbaarlik as u kan.
Plaas 'n kruisie in net een blokkie onder elke vraag. Baie dankie.
AFDELING A
1. Watter ure werk u?
Nommer ure per week
Watter skof werk u op die oomblik?
Moet u hof toe gaan op dae wat u nie gereeld werk nie?
j a nee _
Indien "ja", hoe dikwels?
Gemiddeld, hoeveel na ure werk doen u?
per week per maand _
2. Hoe gelukkig is u in u huidige werk?
c=J c=J c=J c=J c=J ,
Baie gelukkig Neutraal Baie ongelukk~g
3. Hoe goed is die salarisskaal vir u huidige werk?
.c=J c=J c=J c=J c=J
Ba~e goed Bale swak






5. As udie geleentheid sou kry om 'n ander werk in die polisie te aanvaar, hoe



















7. As u 'n geleentheid sou kry om van beroep te verander na 'n werk wat nie
































3. Watter soorte dinge gebeur met u gesinslewe as gevolg van u werk as 'n
polisie-offisier?
Elke vraag het twee teenoorgestelde stellings. Tussen die twee stellings is
daar vyf blokkies. Plaas asseblief 'n kruisie in die blokkie wat u
omstandighede by die huis die beste verteenwoordig.
a. Man bring baie tyd





b. Man verloor dikwels
sy humeur.
c=J
c. Vrou verloor dikwels
haar humeur.
c=J
d. Man stel baie belang
in gesinsake.
c=J
e. Vrou vertel man net
van gesinsprobleme.
c=J
f. Man is baie betrokke
by kinders se
aktiwiteite.
Man is baie geduldig.
Vrou is baie geduldig.
Man wil nie van
gesinsdinge hoor nie.
c=J c::::J
Vrou vertel man net van
gesinsuksesse.
c=J c::::J
Man laat dit gewoonlik




g. Man en vrou stem
gewoonlik saam oor
dissipline van kinders.
Man en vrou stem




h. Man het min vriende.
c=J Man het baie vriende.c=J c::::J
i. Vrou het min vriende.
c=J c=J
j. Man en vrou dee1
diese1fde vriende.
c=J c=J
k. Gesinsvriende is gewoon1ik
met po1isiewerk
geassosieer.




m. Op sy vry dae, verkies
man om tuis te b1y.




Vrou het baie vriende.
c=J c=J












Op sy vry dae, verkies
man om aktiwiteite
buite die huis te doen.
c=J c=J
Op sy vry dae, doen man
gewoon1ik aktiwiteite
wat nie werkverwant is
nie.
o. Kinders gaan gewoon1ik
net na hu1 vader toe
met hu1 prob1eme.
c=J c=J
p. Kinders voe1 emosioneel
na aan hul vader.
c=J c=J
q. Kinders voel emosioneel
na aan hul moeder.
c=J c=J
r. Man word dikwels woedend
teenoor vrou en/of kinders.








ver van hul vader.
c=J c:=J
Kinders voel emosioneel
ver van hul moeder.
c=J c:=J












Christina Maslach and Susan E. Jackson (1986)
(Ek is jammer dat
beskikbaar is nie.
daar geen regstreekse vertaling van hierdie afdeling
Ek vertrou dat die taal van die afdeling voldoende
verstaanbaar sal wees.)
The purpose of this survey is to discover how various persons in the human
services or helping professions view their jobs and the people with whom they
work closely. Because persons in a wide variety of occupations will answer
this survey, it uses the term recipients to refer to the people for whom you
provide your service, care, treatment, or instruction. When answering this
survey please think of these people as recipients of the service you provide,
even though you may use another term in your work.
On the following page there are 22 statements of job-related feelings. Please
read each statement carefully and decide if you ever feel this way about your
job. If you have never had t'his feeling, write a "0" (zero) before the
statement. If you have had this feeling, indicate how often you feel it by
writing the number (from 1 to 6) that best describes how frequently you feel




























I feel depressed at work.
If you n7ver feel depressed at work, you would write the number "0" (zero) under
the head1ng "HOW OFTEN". If you rarely feel depressed at work (a few times a year
or less), you would write the number "1". If your feelings of depression are
fairly frequent, (a few time a week, but not daily), you would write a "5".
Modified and reproduced by special permission of the Publisher, Consulting Psychologists Press, Palo
Alto, CA 94303 from Human Services Survey by Christina Maslach and Susan E. Jackson. Copyright
1986 by Consulting Psychologists Press, Inc. All rights reserved. Further reproduction is prohibited
without the Publisher's consent.
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HOW OFTEN:
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Never A few times Once a A few Once A few Every
a year or month times a a times day

























I feel emotionally drained from my work.
I feel used up at the end of the workday.
I feel fatigued when I get up in the morning and have to face~
day on the job.
I can easily understand how my recipients feel about things.
I feel I treat some recipients as if they were impersonal objects.
Working with people all day is really a strain for me.
I deal very effectively with the problems of my recipients.
I feel burned out from my work.
I feel I'm positively influencing other people' s lives through my
work.
I've become more callous toward people since I took this job.
I worry that this job is hardening me emotionally.
I feel very energetic.
I feel frustrated by my job.
I feel I'm working too hard on my job.
I don't really care what happens to some recipients.
Working with people directly puts too much stress on me.
I can easily create a relaxed atmosphere with my recipients.
I feel exhilarated after working closely with my recipients.
I have accomplished many worthwhile things in this job.
I feel like I'm at the end of my rope.
In my work, I deal with emotional problems very calmly.
I feel recipients blame me for some of their problems.
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AFDELING D: INDEKS VAN SOSIALE ONDERSTEUNING
Skryf asseblief neer die VOORLETTERS van die toepaslike mense, asook u verhouding
met hulle (byvoorbeeld, "vriend", "vrou"). Dui aan hoe tevrede, of nie, u is met
die ondersteuning, deur middel van 'n kruisie in die toepaslike ruimte te plaas.
Indien daar verskille mense is wat dieselfde voorletters het, gebruik 'n ekstra
letter om tussen hulle to ondersky.
1. Het u goeie vriende vir wie u gereeld ontmoet of kontak (minstens een keer
per maand)? JA NEE
VOORLETTERS VERHOUDING TEVREDE NIE TEVREDE NIE
2. Van al die mense wat u ken, op wie kan u staat maak om u met 'n probleem te
help (al moet hulle uit hul pad uit gaan om u te help)?
VOORLETTERS VERHOUDING TEVREDE NIE TEVREDE NIE
3. Van al die mense wat u ken, met wie kan u openlik praat sonder om versigtig
te wees oor wat use?
VOORLETTERS VERHOUDING TEVREDE NIE TEVREDE NIE
4. Van al u familie, vriende, bure, en kennisse, wie, dink u, gee vir u om en
waardeer u as persoon?
VOORLETTERS VERHOUDING TEVREDE NIE TEVREDE NIE
5. Van al die mense wat u ken, wie sou u troos en gerusstel wanneer u d;thet? • nodig
VOORLETTERS VERHOUDING TEVREDE NIE TEVREDE NIE
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6. Voel u u is 'n belangrike deel van u gesin (of enigeen anders) se lewe?
JA NEE
VOORLETTERS----VERHOUDING TEVREDE NIE TEVREDE NIE
'7. Hoeveel goeie bure het u wat u gereeld ontmoet of mee praat (minstens een
keer per maand)?
VOORLETTERS VERHOUDING TEVREDE NIE TEVREDE NIE
8. Hoeveel mense met soortgelyke sienings en belangstellings as u eie ontmoet en
praat u gereeld mee?
VOORLETTERS VERHOUDING TEVREDE NIE TEVREDE NIE
9. Wie, sou u se, help of ondersteun u opeen of ander manier in die daaglikse
lewe?
VOORLETTERS VERHOUDING
10. Dink u enige van u familie, vriende, bure of kennisse verwag of vra te veel
van u, in watter opsig ook al? JA NEE
VOORLETTERS VERHOUDING
AFDELING E: STRES EN RANTERING DAARVAN
Op die vo1gende b1adsy verskyn 'n 1ys van dinge wat mense hu11e nuttig vind wanneer hu11e onder baie spanning of stres
verkeer. Party van die aktiwiteite mag dinge wees wat u doen, maar dit mag wees dat u dit nie doen omdat u onder 'n
mate van stres is nie.
Byvoorbee1d: A1ma1 eet, maar party eet meer wanneer hu11e ekstra spanning ondervind.
Lees e1ke ste11ing asseb1ief noukeurig en bes1uit of u a1 ooit die aktiwiteit gebruik het as 'n manier om emosione1e
stres en spanning te hanteer, of nie. As u die aktiwiteit nog nooit as 'n hanteringstegniek gebruik het nie, merk die
k1ein b10kkie onder "NOOIT", en gaan voort tot die vo1gende ste11ing. As u we1 die aktiwiteit gebruik het, beantwoord
asseb1ief die vo1gende vrae daaroor:
HOE OIKWELS het u die aktiwiteit a1 gebruik as 'n manier om spanning te hanteer? Hierdie vraag moet beantwoord word
deur die eerste ko1om regs van die ste11ing te gebruik. Omkring die syfer wat u antwoord die beste aandui. Gebruik die
skaa1 soos vo1g:






een as 'n manier om
min of meer die
he1fte van die tyd
om my stres te hanteer.
NOOIT
IJ
Merk hier as u
die aktiwiteit














Vir u persoon1ik, HOE EFFEKTIEF is die aktiwiteit as 'n manier om stres en spanning te hanteer? Oit wi1 se, hoe goed
werk dit vir u? Gebruik die tweede ko1om na regs om hierdie vraag te beantwoord deur die syfer wat die a1gehe1e










He1fte: Oit werk omtrent













HOE DIKWELS gebruik u hierdie Vir u, HOE EFFEKTIEF is hierdie
aktiwiteit as 'n manier om spanning te aktiwiteit as 'n manier on stres t
hanteer? hanteer?
anteringstegnieke wat u al dalk mag
ebruik het. UITERS UITERS
NOOIT SELDE HELFTE ALTYD ONEFFEKTIEF HELFTE EFFEKTIEF
(merk) ""
1- Ek rook meer dikwels. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. Ek verander my eetgewoontes (eet meer 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4: 5 6 7
of minder as gewoonlik).
3. Ek neem 'n sopie, soos bier, wyn, 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
brandewyn, ens.
4. Ek neem een of ander soort dwelmrniddel 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
(soos dagga).
5. Ek werk harder as gewoonlik in die huis 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
rond of by die werk.
5. Ek neem 'n kalmeermiddel. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7• Ek neem 'n ander soort medisyne. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3" 4 5 6 7
3. Ek raak betrokke by een of ander 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 ·7
godsdienstige aktiwiteit soos kerk toe ,
gaan, 'n gebed opse, of meditasie.
~ . Ek probeer wegkom van almal. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
). Ek probeer net daarvan vergeet. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
L. Ek gaan doen inkopies. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
!. Ek vind een of ander aktiwiteit om my 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
gedagtes van- dinge af te neem, soos om
te gaan fliek of 'n sport te gaan
speel.
I. Ek soek professionele hulp (soos 'n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
berader of terapeut).
,. Ek praat met my eggenoot oor dinge. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
'. Ek praat met my vriende oor dinge. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
'. Ek neem deel aan georganiseerde groepe 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
of klubs om sosiale ondersteuning te
kry.
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Die volgende stellings word bedoel as voltooiing van die sin "Die feit dat ek 'n ouer is ••• ". As u dink aan u eie rol as
ouer en hoe dit u werk raak, dui die mate aan waarin u met elkeen saamstem of nie saamstem nie.
OMKRING EEN SYFER OP ELKE REEL.
Die feit dat ek 'n ouer is ..
a. bring vir my sekere regte en voorregte mee w~t ek andersins nie sou
geniet nie.
b. verskaf ondersteuning sodat ek my werksprobleme kan hanteer.
c. verbeter my beeld by die werk.
d. verg tyd van my wat ek aan my werk sou kon bestee.
e. bring spanning en angstigheid mee wat my werkverrigting by die werk
verminder.
f. lei tot belonings wat moeilik elders behaal sou kon word.
g. verskaf kontakte wat nuttig is vir my werk. .
h. ontwikkel vaardighede by my wat nuttig is by die werk.
i. vermoei my sodat ek uitgeput voel vir my werk.































k. maak dit makliker om teleurstellinge by die werk te verdra.
1. maak dat ek op maniere optree wat by die werk onaanvaarbaar is.
m. help my om die probleme by die werk te vergeet.
n. maak my so prikkelbaar dat ek dit op mense by die werk uithaal.
































p. maak dit moeilik om weer aan te pas by die wyse waarop ek by die werk
moet optree.
q. wys my maniere om na dinge te kyk wat nuttig is by die werk.
r. skep bekornrnernisse en probleme wat konsentrasie by die werk bemoeilik.
s. gee my idees wat in my werk toegepas kan word.
t. help dat ek deur my maatskappy as 'n waardevolle werknemer gesien word.
u. gee my energie sodat ek die uitdagings van my werk kan aanpak.
v. verminder die tyd wat ek vir werksverwante aktiwiteite beskikbaar het.



















































Gee asseblief 'n evaluasie van u huweliksverhouding deur die toepaslike blokkie
vir elk van die volgende vrae te merk.





(b) Hoe goed, voel u, verstaan u eggenoot
u?





(c) Hoe goed, voel u, verstaan u u eggenoot?












Gee glad nloe vir
my om nie




Waardeer my glad nie














Is daar enige ander aanmerkings wat u wil maak?
Plaas asseblief u voltooide vraelys en u vrou se verseelde koevert in die







P.Bag X001, Scottsville, South Africa 3209.
Telephone 0331-260-5853 Fax 0331-260-5809
Geagte Polisie-Vrou
Oit is •n welbekende feit dat werksdruk •n persoon se huislike lewe kan
affekteer en omgekeerd. Die volgende opname is 'n spesiale studie oor sulke
effekte onder polisie-offisiere en hul vrouens. Om hierdie rede benodig ons
inligting van beide man en vrou. Die doel met die studie is om die
Suid-Afrikaanse Polisiedienste leiding te gee in die verskaffing van die
nodige ondersteuning aan polisiemanne en hul vrouens.
Soos hierbo genoem is, bevat die opname twee stelle vraelyste een vir u en een
vir u man. Voltooi hierdie vorms asseblief afsonderlik en privaat. Oit is baie
belangrik dat u elkeen die vorms invul sonder om die inhoud met u eggenoot te
bespreek. Moet asseblief nie met mekaar oor die vraelyste praat totdat hulle
voltooi en teruggestuur is nie.
Wees asseblief verseker dat alle antwoorde STRENG VERTROULIK is. U persoonlike
antwoorde sal onder geen omstandighede bekend gemaak word nie. Vraelyste word
alleenlik volgens nommers geidentifiseer, sodat elke egpaar se vorms gekoppel
bly, maar daar is geen verband tussen enige individu en die nommer op die vorm
nie. Ous kan geen individu aan sy/haar antwoorde gekoppel word nie. Die studie
kyk na die antwoorde van al die respondente saam, eerder as na die van enige
individu.
Op versoek van die SAPO sal die oorhoofse resultate aan die Polisie se
Sielkundige eenheid gerapporteer word. 'n Skriftelike opsomming sal ook by u
man se eenheid vir belangstellende offisiere en hul vrouens beskikbaar wees~
Onder geen omstandighede sal enige inligting oor individuele vrygestel word
nie.
Ek stel u tyd en moeite om hierdie opname te voltooi, baie hoog op prys. Ek
hoop dat die resultate vir u en u man interessant sal wees, asook nuttig vir
die SAPO en selfs vir my.
















Wat is u huistaal?
Wat is u hoogste opvoedkundige kwalifikasie?








Hoe lank is u met u huidige eggenoot getroud?
maande jare.
Was u voorheen getroud?
ja nee. Indien "ja" , hoeveel keer? _
Kinders:
Hoeveel kinders het u?
Hoeoud is hulle?
Hoeveel woon op die oomblik tuis by u?
Maak asseblief 'n lys van enige ander mense wie woon tuis by u (bv. Ouma).
Het u betaalde werk, buitendien u werk by die huis?
ja nee.
Indien "ja", wat is u werkstitel?

















Beantwoord asseblief die volgende vrae so volledig en eerbaarlik as u kan.
Plaas 'n kruisie in net een blokkie onder elke vraag. Baie dankie.
AFDELING A
1. Watter ure werk u man?
Nommer ure per week
Watter skof werk hy op die oomblik?
Moet hy hof toe gaan op dae wat hy nie gereeld werk nie?
j a nee _
Indien "ja", hoe dikwels?
Ge~iddeld, hoeveel na-ure werk doen hy?
per week per maand _







3. As hy die geleentheid sou kry om 'n ander werk in die polisie te aanvaar, hoe










wou he hy moet sy
huidige werk behou.








5. As hy 'n geleentheid sou kry om van beroep te verander na 'n werk wat nie
polisiewerk insluit nie, hoe graag sou u wou he hy moet dit doen (gegee
ekwivalente sekuriteit en voordele)?
c=:J c=:J
Ek sou definitief










1. Watter soorte dinge gebeur met u gesinslewe as gevolg van u man se werk as 'n
polisie-offisier?
Elke vraag het twee teenoorgestelde,stellings. Tussen die twee stellings is
daar vyf blokkies. Plaas asseblief 'n kruisie in die blokkie wat u
omstandighede by die huis die beste verteenwoordig.
a. Man bring baie tyd





b. Man verloor dikwels
sy humeur.
c=J
c. Vrou verloor dikwels
haar humeur.
c=J
d. Man stel baie belang
in gesinsake.
c=J
e. Vrou vertel man net
van gesinsprobleme.
c=J
f. Man is baie betrokke
by kinders se
aktiwiteite.
Man is baie geduldig.
Vrou is baie geduldig.
Man wil nie van
gesinsdinge hoor nie.
c=J c=J
Vrou vertel man net van
gesinsuksesse.
c=J c=J
Man laat dit gewoonlik




g. Man en vrou stem
gewoonlik saam oor
dissip1ine van kinders.
h. Man het min vriende.
c=J c=J
i. Vrou het min vriende.
c=J c=J
Man en vrou stem
gewoonlik nie saam oor
dissipline van kinders
nie.
Man het baie vriende.
c=J c=J
Vrou het baie vriende.
c=J c=J
j. Man en vrou deel
dieselfde vriende.
c=J
Man en vrou het
verskillende vriende.
c=J CJ
k. Gesinsvriende is gewoonlik
met polisiewerk
geassosieer.




m. Op sy vry dae, verkies
man om tuis te bly.













Op sy vry dae, verkies
man om aktiwiteite
buite die huis te doen.
c=J c=J
Op sy vry dae, doen man
gewoonlik aktiwiteite
wat nie werkverwant is
nie.
o. Kinders gaan gewoonlik
net na hul vader toe
met hul probleme.
c=J c=J
p. Kinders voel emosioneel
na aan hul vader.
c=J c=J
q. Kinders voel emosioneel
na aan hul moeder.
c=J c=J
r. Man word dikwels woedend
teenoor vrou en/of kinders.








ver van hul vader.
c=J c=J
Kinders voel emosioneel
ver van hul moeder.
c=J c=J






























3. Hoe word u man se polisiewerk "huis toe gebring"? Dui asseblief vir elk van
die moontlike maniere aan, hoe dikwels dit in u huis plaasvind.
D a. By kom omqekrap of baie kwaad huis toe.
c=J c=J c=J c=J
Selde of nooit Soms














D d. By is op bystand.
c=J c=J c=J [==:J
Selde of nooit Soms Altyd
D e. By werk oortyd.
c=J c=J c=J [==:JSelde of nooit Soms Altyd
D f. By vertel die gesin van interessante dinge wat by die werkgebeur.
c=J c=J [==:J c=J [==:JSelde of nooit Soms Altyd
D g. By kla oor probleme by die werk.
c=J c=J [==:J [==:JSelde of nooit Soms Altyd
0 h. By kom in 'n besonder vro~ike of opgewekte bui huis toe.
c=J 't c=J c=J c=J c=JSelde of noo~ Soms Altyd
0 i.. By is gespanne of angstig wanneer hy tuis kom.
c=J 't c=J c=J c=J c=JSelde of noo~ Soms Altyd
0 j. By doen gevaarlike werk.
c=J c=J c=J c=J
Selde of nooit Soms Altyd
0 k. By slaap snags moeilik.
c=J c=J c=J c=J
Selde of nooit Soms Altyd
0 l. Sy werk is 'n bron van trots en prestige vir die gesin,
c::=:J c=J c=J c=J c=J
Selde of nooit Soms Altyd
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D m. Sy werk is 'n bron van ongemak of verleentheid vir diegesin.
c=J c=J
Selde of nooit












Noudat u aangedui het hoe dikwels hierdie gebeurtenisse plaasvind, gaan asseblief
terug en dui in die blokkie voor elke letter aan, watter van hulle u as die
belangrikste vir u huislike lewe sien. Skryf 'n + (plus-simbool) as u dink die
gebeurtenis lei tot belangrike voordele vir die gesin, en skryf 'n -(minus-teken)
as u dink die gebeurtenis lei tot belangrike probleme vir die gesin. As die
gebeurtenis geen belangrike gevolge vir die gesin het nie, hetsy positief of
negatief, laat die blokkie oop. Hou in gedagte dat die belangrikheid van 'n
gebeurtenis nie noodwendig afhang van hoe dikwels dit voorkom nie ('n seldsame
gebeurtenis kan byvoorbeeld net sulke belangrike gevolge as 'n frekwente een he).
AFDELING D (Vrou)








my 'n mate van stres
c=J .
Veroorsaak Vl.r
my geen stres nie
2. Merk asseblief die drie (3) gevoelens wat die mees kenmerkend is van die













3. In watter mate veroorsaak u man se polisiewerk vir u kinders emosionele
stres?
vergak vir c=J
die kinders 'n groot
hoeveelheid stres
veroQk vir c=J






4. Merk asseblief die drie (3) gevoelens wat u dink die mees kenmerkend is van















Gee asseblief 'n evaluasie van u huweliksverhouding deur die toepaslike blokkie
vir elk van die volgende vrae te merk.
(a) Hoe tevrede is u met u huwelik?
(b) Hoe qoed, voel u, verstaan u eqqenoot u?
(c) Hoe qoed, voel u, verstaan u u eqqenoot?























Gee glad n~e vir
my om nie




Waardeer my glad nie





. Ek deel selde
my gevoelens








Is daar enige ander aanmerkings wat u wil maak?
Plaas asseblief die ~oltooide vraelys in die voorsiende koevert. Maak die
ko:vert t~e en gee d~t aan u man sodat hy dit in sy retoerkoevert kan plaas.
Ba~e dank~e.
APPENDIX G
QUALITY OF FAMILY LIFE FACTORS
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Rotated Factor Matrix
FACTOR 1 FACTOR 2 FACTOR 3 FACTOR 4 FACTOR 5
QFL3 .65213 .00261 -.11807 .04525 .06616
QFU -.74858 .02825 .00874 -.09345 -.04607
QFLS -.35989 .02133 .60626 .12497 .05071
QFL6 .71482 -.04806 -.07033 .07566 -.24662
QFL7 -.19244 .23023 .60617 -.20846 -.19690
QFL8 .66223 .02753 .23421 .35212 -.07393
QFL9 .63937 .04579 -.25075 -.02008 -.05886
QFLlO -.10803 -.04270 .00919 .05267 .77199
QFL11 .02837 .18990 .12210 -.33675 .72600
QFLl2 .05022 .26510 .15171 .62923 -.22820
QFLl3 .16963 .74950 .16792 .15669 -.08281
QFLl4 .02421 -.16275 -.10997 .76701 .03772
QFLl5 -.11070 .71151 -.08882 -.32246 .08548
QFLl6 .07084 .55175 -.28937 .23325 .38442
QFLl7 .49657 .26978 -.06548 -.19337 .21181
QFLl8 .66076 .13201 .31914 -.00283 .00863
QFLl9 -.10948 .22141 -.67085 -.03501 -.15965
QFL20 -.74498 .03752 .25354 .06655 .04558
QFL21 -.47563 -.04737 .11969 -.34966 -.34390
Factor One: QFL3 (.65), QFL6 (.71), QFL8 (.66), QFL9 (.64), QFLl7 (.50), QFLl8 (.66), QFU (-.75),
QFL20 (-.74).
Factor Two: QFLl3 (.75), QFLl5 (.71), QFLl6 (.55).
Factor Three: QFL5 (.61), QFL7 (.61), QFLl9 (-.67).
Factor Four: QFLl2 (.63), QFLl4 (.77).





FACTOR 1 FACTOR 2 FACTOR 3 FACTOR 4 FACTOR 5 FACTOR 6
COPFRQl .05754 -.22684 .42256 -.24336 -.02712 .54148
COPRRQ2 .12833 .24429 .72547 -.00245 .09242 -.13230
COPFRQ3 -.06454 .06481 .62804 .14555 -.48549 .06430
COPRRQ4 -.02140 .14579 -.11790 .03259 .03107 .86338
COPFRQ5 .17541 .58049 .16850 -.42213 .10419 -.22253
COPRRQ6 .78973 .00399 .05499 .00878 -.08032 .04111
COPFRQ7 .80753 .09573 .10226 -.13171 -.07168 -.02370
COPRRQ8 .57528 .35605 -.07559 .47012 .16314 -.15218
COPFRQ9 .11903 -.30860 .66633 .15647 .38607 .18739
COPRRQIO .00749 .22489 .08745 .08395 .66282 .24877
COPFRQ11 .12987 .41420 -.07777 .25989 .07804 -.36065
COPRRQ12 .13677 -.10456 .03587 .69124 .20292 .03149
COPFRQ13 .86880 .01655 -.00805 -.03492 -.03430 -.02119
COPRRQ14 .15734 .59146 -.40824 .10116 .15441 .04638
COPFRQ15 .03581 .77874 .17945 .11461 .03684 .16045
COPRRQ16 .05039 .25472 .11603 .74801 -.06483 -.15651
COPFRQ17 -.19370 .05060 -.00060 .10859 .80985 -.23564
Factor One: COPFRQ6 (.79), COPFRQ7 (.81), COPFRQ8 (.58), COPFRQ13 (.87).
Factor Two: COPFRQ5 (.58), COPFRQ14 (.59), COPFRQ15 (.78).
Factor Three: COPFRQ2 (.73), COPFRQ3 (.63), COPFRQ9 (.67).
Factor Four: COPFRQ8 (.47), COPFRQ12 (.69), COPFRQ16 (.75).
Factor Five: COPFRQIO (.66), COPFRQ17 (.81), 3 (-.49).
Factor Six: COPFRQl (.54), COPFRQ4 (.86).
APPENDIX I: COPING FREQUENCY CORRELATIONS
COPING STRATEGY Emotional Depersonalisa-tion Personal Work-to-Home Home-to-Work
Exhaustion Accomplishment Spillover Spillover
Smoke more often .1419 -.0761 -.2776" -.0567 -.3450"
Change eating habits .2060 .1684 -.2759" -.0970 .0480
Have a drink .1370 .1265 -.1105 .0270 -.2373
Take drugs .0751 -.0516 -.0233 .2683" .1401
Work harder at home .1605 -.0066 -.0501 -.1782 -.2273
Take tranqullizers .0890 .1203 -.1520 -.2370" .1452
Take medicine -.0078 -.1304 -.3699"" -.1037 -.3506"
Religious activity -.0734 -.0201 .1191 .1280 .4198""
Get away .3586- ,3508- -.1548 -.0610 -.0273
Forget about it .2959- .1738 .2207" -.1869 -.0815
Go shopping -.1325 .0149 .2740" -.0776 .1142
Activities (movies, sport) .2153" .1403 .1297 -.1580 .2046
Seek professional help -.0266 .0054 -.1772 -.1498" -.2399
Talk to spouse -.0627 -.0262 -.0966 .2136 .1792
Talk to friends .0859 -.0808 .0359 .1620 .2403
Groups, clubs -.1331 -.2048 .0435 .1924 .2804"
Other .0358 .0993 .0165 -.1515 -.0114
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